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GOD AND GOOD

“Birnbaum cuts a daring – sometimes breathtaking –
swath across philosophy, metaphysics and cosmology.”
– Prof. Emil Fackenheim,
Jerusalem

“Iconoclast Birnbaum is one of the most daring
and dynamic intellects of the turn of the millennium...”
– John Hospers
Professor Emeritus of Philosophy
University of Sourthern 		
California

GOD AND GOOD

Author’s fable

The Fisherman

The Fisherman
[continued]

.…with the body of a “young” 90-year-old.

He had “the cosmos” on his line….

Weather-beaten face, slender but muscular body,
sinewy muscled…

And he was a strong, disciplined angler –
and would not let it (the cosmos) off…..

The Fisherman had been reeling in his line
for several trillion millennia now…..
Indeed, the cosmos had “taken the bait” –
of his “PERFECTION-lure”…
He would let out the line just a bit;
then reel it in 20–fold
Millennia after millennia now…

……a long, long time ago
Perfection / Potential / Eternity / Extraordinariation
…they were all embedded in the lure

cont’d
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The Fisherman

The Fisherman

[continued]

[continued]

And He, the Fisherman, had been reeling in the line –
ever since.

And, of course….somehow He had to
“draw strength”….

Hour after hour, day after day, year after year,
century after century….

For, this was eternal and arduous work…..
– no matter how lean and muscular He was…..

…..and on and on….

It was not easy reeling in an entire cosmos….
– even if you were the eternal metaphysical cosmic
Fisherman….

But, of course, He drew his strength
from the “fish on his line” –
that is, from the (struggling) Cosmos…
– questing for its manifold maximal potentialities

For He – the Fisherman – was, after all,
pure Potential, Himself….

GOD AND GOOD

“Remarkable and profound, God and Good rounds-out
the author’s powerful and original Cosmic Womb of
Potential metaphysics.”
– Claude Levi-Strauss
Paris

“Writing intuitively, Birnbaum nevertheless provokes....”
– Andrew E. Lange
Chairman Emeritus
Department of Physics,
Mathematics and Astronomy
CALTECH
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GOD AND GOOD

The first book of the series, God and Evil,
was heavily intellectual as the major motif
and heavily intuitive as the minor motif

The second book, God and Good,
is reversed in these regards

The presumptive power of the Summa series
lies in the compound power
of the two books – and of the two presentations –
in-tandem

Q4P = Quest for Potential∞
Q4F = Quest for Fulfillment

1

INTRODUCTION

Introductory
Section

3

GOD AND GOOD

INTRODUCTION

Prelude

note: there is a 5-page “Schematic”
re-capping both books starting on page 375
[Appendix B: Schematically]

*

for 9-page recap, see
The Potential∞ Point:
Road Map
after Appendix Z2

This is a highly intuitive work attempting to advance
our speculative conjecture about the cosmos – but
fully comporting to our knowledge of the spectrum of
various realities, across the sciences, both physical
and social.
The work is written within a Jewish context,
but its motifs are universal.
If the construct proposed herein proves to ‘stand the
test of time’, mainstream Jewish philosophy – and
theology – will comport to its contours – and other belief
systems will find ways to accommodate its assertions.
In due course... In due course...
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In Tribute

Dedication

William Rice Kimball
(1919-2005)

To My
“INNER CIRCLE”

President, Stanford Board of Trustees
*
HARVEY COHEN, Encino, CA.
STEVEN GROSS, Jerusalem *
GARY KAUFMAN, New York – Princeton
JOSHUA MILLER, Jerusalem **
SAMUEL WILCHFORT, Jerusalem ***

*
**
***

formerly of Manhattan
formerly of Great Neck, NY
formerly of Englewood, NJ
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Remember the former things of old:
That I am God, and there is none else;
I am God, and there is none like Me;
Declaring the end from the beginning,
And from ancient times things
that are not yet done.


“A significant and possibly brand new way of
seeing God and goodness as processes that can,
in retrospect, be seen as embedded in the thrust
of creation toward the (always still potential)
fulfillment of potential...”
– Edward L. Greenstein
Professor of Bible
Tel Aviv University

– Isaiah 46:9-10

Radiant is the world soul,
Full of splendor and beauty,
Full of life,
Of souls hidden,
Of treasures of the holy spirit,
Of fountains of strength,
Of greatness and beauty.
Proudly I ascend
Toward the heights of the world soul
That gives life to the universe.


– A.I. Kook, Lights of Penitence, p. 376

He hangs the world upon nothingness.


– Job 26:7

[all cited, as well, in Book 1; Part Two, Section 100:04]

GOD AND GOOD

extract from
FOREWORD
God and Evil *
by
Dr. Sanford Drob **
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“Birnbaum’s proposed solution to the question of
divine origins, to the mystery of the kabbalists’ En Sof
(the infinite theistic principle giving rise to the God of
Israel) is that “Holy Potential is at the epicenter of the
Divine,” that God is, by His very nature, potential and
possibility, “transcending, space, time and cosmos,”
and ever-surging towards greater actuality. Birnbaum
bases his thesis, in part, on the name by which God first
became known to Moses and Israel: Eheye Asher Eheyeh,
“I-will-be-that-which-I-will be” (Exodus 3:13-14) which
he sees as a prooftext for his claim that potential is the
holiest state of the Divine. Birnbaum sees the kabbalists’
sefirot* as “primal quests for potentiality” which bridge
the gap from “emptiness” to “somethingness,” and
thereby become the vehicles of creation.”

* Book I (1988) of Summa Metaphysica
** Founding co-Editor, The NY Jewish Review

INTRODUCTION

* parallel to Plato’s Forms

GOD AND GOOD

Introduction: The Metaphysical
Gates of the Forest
by William Johnson,
Professor Emeritus of Philosophy
Brandeis University

“Why is Birnbaum’s paradigm uniquely different from
all pre-existing paradigms?”

Compare three and a half thousand year old Jewish
philosophy to a majestic oak tree: roots, trunk, large
branches, smaller branches and then leaves. Then
figuratively, many of the daring medieval (Golden
Age) Jewish philosophers often dealt with the trunk
and the major branches, while many modern Jewish
philosophers often deal with some of the branches,
some larger, some smaller, and some of the interesting
leaves. The Kabbalists often dealt with the roots,
but generally from an acutely mystical, esoteric,
and generally, obscure fashion.
Birnbaum maintains that the structural weaknesses in
existing philosophical constructs, leave one no choice
but to go after the major root. That if one gets a handle
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on the major root, one gets a handle not only on the
major root system, and not only on the entire tree, but,
indeed, on the entire forest. That is, one will have inhand the hitherto elusive key to the gate of the mythical
metaphysical forest.
Birnbaum, whose works are rooted partially in Lurianic
Kabbalah, goes for the root of the roots, the tap root,
and in a non–mystical fashion. As a Master Diamond
Cleaver might attempt to cleave an extraordinary and
large rough diamond with one deft tap, so too Birnbaum
proposes to crack the cosmic code with one deft
dynamic.
Birnbaum, the conceptual theorist, searched for a
unique, transcendent dynamic which might, on the
one hand, almost by definition, be Eternal, and which,
on the other hand, could possibly be infinitely dynamic.
He conceptualizes a candidate: Potential/Possibility.
Then Birnbaum asks himself if that dynamic multiplied
infinite-fold, could possibly achieve the necessary
‘traction’ to ignite and then propel a cosmos? He
emerges with Quest for Potential∞ (recursive to the
infinite power).
Birnbaum’s approach and solution lies on the fault-line
between Western and Eastern philosophy. Birnbaum
avoids both classic Western linearity, as well as classic
Eastern circularity in his formulation. However he will
employ demanding Western Aristotelian deductive
reasoning, as well as a plethora of Eastern concepts of
complementarity.

GOD AND GOOD

Dealing in the realms of the infinite, Birnbaum in Book
#1 brings to bear his original concepts of INFINITYPOTENTIAL, RECURSIVENESS-POTENTIAL and
leveraged RETROACTIVITY-POTENTIAL, all in fashions
certainly not employed previously in metaphysics or
philosophy. He crafts his metaphysics methodically and
very carefully anchored, while keeping a careful eye on
the outer boundaries of Jewish theological tradition
and doctrine.
In Book #2, Birnbaum labels the Genesis point as the
Potential ∞ Point. At the Potential ∞ Point, potential
Divine becomes the God of Potential. At the Potential ∞
Point, potential energy becomes kinetic energy. At
the Potential ∞ Point, the Metaphysical becomes the
Physical.
Moving to fill-out his overarching metaphysics,
Birnbaum in Book #2 will daringly conceptualize and
propose a series of sophisticated ‘cosmic metaphysical
tools’. The approach as well as the arsenal of ‘tools’ is
original and powerful. In combination with Quest for
Potential∞, these ‘tools’ drive the cosmic engine of
Quest for Potential∞.
In Book #2, Birnbaum introduces the concept of
Infinite Divine Extraordinariation. Coupled with his
patented ‘Quest for Potential∞’ dynamic, his proposed
‘Extraordinariation’ concept will be employed by the
author as a daring philosophical 1-2 punch.
The series of ‘cosmic tools’, employed in combination
with the above-noted three particular ‘realm of the
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infinite concepts’, merged with yeshiva scholar
Birnbaum’s re-engineering of historical Lurianic and
Hasidic concepts, net him his unified, overarching
metaphysics. Deftly employing his key components,
he sculpts his metaphysical diamond key, which he will
use to “unlock the cosmic lock” to the metaphysical
“Gates of the Forest”.
Bringing to bear a repertoire of scholarship and a wide
gamut of skills, conceptual theorist Birnbaum whose
first Book,God and Evil, I have assigned to Masters
Degree candidates at Brandeis in Advanced Religious
Philosophy in the ‘90s methodically builds his carefully
constructed case. Resolutely stalking-his-quarry, the
author surrounds and entraps it in one conceptual net
after another.
In Book #1, God and Evil, Birnbaum does so from a
Theological-Academic Philosophical Metaphysical
perspective (encapsulated in his section 99.00 Unified
Formulation in that book; see “Reprint of Unified
Formulation” in this book #2).
In Book #2 Birnbaum constructs his case first within
a Metaphysical Philosophical construct (“The Cosmic
Womb of Potential”). Moving into Section 2 of the
second book, he builds his case within a PoeticMythical perspective (“God’s 120 Guardian Angels”)
and then, finally, moving into the final section of the
second book, (“The Lost Manual”) Section 3 of
God and Good, he builds his case within a Holistic –
Self-Actualization Wisdom book construct.

GOD AND GOOD

Yeshiva Dov Revel’s inquiring-mind student in the
late ’50s, Birnbaum in 2006 believes that the elusive
quarry is now finally trapped and cornered. ‘Forged
in intellectual fire’ under the multi-year tutelage of his
rebbe and mentor, Yeshiva University’s legendary
Rav Shmuel Scheinberg, yeshiva-educated Birnbaum
believes he has not only firmly anchored his work
meticulously in the Torah itself, but has erected fairly
impregnable theological shields via the works of Rashi,
Ibn Daud, Luria and Abraham Isaac Kook, in particular,
to protect his Right flanks. Simultaneously, Harvard grad
Birnbaum believes he has the Aristotelian camp and St.
Thomas Aquinas intellectually at-bay on his Left flanks.
He anticipates, probably correctly, that the Eastern
philosophical camps will grant him ‘safe passage’. 18
years after the publication of God and Evil (1988) he is
“good-to-go” for his long-awaited final assault on the
‘throne room’ of the Cosmic Code.
Birnbaum’s works are dressed in establishment
Aristotelian-style garb; but their soul is Lurianic. This
unusual duality compounds the power of his works.
Modern-day Kabbalists are highly likely to be simpatico
to his treatise: After 450 years on the very periphery
of mainstream philosophy, Kabbalist Luria’s ostensibly
mystical 16th century En Sof is re-engineered by
the author, and is now enshrined as a metaphysical
centerpiece-anchor of Birnbaum’s formidable 21st
century major opus, Summa Metaphysica.
According to the Author, only ‘possibility’ or its firstcousin ‘potentiality’ could have existed eternally.
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“BY DEFINITION”, according to the Author.
This is key, because aside from the elegance and
power of the SUMMA formulation, “BY DEFINITION” is
what may very well render this construct quite uniquely
“bullet-proof”, and further secure its position in the
pantheon of philosophy. By definition, according to the
Author, only “Eheyeh” ‘possibility/potentiality’ (Eheyeh
Asher Eheyeh – I WILL BE THAT WHICH I WILL BE)
Luria’s “En Sof” can be eternal.
According to Birnbaum, METAPHYSICAL POTENTIALS –
in parallel to Luria’s sefirot, Rashi’s angels, Plato’s
Forms – are the offspring. Our cosmos, in turn,
is a latter-level reality–morphing of the same
transcendent metaphysical dynamic. Philosophically
and theologically elegant. As these esoteric matters
go, Birnbaum’s formulation “keeps it simple” and
straightforward enough.
Birnbaum’s Quest for Potential∞ (recursive to the
infinite power), after Luria’s En Sof, is the turbo-charged
version of ‘potential/possibility’. And everything
according to the Author’s hypothesis, is both part
of – and driven by this one – overarching sui generis
transcendent dynamic. (The Baal Shem Tov, founder
of Hassidism, would certainly smile.)
Simply put, Birnbaum’s Summa Metaphysica
proposition attempts to totally overhaul the way the
world – East and West – looks at absolutely everything.

GOD AND GOOD
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His proposed paradigm endeavors to totally change
the contours and boundaries of, among other fields,
Philosophy, Metaphysics, Cosmology, Cosmogony,
Physics and Biology, for starters.

and through the far reaches of the Milky Way and the
cosmos beyond. It flows through the lovers’ twinkle,
the baby’s smile, and the intricate nine extraordinary
months of fetal development.

As of this November, 2006, Birnbaum’s key proposition
of “Eheyeh” Holy Quest for Potential∞ (recursive
to the Infinite power) and the Unified Formulation
(see “Reprint of Unified Formulation” in this book)
meticulously articulated therein, will have withstood 18
years of international scrutiny since the publication of
God and Evil by KTAV in November 1988.

However, a concept of the order of potential power
noted above, is not proffered forth every day. It is
challenging to “get one’s arms around it”. And, as
noted above, the philosophical writer Birnbaum has
employed two complete inter-related masterworks,
conceptualized and crafted over multiple decades,
to achieve that ambitious and formidable end.

The Author posits: Discern and delineate the “highest
common denominator” of the cosmos and that will
lead you to the essence and core of Eternity, and,
consequently, of the Infinite Divine Extraordinariation;
Conceptualize/Discern an all-embracing unifying
dynamic in the cosmos, and directly flowing from that
dynamic, all major philosophical conundrums will melt
before your eyes. Discern the dynamic and the key
missing pieces in all the major sciences, including
physics, anthropology and biology, let alone theology/
philosophy/metaphysics, will inexorably fall into place,
as well.

Yeshiva Dov Revel’s 1964 valedictorian has now
completed his final homework assignment.

According to the Author, Quest for Potential∞ (to
the infinite recursive power) is the Holy Qi that flows
through Creation, through the smallest cell, through the
oak tree, through Beethoven’s symphonies, through
the athlete, the hunter and the shop keeper, through
the sunflower and butterfly, through the Biblical texts

Summa Metaphysica will emerge as a pivotal landmark
work in the history of ideas.

Professor William Johnson
Waltham, Mass.
Fall, 2006

(With credit for the idea for the title of this piece
to Elie Wiesel’s The Gates of the Forest.)

GOD AND GOOD

DEFINITIONS
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Theodicy re-visited

COSMOGONY
The origins of the cosmos.

Book #1 is primarily devoted to a solution of the ageold problem of the classic problem of Evil: theodicy.

COSMOLOGY
The nature and dynamics of the cosmos.

THEODICY: If there is a God who is all-powerful and
all-merciful, why is there gross evil?

METAPHYSICS
Past, present and future overarching dynamics –
transcending, if necessary, time and space and matter.

The ultimate answer to the philosophical conundrum of
God and Evil, however, may transcend neo-classical
reasoned philosophical discourse. En toto,
this work, God and Good, is
de facto a philosophical response to theodicy, as well.

THEODICY
Reconciling (asserted) God and religion in the face
of evil.
THEOGONY
The origins of the (asserted) Divine.
***
Summa Metaphysica proposes a Unified Theory
integrating the above.

*
“What is it,” French journalist Cheron asks the Jewish
writer Wiesel, “that is most radically counter-poised to
the mystery of death and the mystery of Evil?”
Replies Elie Wiesel: “The mystery of life and Good.”

*
No question about it.
*
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MAARIV FOR YOM KIPPUR	

YIGDAL

The UNITY “POTENTIAL”

‘YIGDAL’

*A

*A source: Rabbi Nosson Scherman, The Complete Artscroll Machzor
Yom Kippur, Mesorah Publications, Ltd., New York, © 1986, p. 158-159.
cont’d
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[see “Yigdal” prayer (page prior) – in the original Hebrew plus English translation]

The UNITY “POTENTIAL” * a
SUMMA II will propose that this UNITY
– encompasses all – and always has
– is an integrated consciousness

To give a very rough parallel:

– keeps evolving or generating additional layers,
layers whose parameters are, perhaps, out of our 		
ability to comprehend at all
– has at its core, Quest for Potential * b

a single individual red blood cell (in a single individual human) IS
to the vast Milky Way Galaxy

– is an outwardly expanding spiraling vortex

as

– continuously iterates to keep re–optimizing and
re–evolving and re–layering

a single individual human IS
to the infinite Quest for Potential∞ Unity

– mimics on a grand level, that which we do on a human
level (or vice versa perhaps being more accurate)
– drives the cosmic order * c
– is layered – and keeps layering-on additional layers
– is a penultimate ‘collective’ of all
			
		
		

– life–force 		
– consciousness
– spirit

* a see also Appendix H
* b à la the Kabbalistic En Sof
* c as per tradition

GOD AND GOOD
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Yes, like those wooden Chinese/Russian

note: The Key Term
Quest for Potential∞
should always be understood as
Quest for Potential∞ (recursive to the infinite power)
meaning
Quest for Potential∞ (within Potential (within potential...

...ad infinitum

dolls-within-a-doll, within-a-doll, etc.,
usually, ~ 6 – 10 dolls
But in our case, it is a
dynamic-within-a-dynamic, within-a-dynamic, etc.
ad infinitum

Quest for Potential∞

(to the power of INFINITY)

is infinitely recursive;

– and ad infinitum means an awful lot of
‘coiled potential’

an infinitely recursive, unique supra-dynamic:
Quest for Potential∞
within Quest for Potential∞
within Quest for Potential∞ (.......ad infinitum)
hence, the INFINITY symbol
Another way of looking at this schematically would be

Q4P = Quest for Potential∞

Q4P ( Q4P ( Q4P .......

Q4F = Quest for Fulfillment

GOD AND GOOD
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.....and all cosmos

Encapsulization
Quest for Potential∞ is at the core of the Divine
Quest for Potential∞
(to the Infinite Divine Extraordinariation power)
drives the cosmic order
– Book #1
Quest for Potential∞ –
the embryonic Divine
...an infinitely expanding,
fully integrated METAPHYSICAL WOMB –
encompassing all in its wake –
from the beginning
through the forward reaches of TIME
energizing
life-actualizing
optimizing
nourishing
and
potentializing
our cosmos –

– as it actually IS the cosmos –
...striving for complete fulfillment
and striving to attain Infinite Divine Extraordinariation
*
Quest for Potential∞
is at the core of the infinitely questing Divine
They are essentially one-and-the-same
***
Quest for Potential∞
IS the cosmic order
*
The dynamic IS the cosmos
*
The cosmos IS the dynamic
***
Quest for Potential∞
gobbles-up ‘nothingness’
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pre-Summa II

“We hope to explain the entire universe in a simple
formula you can put on your T-shirt”

– Leon Lederman (Nobel Prize in Physics) c. 2004

“To my mind, there must be at the bottom of it all,
not an utterly simple equation, but an utterly simple
IDEA. And to me that idea, when we finally discover it,
will be so compelling, and so inevitable, so beautiful,
we will all say to each other,‘How could it have ever
been otherwise?’ ”

– Professor John Wheeler, former Chair of the
Physics Department at the University of Texas at Austin,
(from the PBS science documentary,
“The Creation of The Universe” 2004)

post-Summa II

“Birnbaum’s God and Good
		
is a major intellectual triumph and
potential conceptual breakthrough”

Q4P
Quest for Potential∞/ Extraordinariation

– Professor John Wheeler
Professor Emeritus of Physics
Princeton University, 2008

GOD AND GOOD
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Caution to dogmatists:
This book supplants centuries–old perspectives.
This book peels away layers of the cosmic code.
This book attempts to “cut-to-the-core”.
Parental guidance suggested.

“All revolutions take time to settle in”
– Lanza del Vasto (1901-1981)

GOD AND GOOD
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vanity involved in hurling questions at the limits...”
– Michael Wyschogrod, The Body of Faith I, 3.
			 [italics mine]

FOREWORD
by Daniel N. Khalil
*
Jewish philosophy is often resigned to the assumption
that fundamental descriptions of God and the universe
are beyond the grasp of the human intellect. Questions
of Jewish philosophy are generally posed in the context
of a mysterious framework that is rarely examined per
se. Such a mindset is often more concerned with man’s
place, role, and duties in the world, than it is with the
contours of the universe and the latter’s relationship to
the Eternal:
“[The reason of Jewish philosophy] is the reason that
we find in chess...Chess offers the greatest possible
scope for calculation...But all this takes place in
accordance with a set of rules that determine which
moves are permitted and which are not and how the
pieces are set up. The rules themselves are the limits
of reason in chess. They are not questioned nor need
they be justified because the rationality of chess
begins after the rules have been set down...This is
Jewish intelligence...[it] has a sense of limit, of the

Of course, there have been noteworthy attempts
to defy this generalization. Maimonides is perhaps
the most prominent example of a Jewish philosopher
who would analyze – if not challenge – Judaism’s
fundamental suppositions. In his Guide of the
Perplexed, Maimonides describes a Judaism that
dovetails seamlessly with an understanding of the
universe as established primarily by Aristotle. As
Maimonides holds Judaism to the light of Aristotle’s
logic, he finds concordance on all topics, with merely
one exception: the question of eternalism.
Aristotle is the ‘eternalist’, believing that the universe
is eternal and that God comes into existence at some
point in time. Maimonides asserts the converse: that
God is eternal and that the universe is actively brought
into being. It is striking that Maimonides, who accepts
Aristotle’s position on an array of topics, including the
essence of both God and man, cannot find agreement
with Aristotle on the relationship between God and
the cosmos. It is even more astounding that neither
Maimonides nor Aristotle claim to prove their respective
positions vis-à-vis God’s relation to the cosmos. It is
as if both men probe to the depths of metaphysics
together in complete accord, only to resign, quite
openly, to their respective presuppositions at the end
of the journey.

GOD AND GOOD

Both sides appear to be missing tools that are
essential to complete this journey. And both sides admit
their respective unpreparedness by abandoning the
very thought-process that brought them to this point:
“As for the matters concerning which we have no
argument or that are too great in our opinion, it is
difficult for us to say: why is this so? For instance,
when we say: Is the world eternal or not?”
					 – Aristotle, Topica I, 11
“The eternity of the world or its creation in time
becomes an open question, it should in my opinion
be accepted without proof... it is not in the power of
speculation to accede.”
– Moses Maimonides, Guide of the Perplexed, II, 16
It is at this juncture that David Birnbaum enters the
forum. He does so by delineating the relationship
between God and eternity in the context of a unified
metaphysics that concurrently addresses the
relationship of God to the cosmos and the cosmos to
eternity.
Such is the philosophy expounded in his first work,
God and Evil. It is this simultaneous solution that lays
the foundation for the work’s understanding of the
existence of gross evil in the world. Birnbaum’s is a
solution that has been left almost entirely unchallenged
in the eighteen years since its publication in 1988. In
the current work, God and Good, Birnbaum has looked
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further into the implications of this metaphysics and
found the individual to be central. Here the individual
is revealed as the engine of cosmic evolution. The
relationship of man to God, man to the cosmos, and
man to eternity thus become the focus of this work.
Birnbaum feels no compulsion to obey the rules that
his intellectual predecessors followed. Building on the
foundation of ancient Jewish principles, particularly
Kabbalistic ones, he is not afraid to draw on Eastern
principles of temporal circularity, concepts from
biology and physics that have yet to be applied to
metaphysical issues, or insights from other scientific
and humanistic disciplines that have been left
untapped in philosophy.
Asserting that previous attempts to characterize the
essence of the cosmos have fallen short for their lack
of an adequate conceptual arsenal, as exemplified by
Maimonides’ and Aristotle’s impasse, he consolidates
these eclectic influences into a defined set of
metaphysical ‘tools’. Birnbaum presents these tools
at the outset of God and Good. He then uses them to
build a model that is applicable to all the arenas from
which its influences were initially derived.
The implications of Birnbaum’s original – markedly
straightforward – doctrine therefore, range from the most
general to the most specific. The doctrine is unified by
the central thesis that unbounded potentiality pulls both
the individual and the cosmos towards a Divine ideal.
Potential is universal. Potential is the nexus:

GOD AND GOOD

“One of the great afflictions of man’s spiritual world
is that every discipline of knowledge, every feeling,
impedes the emergence of the other...This defect
cannot continue permanently. Man’s nobler future is
destined to come, when he will develop to a sound
spiritual state so that instead of each discipline
negating the other, all knowledge, all feeling will
be envisioned from any branch of it...No spiritual
phenomenon can stand independently. Each is
interpenetrated by all.”
		 – Abraham Isaac Kook, Lights of Holiness, I, p. 22
Interestingly, in spite of its novelty, the paradigm
elaborated by Birnbaum is no less firmly anchored
in Biblical and Talmudic concepts than the previous
Jewish perspectives that were restrained by these
same influences. For instance, God’s self-identification
as “I will be that which I will be” (Exodus 3:14) is
perhaps the single best articulation of God and Good’s
description of potentiality’s association with God.
In his first work, Birnbaum meticulously dissects
Adam’s Garden of Eden dilemma (Genesis 2:17),
understanding it as humankind’s choice between
potential/infinite growth and bliss/limited growth.
Birnbaum then goes on, throughout God and Evil and
now God and Good, to reveal the theme of potential
in traditional Jewish narratives and even Judaism’s
specific commandments.
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At the outset of God and Evil Birnbaum boldly asserts
that he aims to provide an integrated and novel solution
to the problem of (1) the origins of the cosmos, (2)
the nature, as it were, of God, and (3) the presence
of gross evil in a world governed by an omnipotent
God. At this point, the expectation, at least for this
reader, is for a complex, convoluted theory too abstract
to be considered objectively. The result, however, a
“potentiality model,” is just the opposite: profoundly
discrete, yet overarching enough to satisfy the three
initial aims.
With the presentation of the second book, this model
now has four distinct dimensions. First, in God and
Evil, it is thoroughly rooted in Biblical and academic
theology. Second, in part one of God and Good, the
metaphysical implications of the model are described.
Third, in part two of God and Good, the model is
presented in the form of 120 mythical Angels, adding
texture to the metaphysics and drawing it into the realm
of daily human reality. And finally, in the third section
of God and Good, the ‘potentiality model’ is translated
into a practical template for self-actualization.
It is difficult to recall a metaphysics as unified, yet
as widely applicable, as the one presented here. The
model’s foundation is concrete, while its implications
are personal and thus varied. Each reader, therefore,
will glean that which augments his or her own spiritual
sensibility. As an Orthodox Jew, I find much in
Birnbaum’s two works that bolsters my understanding
of traditional Judaism.
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No less sui generis than the scope of Birnbaum’s
work, is its relentless appeal to profound innate
human understandings that cannot be adequately
explicated in standard prose. Birnbaum employs a
linguistic ensemble that at times resembles the watertight, nitty-gritty reasoning of God and Evil, while at
other times feels like terse jolts to the psyche. The
author has turned away from the prevalent style of
philosophy that so fervently analyzes metaphysical
mysteries only to expose its own limitations. In breaking
from convention, Birnbaum has taken a risk. He has
gambled acceptance by refusing to succumb to a more
traditional framework that would inevitably fail to fully
represent the depth of ideas presented here.
The test lies in the heart of the reader. For all of
its details and implications, the core of this work is
unabashedly simple: potential drives existence. Does
this concept seem foreign? or does it feel natural? If
Birnbaum is successful, the reader will detect that the
idea has an inherent organic power. This power can be
explained in certain general contexts using standard
language, but in others – particularly in the context of
the individual – traditional explanations do not suffice.
Birnbaum posits that the force driving the cosmos
pulsates within the soul of each individual, and so only
a visceral response from the reader can fully reflect
its impact. Is this achieved? Do the grand, general,
cosmic principles yield to an understanding of the self?
Does this awareness, in and of itself, have meaningful
and practical implications for daily life? If it does, then
Birnbaum has achieved something utterly unique.
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He has raised a preciously simple metaphysical
centerpiece and enshrined it through its intrinsic affinity
for the mind and the heart of the reader.

“I will cause a new utterance to be heard in the land:
Peace peace to the far and near, said the Lord.”
Isaiah 57:19

Daniel Khalil
Cold Spring Harbor
New York

Dr. Daniel Khalil is a scientist with the National Institute of Health.
He teaches Jewish Philosophy at Long Island University.
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A “Subtle Dynamic”
When I was ~11 years old, (in the early 1960s), I was
a sixth grade student at (scholastically demanding
Modern Orthodox) Yeshiva Dov Revel in Forest Hills,
(in Queens, NY of tennis championship fame). About
a third of my fellow students were children of Holocaust
survivors, or of 1930s emigrés from Europe. The evils
of the Holocaust were raw – and it was not at all clear
that the theology could handle it.
The philosophical situation was not much better for
more general philosophical or general inter-related
scientific questions, like: How did this universe come
to be? If God existed, where did this all-powerful
God come from? If God did not exist, what drove the
universe? Why was there anything at all?
Thus, we were in sixth grade in a top Jewish Day
School, and the fundamental and core philosophical,
theological, and scientific questions remained
thoroughly unanswered – at home, at shul (synagogue),
and at school.
I intuitively felt that out there, there was one elegant yet
subtle dynamic – a potentially relatively simple idea –
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which everyone was just missing – which, if uncovered,
would, indeed, ‘crack-the-cosmic-code’, and perhaps
the bulk of these issues simultaneously. I felt that it
was at the very edge of human awareness. Waiting to
be discerned. However, it was clear that discerning it
might take years...
At the same time, I was frankly not all-that-sure that
Orthodox Judaism or Judaism or monotheism would
survive the ‘code breaking’. My gut-feeling was that it
would be a close-call.
I determined to learn what I could learn about the world
– and observe what I could observe – and, as an aside
to my life, try to uncover that elusive ‘code-cracking’
dynamic. I embarked on an informal odyssey seeking
this philosophical and theological “Holy Grail”: the
“highest common denominator”.
In January 1982, ~two decades later – on the beach in
the Barbados of all places, ‘matters crystallized”. The
elusive “simultaneous solution”. The precise moment is
ingrained in my psyche, of course, freeze-framed.
The dynamic which I discerned may have been
“subtle”, but it was certainly not without power. I was
now more than quite fully ‘psyched-up’.
First, I had to get back to NY, to a library, a big library.
This was pre-GOOGLE, and then we really needed big
libraries for potentially ‘original concepts’.

GOD AND GOOD
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I did two reality-checks, the first with my Yeshiva
University High School comrade, intellectual consigliere,
and close friend-to-this-day Steven Gross (of NY and
Jerusalem) 30 days into the project. He was a GO.

party to a crucifixion. I frankly thought they were a little
overwrought, but in any event, the book was microedited over the course of 1987, and then published
and released in November 1988.

The second reality-check was at the ~6 month mark,
with my Great Neck neighbor (who I had never actually
met prior) and soon-to-be quite world-renowned,
Lawrence Schiffman, Professor of Jewish History at
NYU, and budding Dead Sea Scrolls expert’s expert.
He too was a GO – and admonished me to maintain
total secrecy until the book was actually out. He would,
in due course, unilaterally volunteer to personally Copy
Edit the manuscript start-to-finish – TWICE – Draft #1
(in 1985) and Draft #2 (in 1986) – to maintain its total
confidentiality, and prep-it for submission to the putative
publisher in due course. Schiffman valiantly moved to
vigilantly protect and advance the project and insure
the manuscript’s power and viability. Once-in-a-while
in life, one encounters a truly extraordinary individual,
dedicated to his craft and to the pursuit of knowledge
and truth. The Dead Sea Scrolls – and the Discovery
Channel – would have to wait just a touch more....

At first there were ‘sounds of silence’. But then matters
began to roll. The work would go through Five Printings
between 1988 and 2000.

A solitary five years of work after that epiphanous
‘moment’ on the beach in the Barbados, the manuscript
for God and Evil was completed in time for the birth of
my first child, Rafaella, January 1986. The editors at
KTAV Publishing, who accepted the book for publication
later in 1986, cautioned me that if one comma was outof-place on my erstwhile revolutionary thesis, I would
be crucified – by the Jews. And they did not want to be

The primary editor, scholar-extraordinaire Yaacov
Elman of Yeshiva University did a fastidious job with
his plodding hyper-perfectionism. Word by word of the
text, then the 600+ footnotes, footnote by footnote. No
word of the text or related has been changed in any of
the printings, including the printing incorporated now
into the 2-book Summa Metaphysica series.
Before the Jewish journals got around to reviewing the
book, in their own good time, to our astonishment the
major Jesuit publications around the world, in-shortorder – reviewed it – in-depth and enthusiastically.
Theological Studies Journal (then at Georgetown
University) led the charge – juxtaposing the concepts
of the work against those of Aquinas very specifically.
Sounded good to me...
Simultaneously, Brandeis University started assigning
the work as a Required Text – Masters Degree
graduate Term Papers and all – in Advanced Religious
Philosophy. In the early 1990s, Hebrew University
(Jerusalem), Yeshiva University, Jewish Theological
Seminary, Union Theological Seminary (Christian) and,
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later, Emory, started assigning the work in Philosophy
and/or Jewish Thought. Other universities in the USA
and around-the-world would follow.
It sounds like a simple enough journey. But it was a
very, very solitary and hi-risk endeavor.
I believe the hypothesis is on-the-mark. Its core inherent
power gave me the motivation to embark on the project.
D.B.

To the reader My (previously) agnostic SOHO WebSite designer,
after reading the text said I should add the following
alert at the very beginning of the book,
so here-it-goes…
“Hey you – potential Reader – THIS, all this, applies to
YOU, don’t go away, read this! It isn’t over your head;
it IS your head… This book about GOD is a
transcendent work… Read this work and enter an
extraordinary realm”
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“God is, as well, both in the nucleus of the cell
and in the stardust of the distant nebula”

INTRODUCTION

“Adoshem Echad, u-Shemo Echad” *
– Zechariah 14:10

– Rabbi Allen Schwartz
rabbi, Congregation Ohab Zedek

at the finalé of the iconic liturgical prayer Aleinu,

New York, NY

which itself is generally at the service finalé

Shabbat sermon
November 5, 2005
Parshat Noach

*

possible translation #1:
“God is One, and His name is One”
possible translation #2:
“God is a Singularity, and His name is a Singularity”
also see sub-section
Extension or Separate ?
in the introduction to this book

possible translation #3
“God is One Dynamic, and His name is One Dynamic”

GOD AND GOOD
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Jewish Encyclopedia Online, http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/
view.jsp?artid=18&letter=B (accessed October 5, 2009)

Extension or Separate ?

Is the universe an extension of God
- or separate from God ?

BAAL SHEM TOV
(“The Besht”)
“The foundation-stone of Hasidism as laid by Besht
is a strongly marked pantheistic conception of God.
He declared the whole universe, mind and matter,
to be a manifestation of the Divine Being; that this
manifestation is not an emanation from God, as is
the conception of the Kabbalah, for nothing can be
separated from God: all things are rather forms in
which He reveals Himself…”
As noted in Encyclopaedia Judaica on Baal Shem Tov {1997} [CD-ROM]

BASIC IDEAS OF HASIDISM
Creator and Universe
“If you don’t see God everywhere,
you don’t see him anywhere”

– the Kotzke Rebbe
(1787 - 1859)

“‘The hasidic leader R. Menahem Mendel of Lubavich
observes (Derekh Mitzvotekha (1911), 123) that the
disciples of the Ba’al Shem Tov gave the “very profound”
turn to the doctrine of the oneness of God so that it
means not alone that He is unique, as the medieval
thinkers said, but that He is all that is:…there is no other
existence whatsoever apart from His existence, blessed
be He. This is true unification…just as there was no
existence apart from Him before the world was created
so it is even now.” …as a corollary of hasidic pantheism
(more correctly, panentheism)…’”
(author’s note: there are no extant writings of the Besht)
(see also Appendix F: Hasidic v. Kabbalistic)

GOD AND GOOD

Overview
God and Good,
this companion–work and sequel to God and Evil (1988)
is composed of
3 inter–related works:
Part I: The Cosmic Womb of Potential
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The work maintains that Quest for Potential∞ drives
not only the COSMOS as well as the DIVINE but also,
the INDIVIDUAL, all in 1:1 parallel to one another.
.....and that “enlightened Self-Actualization” is front–
and–center in human development.
The Lost Manual is a self–actualization guide as well
as a 21st century (alleged) “Wisdom Book” along with
several other treats.

An original proposed metaphysics.
It dovetails with the metaphysics explicated in the first
book of the series, God and Evil
Part II: God’s 120 Guardian Angels
A quasi–mythical work of quasi–poetry which
is used as a vehicle to explicate and flesh-out
“Quest for Potential∞” from a different angle.
Part III: The Lost Manual
This work plays with applicability of the metaphysics
noted in the prior sections, but on an INDIVIDUAL level.

Q4P = Quest for Potential∞
Q4F = Quest for Fulfillment

GOD AND GOOD

Author’s note
Metaphysics is ultimately about the questions that
5-year-olds ask.
for example,
Why is there anything ?
Where is everything headed ?
Where is God ?
Therefore, to write Metaphysics one must be at least
as smart – and as ‘open’ as –
a 5-year-old
That is not necessarily as easy as it sounds
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We will need to peel-it-away layer-by-layer
Approach by approach. Theme by theme.
Conjecture by conjecture. Hypothesis by hypothesis.
With no significant mistakes at any level
– as that would throw-off the expeditionary journey
Please note that, respectfully,
I only write one treatise / lifetime – and this is it.
There are no philosophy books before – or after.
Be assured that I have endeavored to be very, very
careful with what I commit to paper
***
Oh, one last thing......

This work attempts to get us where others have not…
into the very “throne room” of metaphysics…

To understand the infinite cosmos, one truly need not
spend-a-life-time peering through large telescopes or
fathoming hyper-complex physics equations or wadingthrough dozens of esoteric writings.....Indeed, respectfully,
they will not advance you beyond, say, ‘second base’.
One needs, however, to attempt to listen very carefully
to the very core of one’s soul.

But, the infinitely evolving, morphing and expanding
cosmos does not yield its secrets easily

Sincerely,
David Birnbaum

*
This work attempts to advance our understanding of
the cosmos.
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
All notes and footnotes in Book #1 (God and Evil)
are crafted by BIRNBAUM.
All NOTES in this volume, Book #2 (God and Good),
are by KHALIL.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

note that KHALIL re-starts his NOTES numbering
(starting again from 1)
in each sub-section in which he has commentary.
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Part I:
The Cosmic Womb
of Potential
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Part I: The Cosmic Womb
of Potential
(the first of the three major parts of God and Good)
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[Parallel to a womb, the temperature of the universe
is actually a Constant. Throughout its vast expanse.
Of course, the temperature of the universe is a slightly
colder at 2.73 degrees above Absolute Zero. (Absolute
Zero is -459.67 degrees Farenheit, or -273.15 degrees
Celsius). But it is a Constant.]
[Some formations found towards one end of the Universe
appear as almost twins on the other side of the Universe.
Contemporary scientific theory is at-a-loss to explain...]

The “Cosmic Womb of Potential” nourishes, enhances,
and sustains the potentializing of all aspects of the
Cosmic order – including itself. Nourished, enhanced
and sustained within this womb, and, indeed, integral
to it, we live and attempt to thrive and advance.
The infinitely expanding and traversing aspect
stretches forward through time… from the very origin
of origins to the forward reaches of time.

“U–vacharta ba–chayim”
(And thou shalt choose Life – Deuteronomy)

It is this time–spanning infinitude which renders
all of us an integral neo–infinite part of this infinite
dynamic/entity.
This infinitely expanding dynamic/entity strives after
its own maximal potential, relentlessly advancing and
expanding, again, recursively, a womb woven within
a womb within a womb.
Potential is the amniotic fluid of the infinitely
expanding Cosmic Womb.

Q4P = Quest for Potential∞
Q4F = Quest for Fulfillment

GOD AND GOOD
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Why is there “REALITY” at all?
(enlightened college student)
[similar to question above of 5 year-old in private
kindergarten]

ALPHA: Lay–of–the–Land
“Chacham, Ma hoo–o–mer?”
The Wise Son, (of Haggadah fame)
What does he ask?
(and he asks this with the right intentions – and respectful
voice inflections, of course, or he is…... ‘red meat’)

Is there REALITY at all?
(college student taking too many philosophy courses)
What is “CONSCIOUSNESS”?
(enlightened layman)
Wherefore “CONSCIOUSNESS”?
(putative best-selling biology writer)

Where did it all come from? (question of 5 year–old)

What is the purpose of man?
(“Purpose of Man” question)

Why is there anything at all? (5 year-old in Private
School kindergarten...future Talmud scholar)

What is the purpose of the cosmos?
(uncategorized)

What are the origins of the cosmos? (Cosmogony)

If DARWIN was right,

[inter-related with...]

Wherefore, for instance, the extraordinary intricacies of
9 month fetal development – in the greater context of
interdependent life? (Darwinian Theory challenge)

What triggered the “Big Bang”? (Physics question)
What drives the cosmos? (Cosmology)
If there is a God, what are the origins of god? (Theogony)
If there is a classic God, why is there gross Evil?
(Theodicy)

If mainstream (linear) INTELLIGENT DESIGN is right,
who or what – is the DESIGNER? – and who designed
the DESIGNER?
(classic conundrum faced by classical Intelligent
Design proponents...very imminently to be answered)
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To the Reader: As promised, this Summa Metaphysica SERIES
will present an original – and presumably compelling – approach,
answer and solution. Relax, sip a low calorie drink, and enjoy
the ride... As prior, we do value your time, and fully intend to
“deliver the goods”. Note that while there is some ‘fancy footwork’
along the way, the core theme, which you are aware of, remains
intact – and flows through the core of the work throughout. So,
follow the flow of the book. Don’t get stuck on any one sentence
or paragraph or page.
If ~stuck on a sentence, re-read it once, perhaps, then roll
forward regardless. No one sentence or paragraph makes-orbreaks Book #2. The concepts are all attaching to the core
‘spinal column’ of POTENTIAL.......Extraordinariation. Your
subconscious will connect-the-various dots. Matters will
crystallize further.
Then, as appropriate, consider looping-around for a second
run at the entire book. It should have a different texture in
subsequent run-throughs. We are endeavoring to “get-our-arms
around” the Cosmic Code, and, indeed, around the INFINITE.
If this were so simple, it would have been done previously.
At this point, I am going to rapidly introduce the first series of
hypothesized “Cosmic Tools”. Each is actually inter-related with
the others. Note that the explanations for each are perhaps
less intimidating than the individual ‘tool names’.
– Birnbaum

PART I

BETA: The Cosmic “Tool Kit”
COSMIC TOOL KIT

Shelf #1
[COSMIC TOOL KIT- Shelf #2 is to be found at the end
of Cosmic Womb of Potential]
tools:
* DIVISION INTO POLARITIES & DUALITIES *
* SIMULTANEOUS PUSH / PULL TENSION *
* INFINITELY-COILED SPIRALITY *
* COSMIC ‘LEVERAGED BUYOUT’ (“BOOTSTRAPPING”) *
* (INFINITE) RECURSIVENESS & (INFINITE)
LOOP-ABILITY *
* 1:1 METAPHYSICAL CORRESPONDENCE *
* MITOSIS OF “0” *
* INEXORABLE LIFE-QUESTING *
* VACUUM-BUSTING *
* INEXORABLE & INFINITE ASCENTS *
* MULTI-DIMENSIONAL MORPHING *
* OPTIMIZATION *
* COSMIC-TAPESTRY-WEAVING *
* QUEST FOR INFINITE DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION *
* INTERLOCKING DIVINE INFINITUDE QUEST *

GOD AND GOOD

note:
Starting with this sub-section, there are NOTES by KHALIL;
There are approximately three dozen NOTES total by
KHALIL – all in this Part I of the book – “THE COSMIC
WOMB of POTENTIAL”.
*
“A carpenter needs good tools”
– Carpenter’s union
Hypothesis:
We propose and hypothesize the following Cosmic
“Tool Kit”
[This “Tool Kit” is key and integral to our proposed
metaphysics]
This “Tool Kit” might seem to be a ‘light’ section, but
essentially provides the “SET of KEYS” necessary to
open the vault containing the elusive ‘Cosmic Code’
…once you examine the Tool Kit, the Holy Grail of
metaphysics is laid bare… discern the Tool Kit – and
the construction of the Metaphysics of the Cosmos
falls readily into place1,2
(sounds presumptuous enough)
(all “TOOLS” are direct sub-components of the
overarching Quest for Potential∞)
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••• TOOL:
* DIVISION into POLARITIES & DUALITIES *
Polarities and Dualities
as well as assorted complementary
Positives / Negatives,
are the BUILDING BLOCKS
and counter-point balancers
of the cosmic order
(Articulation of this concept – whose core is not original
– commenced in God and Evil…. The ‘spin’ may be
original, but there is, indeed, voluminous literature on
the subject in many cultures and many languages
stretching back thousands of years)

NOTES by KHALIL
1 “readily into place” A: In his preamble to Derech Hashem
Moshe Chaim Luzatto writes that before a subject such as
this can be mastered it must be understood in a most general
way first. General principles and overarching themes are to be
understood before details are probed. Once the framework of
the subject is made clear, one will then be able to place each
detail into its proper context automatically, and he will ”delight”
in understanding new facts that add texture to the framework.
This work – God and Good – is written with this concept in mind.
2 “readily into place” B: The Cosmic Womb of Potential, and
particularly the Tool Kit, will elucidate the general principles
that are central to the paradigm presented here. The
“Master Craftsman” of the cosmos employs a cosmic tool kit.
Extraordinary tools open–the–way for a potentially extraordinary
construct. Examine the Tool Kit, and you will grasp the
dimensions of the cosmic construct.
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••• TOOL:
* SIMULTANEOUS PUSH / PULL TENSION *
(my term)
Masculine / Feminine
Components of the cosmos are in
DYNAMIC TENSION and/or ENGAGEMENT
Some components simultaneously
PUSH from one dimension, and PULL from another realm
For example: a component may PUSH from a
metaphysical level,
while it PULLS from a REALITY realm – or from a still
further-out POTENTIAL realm.

••• TOOL:
* INFINITELY-COILED SPIRALITY *
(my term)
INFINITELY-COILED SPIRALITY is the favorite infinitytool in the Tool Kit.
One can conjecture that the specific ‘spirality’ parallels
a double-helix.
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••• TOOL:
* Cosmic ‘Leveraged Buyout’ (“BOOTSTRAPPING”) *
(my term)
Leveraging (infinite) POTENTIALS down–the–road3, 4, 5
(forward towards infinity) to energize the ‘present’
A key concept positioned centrally in the predecessor
work God and Evil, but using more prosaic terminology
here. This above–proposed “TOOL” alone could keep
metaphysics – and physics – busy for a thousand
years or so.
Encapsulization: Potentials down-the-road energize the
PRESENT (and initially ignited CREATION itself).

••• TOOL:
* (Infinite) Recursiveness & (Infinite) Loop–ability *
(my term)
An entity or theme repeating within itself.....indefinitely...
is a key cosmic theme. For instance POTENTIAL, as we
define it, is recursive… i.e.

Meaning, COILED SPIRALITY is the “cosmic highway”.
Encapsulization: The cosmos is more like an infinitely
coiled – and expanding – and regenerating – spiral
spring.
SPIRALITY is closely inter-linked with…
“BOOTSTRAPPING” (another cosmic tool, next)

Potential within Potential within Potential ad infinitum
Recursiveness of Quest for Potential∞:
The power of Q4P (Quest for Potential∞) hinges on its
(infinite) recursiveness. Like an infinitely coiled spring.
To the extent that it keeps iterating infinitely outward
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and onward, it self–charges and perpetuates its power.
Another way of looking at this is always assuming
Q4P to mean – Q4P to the power–of–infinity.
NOTES by KHALIL
3 Leverage A: “Leveraged Buyout” is a term from finance.
It refers to a case in which a financier buys a company using
future earnings as the collateral. For instance, a financier might
offer to pay $1 million dollars a year for ten years to buy a
company. And where, does he plan to get the million dollars per
year? From the future projected earnings of the company –
of $1.5 million dollars a year. The financier essentially buys the
company using the company’s own future earnings (i.e. He
buys the company with the company’s own potential). Birnbaum
is positing throughout Summa Metaphysica that the original
“leveraged buyout” concept was cosmic. The cosmos was
created, he hypothesizes, out of the cosmos’ own potential.
4 Leverage B: Plato had infused in Western philosophy that “God”
created the universe out of ‘primal matter’ even though Plato never
articulates just where this primal matter came from – just as he
never explicates where ”God” came from. Platonic thought –
and, indeed, most Western philosophical thought – including classic
Jewish philosophy – is linear, i.e. A created B created C, etc.
Birnbaum’s paradigm, on the other hand, is ‘bootstrap’, i.e.
the potential of A ignites A retroactively. The Torah Itself has a
one –phrase all–encompassing treatise on Jewish philosophy:
“Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh”. This is Potential within Potential within
Potential, which Birnbaum seizes upon as the crux of Summa
Metaphysica.
5 Leverage C: A classic theme in Jewish thought is “yesh
mai–ayen,” the creation of somethingness, from nothingness.
This ‘magic trick’ receives an elegant ‘makeover’ in Birnbaum’s
“leveraged buyout” theme, namely that potentials down–the–
road ignited the cosmos. Now, finance is not cosmology – and
cosmology is not finance, but the “leveraged buyout” theme
can indeed be applied to both. Indeed, there is a 1:1 parallel
between the two.
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But what does that mean?
It really means infinite recursiveness,
tracking forward to the “end of time”
~Example 1: like those painted doll–within–a–doll
Russian or Chinese dolls, where there is always yet
ANOTHER (smaller) doll within
~Example 2: an ONION… where there is inevitably yet
another (smaller) layer
[carrying within itself still other smaller layers]
Note that there is actually a ‘double power’ to this:
First, is its infinite ~spring effect.
Second is the nature of the proposed dynamic –
whereby infinitely compelling potentialities ‘down-theroad’, “ignite” the present.

••• TOOL:
* 1:1 METAPHYSICAL CORRESPONDENCE *
(my term)
1:1:1:1:1:1 Multi–directional infinite
CORRESPONDENCE
* * * metaphysical: cosmic: human * * *
1:1:1:1:1 (to the infinite level) correspondence exists
between what occurs on
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metaphysical
cosmic
human
molecular
sub–molecular
levels
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Split the atom and create an atomic bomb;
Split “0” and ignite a cosmos (a powerful concept,
even by the standards of this volume)
Hypothetically, split “0” into Emerging Potential...and a
Cosmic Vacuum
and you will have a rapidly and dynamically expanding
Potential
••• TOOL:
* Mitosis of “0” *
(my term)

We do not know what existed pre–Big Bang.
Let us call it “0”
We can make assumptions about “voids” of various
flavors, but we certainly do not know

So, we see that both
examining “0”
and/or
examining the possible >>> splitting of “0” <<<
are both very rich mines to plumb.

••• TOOL:
* INEXORABLE LIFE-QUESTING *
(my term)

Best to just call it “0”
Now, moving forward…
At CREATION, “0” is presumably divided in multiple
ways, many beyond our capability of even beginning to
fathom at this point…
counter–balancing Negatives and Positives…
0 divides into
+1, -1.........+2, -2 etc.,
Positives and Negatives;
Polar and anti-Polar,
Male and Female; * * * (see Book #1)

UNQUENCHABLE / INSATIABLE / INEXORABLE THIRST /
THRUST for (diversity of) LIFE6
an INEXORABLE craving/drive to bring forth LIFE
(and diversity thereof)
is a primary cosmic thrust
The nuance just depends on which prism you look
through…
cont’d

NOTES by KHALIL
6 Thirst for Life: Life – seeking to bring forth life – seeking to bring
forth life… is a quintessential example of recursive potentialities.
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Quest for Potential∞ is thus simultaneously –
• a FORCE
• a QUEST
• a POTENTIAL
• the ongoing open–ended COSMOS
• the Infinite Divine Extraordinariation
• the SPARK of LIFE
• the sum total of all eco–systems
• in other words, EVERYTHING as we know it
Not bad for a dynamic.
••• TOOL:
* Vacuum–busting *
(my term)
Abhorrence of vacuums on all different levels
(metaphysical, reality and other levels)
Vacuums – metaphysical or otherwise – are abhorred7
Nature abhors a vacuum. And it presumably abhors a
‘vacuum of principles’, as well.
So, ‘initially’, if ‘initially ’ can be said to exist, we are
faced with a potential ‘vacuum’ situation.
NOTES by KHALIL
7 The Physical Vacuum: This ‘abhorrence,’ as it were, can be
allegorized as ‘negative pressure.’ A vacuum exerts a ‘pull’ on
adjacent matter and thereby seeks its own obliteration. The
greater the relative vacuum, the greater the negative pressure,
the greater the ‘abhorrence,’ and the more likely the vacuum is
to obliterate itself.
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The vacuum–breaker principle was quest for a possibility
of a principle – or embryonic Quest for Potential∞.
And perhaps, reacting to a potential VACUUM situation,
Q4P then ultimately achieves a ‘life of its own’, feeding
upon itself, looping around itself billions upon billions
of times, seeking to achieve critical mass… and
eventually apparently doing so, first metaphysically,
and then in full–blown reality.
••• TOOL:
* INEXORABLE & INFINITE ASCENTS *
ASCENDING LEVELS
of REALITY & ACTUALIZATION & FULLNESS &
CONSCIOUSNESS
– are ongoing cosmic imperatives

••• TOOL:
* Multi-dimensional MORPHING *
(my term)
Metaphysical Realms are not static; They are
dynamically morphing.
The Emotional Richness of the Cosmic Order is not
static; It is dynamically morphing.
The Intellectual Richness of the Cosmic Order is not
static; It is dynamically morphing.
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The Consciousness Level of the Cosmic Order is not
static; It is dynamically morphing.
The Reality Richness of the Cosmic Order has not been
static; It has morphed to this point.
Combine all-of-the-above dynamics, and you have a
symphony of ongoing morphing and ever-increasing
richness and advance.
Creation / “Big Bang” [the Potential∞ Point] was possibly
at the boundary where metaphysics “morphed” into
physics, and thus both fields (metaphysics and physics)
are fully engaged.
We, in contemporary times, for example, intersect
with this extraordinary pulsating, morphing advancing
Cosmic Order at-one-specific particular-point-in-time.
But understand that between the time you started this
sentence and the time you finish it, the entire Cosmic
order will have incrementally morphed.
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••• TOOL:
* Cosmic–Tapestry–Weaving *
(my term)
Quest for Potential∞ weaves an ever-expanding,
ever-richer, ever-more-sophisticated, wondrous, multi–
dimensional multi–thread cosmic tapestry encompassing
and integrating *
ALL fields…(cosmic threads) metaphysics, philosophy,
theology, physics, astrophysics, chemistry, biology,
medicine, mathematics, astronomy, psychology,
architecture, art, music et al.
in ONE inter–connected cosmic tapestry
You know the favorite refrain here.....
“Adoshem Echad, u-Shemo Echad”
“God is ONE and his NAME is ONE”
All part of the ongoing cosmic Infinite Divine Extraordinariation

••• TOOL:
* OPTIMIZATION *
On every level, the cosmos and its components, have
an uncanny instinctive ability to OPTIMIZE8
[simple and elegant enough]

see ••• TOOL: * OPTIMIZING COMPLEXIFICATION /
CONTOURIZATION * below in section MU [Shelf #2]
[not COMPLEXIFICATION for complexity’s sake (as is widely
viewed in the Physical Sciences as a universal imperative);
rather, ‘complexification’ when it advances the key thrusts of
multi-dimensional POTENTIAL and OPTIMIZATION]
NOTES by KHALIL
8 Optimize: The individual must have the patience and
decisiveness to act at precisely the opportune time. This ability
to ‘seize the moment’ was harnessed at the Genesis Point to
create the universe.
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[Interesting how a religious service in an extraordinary
cathedral, for instance, might bring together so many of
these themes, e.g. spiritual as well as the extraordinary
aesthetic (art, choir music, organ music, architecture)
simultaneously at one time, in one place, all under a
majestic roof with spires directed heavenwards]
••• MASTER TOOL:
* Quest for INFINITE DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION 9, 10 *
(my term)
* * * Quest for INFINITE DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION:
Fullness/Richness/Beauty/Diversity/Meaning/Fulfillment/
Potential et al. is the key “tool” and metaphysical theme
we will posit (to ‘crack–the–cosmic–code’)
This particular hypothesized “tool” will finally unlock the
final locked door in METAPHYSICS
key note: this Quest is anti-polar to:
“aimless nothingness”
NOTES by KHALIL
9 Infinite Divine Extraordinariation A: With this concept, the
author presents a concrete endpoint towards which the path of
both human and cosmic potential is directed. It represents the
completion of a metaphysical framework introduced in God and
Evil and described more fully here.
10 Infinite Divine Extraordinariation B: The quest for one’s
potential need not be a spiritual experience, particularly if the
endpoint is left undefined. Here the author takes a clear stand
as to the endpoint, describing it as necessarily spiritual and
indeed Divine. The concept of the Potential∞ Point still allows
for a multiplicity of goals (as will be exemplified in the 120
Angels) but it ties these goals together in the singular aim of
reaching the state of Infinite Divine.
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••• TOOL:
* INTERLOCKING DIVINE INFINITUDE QUEST *
(my term)
The Quest (the journey) is at least as important as the
denouement.
The ongoing QUEST is itself / ITSELF integral to the
Infinite Divine Extraordinariation.
One cannot separate the Divine from the ongoing
Divine Quest.
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IGNITED Creation.
Meaning, YES, via its awesome POTENTIAL
“the DIVINE” at Infinity–forward, retroactively ignites
Creation at Infinity–backwards...

GAMMA: Lead-in

* * * for, only this INFINITE DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION
would have the POTENTIAL–power to suck LIFE &
CREATION from out of the VOID * * *

from Book 1 (God and Evil )
Quest for Potential∞
drives the cosmos
All advance, life, reality, creativity, texture, progress
flows from this one Singularity
Quest for Potential∞ is at the epicenter of the Divine
Now, Book #2 (God and Good) can be encapsulated
in one phrase…
At the end–of–the–rainbow,
the Infinite Divine Extraordinariation
retroactively ignites Creation.

PART I

1, 2, 3

The most awesome potential of all might be… after all,
...Potential Divinity…
meaning... at the “end–of–the–rainbow”... at the end
of hopefully many millennium of human advance
in consciousness... almost as an INFINITY to be
approached, but not quite realized, is “INFINITE
DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION”…and it is this
awesome POTENTIAL at the very end-of-the-rainbow
which

So, is the Divine
- at the beginning, or
- ongoing, or
- at the end?

NOTES by KHALIL
1 Infinite Divine Extraordinariation A: With this, “Divine Perfection”
which was left somewhat dangling metaphysically in God and Evil, is
hereby made crucial for the creation and sustenance of the cosmos.
Divine Perfection is rescued, as it were.
2 Infinite Divine Extraordinariation B: In God and Evil the prime role of
the Divine was as igniter of the cosmos. In God and Evil the Divine was
seemingly detached from the maintenance of the universe. Now it is
clear, the Divine has a direct role in the perpetual progression of the
cosmos, as Quest for Potential∞ pierces through time and space to
continually energize life and existence.
3 Infinite Divine Extraordinariation C: As in Book #1 (God and Evil)
the reader is essentially given the implicit option of jettisoning
the “religious” Divine, for a “secular” Divine of pure potential. The
author tilts in the “religious” direction, and writes his works in that
context, but both works can be read either way – and the author is
meticulous in leaving both options implicitly open. Essentially the
author, while writing within the Jewish context he works within, is
saying (at not inconsiderable theological peril) that philosophically
the cosmos can be viewed – and approached – either way.
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Infinite Divine Extraordinariation is consequently FULLY
MANIFEST only at the hypothetical “END”, at the
“end–of–the–rainbow” (but the DIVINE POTENTIAL also
“ignites” the ‘BEGINNING’) the (embryonic) DIVINE
courses right through all, through all humanity and life,
and is inextricably part–and–parcel of all the Cosmos
and all of its life-components through all eternity.
Thus, Divine POTENTIAL
is not only at the beginning,
it actually ignites the BEGINNING…
and IGNITES the Cosmos.
DIVINE POTENTIAL ignites the “journey” from
“POSSIBILITY”
through
“the METAPHYSICAL”
onward through
“REALITY”
and onward through ever–ascending levels of
“CONSCIOUSNESS”
and presumably towards
INFINITE DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION.
In my first opus (G & E),
I posit that
Quest for Potential∞
drives the cosmos.

PART I

This has the advantages of being
ELEGANT, SIMPLE, POWERFUL.
I posit that POTENTIAL
is at the epicenter of the Divine.
But the still–open–question here is:
What POTENTIAL – or bundle–of–potentials –
was powerful enough to IGNITE the cosmos?
Is man’s potential, and the ‘cosmic potential’ a
powerful–enough “MATCH” to light–up the cosmos?
The most awesome potential of all might be… after all,
Infinite Divine Extraordinariation...
*
To our Readers By now you “have-the-drift” regarding the core concept
of Quest for Potential∞,
but “having-the-drift” is not sufficient for a major
metaphysics presentation,
– so we will proceed forward in more formal fashion.......
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afterthought to build an argument; rather, to him the Torah is
a primary source for this novel metaphysics. He discerns key
metaphysical themes permeating the Torah.

DELTA: Embryonic Design

Everything – Past, Present and Future – is integral to this
ONE entity/dynamic, of which we are an organic part.
Again,
“Adoshem Echad, u-Shemo Echad”

“The Embryonic Divine Design” Formulation
Quest for Potential∞ is an overarching and all
–encompassing
Near–Infinite Entity/Dynamic transcending TIME and
SPACE
seeking to evolve fully into Infinite Divine
Extraordinariation.
“Viruach Elohim mirachefet al p’nei hamayim,1”
[“And the breath/spirit of God was hovering upon the
surface of the waters”]
(Genesis / Bereshith 1:1, 2)
NOTES by KHALIL
1 Torah use A: There are two ways to quote a biblical passage.
One might either reference a detail from the Torah and use it
merely to introduce a concept that is otherwise unrelated to
biblical principles. Or, one might take a hold of – and embrace –
central biblical principles, and use them as the foundation for
developing a thought. The former approach uses the Bible
artificially as a veneer to make foreign concepts palatable. The
latter, clearly the method of this author, reflects a natural comfort
with the Torah. This author does not employ the Torah as an

“God is ONE and his NAME is ONE”
Deuteronomy 6:4
It is this ONE singular dynamic which both
encompasses all, and which drives – and indeed, IS,
the entire cosmos. It is, as well, simultaneously the
embryonic Divine, seeking to become Infinite Divine
Extraordinariation. Q4P chases after it’s own tail.
Meaning, Quest for Potential∞ seeks it’s infinite perfect
potential.
Q4P has always pervaded the abstract and physical
dimensions of the cosmos
Q4P seeks after its full Divine and truly Infinite
manifestation
“Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh”
“I WILL BE THAT WHICH I WILL BE”
The metaphysical currents – and the equations –
and the metaphysical manifestations of the Divine
Potential – explored the different options for the
planned Big Bang [Potential∞ Point], ...intended to
transform POSSIBILITY into REALITY… from thence
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onto LIFE itself... and from thence onward towards the
Infinitely Infinite Divine Extraordinariation…
Too much intensity in the initial ACTUALIZATION
spark (the intended “Big Bang” [Potential∞ Point] ),
and the newly actualized cosmos would spin out of
control into cosmic debris; Too little intensity, and the
cosmos–creation–attempt would fold back into itself
and implode2
The odds of just the INTENSITY alone
(let alone the COMPOSITION)
being just right are in the realm of longer than
1 in 10 to the trillionth power… very very remote for
hitting something perfectly by random chance.
But the calibration for the attempt was set3 .
The cosmic fuse was lit.
The billions of POTENTIALITIES were now all lined up…
as if a billion gates were aligned perfectly… finally,
finally… enfin
And at the very, very end of the matrix was the Infinite
and, Infinite Divine Extraordinariation.
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Billions of variable potentialities now, indeed at this
very particular point in cosmic time, in Optimal Cosmic
Metaphysical Alignment...
The Divine clarion rang forth!

(Psalms / Tehillim 24:7)
Open Up Yea Cosmic Gates!
And escort through the Majesty of the Infinite!
[author’s spin]
“Ye–hi Or!”
“Let there be Light!”
(Genesis 1:3)
[the Potential∞ Point]

Everything was set.

and the Big Bang was, indeed, Q4P “making–its–move”...

The ultimate “high drama”.

Thunderation! The Big Bang [the Potential∞ Point]

Untold billions of eons in the making.
NOTES by KHALIL
2 Balance: Do we not face the same caveats regularly in our
lives? Such considerations are important in our relationships,
our spirituality, our careers, etc. This is merely one example of
how humanity’s dilemmas are reflected in the cosmos. To put it
concisely: Not too much; not too little.
3 The calibration: The description of this ultra–precise
calibration necessitates a timeless calibration.

And, 13.2 billion years later, the emergence onto Land
* Nous avons arrivé *
* We have arrived *
Q4P pervades love, passion, emotion
Q4P pervades – and is integral to – Humanity in full intensity
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Q4P pervades – and is integral to – all life and all inert
substance,
all humanity and absolutely all components of the
cosmic order – for absolutely everything is part of this
one dynamic
Individually, we are both autonomous, and, as well,
one of many “Human Heads”

PART I

The dynamic which MORPHED from “OUT–OF–
TIME” into TIME, from the POSSIBILITY mode to the
EQUATION mode,6 from the EQUATION MODE to the
METAPHYSICAL mode to the REALITY mode as we
know it today7, 8, 9
We (and we are all Q4P) are ONE, inter–connected
Supra–Entity+

Collectively, we are “embryonic Divine”
We are all, indeed, Quest for Potential∞.
“Let us make man in our
image4, after our likeness…” …
And God created man in
His image, in the image5
of God He created him;…

[b’zalmeinu4]

[betzelem5]
…

(Genesis / Bereshith 1:26, 27)
NOTES by KHALIL
4 b’zalmeinu: The classic question is: why the plural? Perhaps it
is potentiality, the Cosmo’s timeless force [and it’s inter–related
cumulative cosmic consciousness] that is God’s metaphysical
interlocutor.
5 betzelem: In Chapter One of his Guide of the Perplexed
Maimonides draws on Platonic concepts and explains: “The
term image [tzelem]… is applied to the natural form, I mean
to the notion in virtue of which a thing is constituted as a
substance and becomes what it is.” Incredibly, this concept –
developed in the very beginning of Maimonides’ treatise –
fits perfectly with this author’s novel concept of Potential∞
Point. Indeed by declaring that man is created “in our image”
the Torah indicates that humankind will “become what it is.”
Embryonic Divine will become the Potential∞ Point.

cont’d

NOTES by KHALIL
6 Equation mode: The equation mode is a world well known in
science: a world of positives and negatives. Our lives exist on this
continuum and our decisions determine our position. Neutrality is
elusive, and human action will generally influence the direction in
which we move.
7 Modes (A): The author uses these four modes as an
explanatory vehicle. There have been a spectrum of ‘modes’
in the ‘run–up’ to today’s reality.
8 Modes (B): Modes are not replaced by subsequent modes.
All exist today. One mode will simply overlay the preceding
one, as the universe is made more textured and nuanced.
The individual whose perception allows him to penetrate that
which is immediately apparent on the surface, will discern
inter–related universal constructs unifying all. The penetrating
mind will thus find some level of universality behind the world’s
complexity.
9 Modes (C): Under Birnbaum’s schema, the divine achieves
“full flower” at the infinite ‘end’ of the process – as opposed to
the ‘beginning’ of the process. Again, Humanity is not separate
from the Divine, but rather, it is intertwined with the Divine, in its
work–in–progress capacity as ever–ascending embryonic Divine.
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– an infinite entity transcending time, space
and the cosmos
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Not only are we all, indeed, connected;
we are, on some level, at least intermittently
COMMUNICATIVE10,11, as well

We are all essentially ONE

“We break beyond our own limitations and connect
in unity with God...”
– Rabbi Noah Weinberg
			 “Five Levels”
					AISH.com 10/06/06

We are all connected, not just on the molecular
level, not just on the atomic level, and not just on
the biological level, but, as well, somehow on the
consciousness level.
We individually and cumulatively aim and advance
towards an “Infinite Divine Extraordinariation.”
NOTES by KHALIL

Clearly, we are closest to our nuclear family, our
children and Significant Others, and not particularly
close to the Hamas terrorist in Gaza... and even a touch
further from a random nitrogen molecule on Andromeda
…but, yes, we are all integrally interconnected
in one Whole
We are AUTONOMOUS, but we are also simultaneously
a COLLECTIVE
(No, I don’t know how the voting goes)

10 Communicative (A): In Orot Teshuva, Rav Kook writes that
with sin man experienced detachment from fellow creatures.
Man becomes isolated and alone until he repents. Rav Kook
reasonably points to a familiar emotional response – the
‘outsiderness’ associated with sin or failure. With regard
to this he writes: “It is impossible to express this vastly
profound concept.” The author’s principle that all creation is
communicative, provides insight into how such feelings arise.
11 Communicative (B): Considering Rav Kook’s spiritual
observation in light of the author’s framework, it can be
concluded that when an individual sins – failing to advance
towards his potential – the collective cosmos objects to this
action, and the individual senses this dissatisfaction. In the fourth
chapter of his Orot Teshuva Rav Kook writes: “The individual and
the collective soul, the world soul, the soul of all realms of being
cries out like a fierce lioness in anguish for total perfection, for
an ideal form of existence, and we feel the pain, and it purges
us... And the soul grows toward perfection.” Thus, Rav Kook (a
man of astonishing spiritual sensitivity) detected a sort of global
inter–communication that was driving man towards his potential
and spiritual perfection. [Birnbaum’s themes dovetail with Kook’s
from the very beginning of the Summa Metaphysica series.]
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It is this Infinite Potential Perfection which pulls all
forwards (and, indeed, into existence itself) ...just as it
is this
inexorable Drive for Potential which drives the
‘advance’,
because Q4P is SPIRAL with elements of circularity
...and therefore both “pulling” as well as “pushing”
simultaneously.
And when we do have something to say to our ‘cousins’
concerning potentially optimizing this ‘advance’,
however infinitely removed these ‘cousins’ are, we will,
indeed communicate on some level, for, we are all
“Forward Scouts” in the vast cosmic army of
POTENTIAL...
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We are ONE timeless organic entity... as discomforting
as that might seem, and we are inexorable in
our collaborative quest for INFINITE DIVINE
EXTRAORDINARIATION:
infinite consciousness, infinite actualization, infinite
beauty, infinite spirituality, infinite creativity and infinite
emotional, sensual and other fulfillment... a relentless
cosmic Conquistador
forever on–the–march
seeking – and indeed often fashioning – the next
advance
manipulating and fashioning and crafting

probing for potential ADVANCE
genes, organisms, and indeed even equations
probing for an OPENING
probing for a Line–of–Attack
but we are also each individually partner-Generals
in this Collective / Array–on–the–March
cumulatively assessing and analyzing any genetic
mutation which presents itself...
one infinite organic system of pure and “unbridled
potentiality” arching through – and encompassing all –
Time and Space and Physical and Non–physicality...
stretching throughout TIME and pre–TIME…

The Infinite Divine Extraordinariation: this Infinite multi–
faceted GOAL is the Divine perfection we seek;
but simultaneously we all ARE embryonic Divine
and this Infinite Perfection Divine is a GOAL, a
hypothetical end–point, to be approached,
but never actually reached...
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Thus, while we are “embryonic Divine12” we will always
inevitably still be embryonic Divine, just at a “later-stage
embryonic”... for the Infinite Divine Extraordinariation
is a GOAL... like Infinity... to be approached, but never
quite, quite realized.
We are all, cumulatively, therefore, eternally “embryonic
Divine”
...seeking inexorably to become more fully “Divine”
Holy Crusaders, for sure
enroute to Jerusalem
end / beginning

PART I

EPSILON: Notes & Observations
Note:
If there is a mutation or natural selection which Quest
for Potential∞ assesses will optimize further the course
towards this “Divine”, we re–orient, and ‘morph’ the
entire species in that direction; Else, if perceived to
offer no particular advantage, it is Thank You, but No
Thank You. Evolution is driven by the overarching
imperative of Potential, not by the subcomponent
Survivability.
Regarding those who argued for the “Intelligent
Design” theory and those who argued for “Evolution”,
both were partially correct. However, remember, it was
the Evolutionists who attempted (pretty successfully)
to thoroughly invalidate the champions of ID (Intelligent
Design) – not the other way around.

NOTES by KHALIL
12 Embryonic Divine: The embryo is representative of
the period, subsequent to conception, of rapid physical
development. Humankind is in a comparable period of
phenomenal growth in which we evolve tools – as the embryo
would develop organs – that potentiate our ultimate ascent.

But the author of Intelligent Design is, ultimately,
actually, ourselves, the transcendent Embryonic Infinite
Divine Extraordinariation.
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PUSH from the Genesis point, forward.
PULL from the Infinity–point, backwards.
And, while evolution does occur, and is employed by
Quest for Potential∞ when advantageous, it is but a
subcomponent of the grander saga.
So, on some dramatic level, the Potential Divine-reality
actually is ‘re-inventing’ itself…over-and-over the span
of many billions of eons of the cosmic drama.
Traversing from the metaphysical…presumably then
through a ‘bridge state’ of some sort…traversing
onward into reality (at the Potential∞ Point*) and then
onto ever-higher and higher ultimate Infinite Divine
Extraordinariation...

ZETA: “Principia Metaphysica”
SUMMA METAPHYSICA is articulated via two
formulations – and their incorporated EIGHTEEN
groups of propositions
(9 + 9 respectively).

* * * Summa Metaphysica * * *

an overarching and unified metaphysics
UNIFIED FORMULATION
[in Book #1]

PRINCIPIA METAPHYSICA
[in Book #2]

9 propositions

9 propositions

proposition groups:
(100–900)
Philosophical/Metaphysical

proposition groups:
(1100–1900)
Metaphysical

The UNIFIED FORMULATION in Book #1:
(see “Reprint of Unified Formulation” in Book #2)
* Big Bang point…Genesis point…Bereshith point

with nine Proposition Groups numbered 100-900:
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and
PRINCIPIA METAPHYSICA to be presented here
– with nine Proposition Groups numbered 1100–1900
So, in this sub-section (Zeta),
I present PRINCIPIA METAPHYSICA,
– the second group of PROPOSITIONS of the
overarching metaphysical construct – SUMMA
METAPHYSICA.
*
So, the Overview would be as follows:
In Book #1 (God and Evil ),
the Outline Summary of the (first) nine GROUPS OF
PROPOSITIONS
– The UNIFIED FORMULATION: Proposition Groups
100–900
is introduced in section 99.00. One would most easily
categorize this first batch
as-a-whole as: Philosophical / Metaphysical propositions.
In Book #2 (God and Good ) here,
the Outline Summary of the next nine GROUPS OF
PROPOSITIONS
– PRINCIPIA METAPHYSICA: Proposition Groups
1100–1900
are summarized here in ZETA. One would most easily
categorize this second batch
as-a-whole as: Metaphysical propositions.
*
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In the first book, the fleshed-out version of The Unified
Formulation spans the entire PART TWO of the book.
In this second book, the fleshed-out version of
PRINCIPIA METAPHYSICA spans the entire PART I of
the book – The Cosmic Womb of Potential. Meaning, in
this second book, the fleshed-out version wraps around
the SUMMARY section ZETA (here).
Note that the two Cosmic Tool Kit sections
(Shelf #1 and Shelf #2) – both in this
Part I: Cosmic Womb part – deliberately – one BEFORE
Principia Metaphysica – and one AFTER – are integral
and key sub-axioms to Principia Metaphysica.
The orientations of The Unified Formulation v. Principia
Metaphysica are slightly different – but obviously
dovetail and have overlap.
The two formulations should ‘stitch together’
seamlessly.
(You will note that Group 1000 seems to be missing;
The reason is that we employed the 1000 number
for the APPENDICES in Book #1 [in 1988], following
upon-the-heels of the Unified Formulation, for ease-ofreference for our readers. In retrospect, the APPENDICES
should not have been assigned the 1000 number.)
*
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Now, as we know, my key concept is Quest for
Potential∞ [to the infinite power]. But the work also
posits that polarities and inverses drive the cosmic
order.
Furthermore, Quest for Potential∞ alone may be
“curiouser” than it appears at first look. Indeed, I would
conjecture that, going-forward, beyond the scope of
this two-volume series, and beyond the ‘tenure’ of this
author, it will prove ever richer-and-richer.
In dealing with Quest for Potential∞, we are dealing
with a dynamic of transcendent and approachingInfinite power.

PART I

In Principia Metaphysica espoused here,
I articulate how TWO complementary sub-dynamics
(of Quest for Potential∞):
Quest-for-ADVANCEMENT/fulfillment – with a strong
neo-masculine AGGRESSIVE component,
– and
Quest-for-FULFILLMENT/advancement – with a strong
neo-female EMOTIONAL component,
– are interlocked in an intricate double-helix cosmic
dance.....and generate “creation of the cosmos” ...and
continue their nuanced double-helix cosmic Tango
propelling the dynamic cosmos onward and upwards

*
– and propelled forward and outwards
Now, there are powerful complementary sub-dynamics
which ensemble constitute Quest for Potential∞
As articulated clearly in this Book #2, I posit that REALITY
parallels METAPHYSICAL REALMS. I propose that one
can extrapolate missing components in metaphysics
from dynamics in reality – and vice versa. This powerful
concept may ultimately morph the field of metaphysics
into a highly stylized and more formal field.
In any event, at the risk of ‘shocking the innocent’, (and
with precedent in both Kabbalah and Eastern religions)
I do believe that very direct 1:1 parallels exist between
‘intimacy’ and the primal drives of the cosmos.

*
SUMMA METAPHYSICA
– via the inter-related
Unified Formulation (presented in Book # 1)
and
Principia Metaphysica (to be presented at this point)
‘covers the key bases’
– and offers an integrated and overarching unified
metaphysics.
We now present Principia Metaphysica –
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Principia Metaphysica Outline:
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1400 Series
1405

1100 Series
Possibility.
(by definition)
Then,
Embryonic Quest for a POTENTIAL
1200 Series

The Infinite Divine Extraordinariation…
at the end-of-the-rainbow – as first, IGNITION,
and then, as GOAL
1410
Quest for Potential∞ pervades the cosmos
The cosmos IS integrated into Quest for Potential∞;

1225

1414

“Quest for Quest for INFINITE DIVINE
EXTRAORDINARIATION”
emerges as the primary engine of the cosmos

This core cosmic dynamic is ETERNAL, ENDURING
and TRANSCENDING

1250
The principles of the hard and soft sciences
sought their full potentials of ACTUALIZATION,
FULL EXPRESSION, LIFE, LOVE, CONSCIOUSNESS
and ultimately, of INFINITY
1300 Series
“Quest for INFINITE DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION”
emerges as the evolved overarching drive
of the cosmos

1416
Q4P∞ feeds upon Itself
1417
It unites – and, indeed, is comprised of – all life:
past, present and future
1418
At the vanguard is the potential Godhead

GOD AND GOOD
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1419

1515

Our individual, extraordinary core Potential
flows within this Eternal and Infinite stream

Juxtaposed centrifugal1 – centripetal2 forces
perpetually replenishing and stimulating each other…
producing, in turn,
Quest for Additional Possibilities

1420
The Infinite Divine Extraordinariation…
at the end-of-the-rainbow – as first, IGNITION, and then,
as GOAL – exerted PULL, while full-spectrum
Quest for Potential∞ exerts DRIVE – and PUSH
(note parallel to CHILDBIRTH)

The panoply of ACTION & ADVANCE
is complemented by the complementary spectrum of
EMOTION & FULFILLMENT & CONSCIOUSNESS

1500 Series

1530

1505
Quest for Potential∞ is, in turn,
composed of two Supra–Dynamics:
Quest-for-ADVANCEMENT/fulfillment and
Quest-for-FULFILLMENT/advancement
1507
These Supra-Dynamics are intertwined with each other
in an Eternal cosmic (double-helix) dance,
and in-tandem cascadingly advance,
playing-out their potential Infinitude
1510
The complementary Supra–Dynamics –
are juxtaposed against each other
in a dynamic and eternal hi-tension
cosmic “tango”

1520

Quest for ADVANCEMENT probes outward
Quest for FULFILLMENT vortexes inward

NOTES by KHALIL
1 Centrifugal: The personal quest for potential∞ is centrifugal
in that it releases energy outwardly. Energy is projected into
the cosmic collective and all existence is energized and thus
propelled forward.
2 Centripetal: The personal quest for fulfillment is centripetal
in that it releases energy inwardly. Quest for fulfillment relates
to constant personal needs and desires. It thus provides an
ongoing reflective motivation that is readily translated into the
grander quest for potential∞.
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1540

Through a Jewish prism,

Quest for Potential∞
finds its ultimate CATALYST – and MOTIVATOR…
in its contending sub-strands
Quest-for-ADVANCEMENT and
Quest-for-FULFILLMENT

“ezer k’negdo”
(Genesis / Bereshith 2:18)
~ complementary and juxtaposed sexes
(the precise translation is ‘loaded’ – so you do it)

1550

1570

Quest-for-ADVANCEMENT
and Quest-for-FULFILLMENT
are drawn inexorably towards each other,
…“as the moth to the flame”
– while they simultaneously seek to play-out their
autonomous potential

Through a KABBALISTIC prism,

1560

Quest-for-ADVANCEMENT/fulfillment
is majority MASCULINE energy,
minority FEMININE energy
Quest-for-FULFILLMENT/advancement
is majority FEMININE energy,
minority MASCULINE energy

Through an Asian prism,
Quest-for-ADVANCEMENT is Yang
Quest-for-FULFILLMENT is Ying
balancing out the cosmos
complementary
opposite
countervailing
~opposing, but mutually enriching
*

Both are inextricably intertwined, inextricably
interchanging
Cosmic lovers
in an eternal dynamic tension
1580
The dynamic tension between
Quest-for-ADVANCEMENT and Quest-forFULFILLMENT
can be presumed to have escalated
for infinite eons pre–reality
to that famous explosive point
which actualized the COSMOS
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1590
The reality–void hitherto had not found
either ACTUALIZATION or a mode of expression of
FULFILLMENT, EMOTION, CONSCIOUSNESS
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“actualized POTENTIAL”
and its complement,
(a steadily diminishing)
“VOID”
1645

1600 Series
1610
“The void could not ‘take it’ anymore”

POTENTIAL energy
>
KINETIC energy

–Solomon Birnbaum 2004

1650

1615

“actualized POTENTIAL”
(an ever–expanding–cosmos...
expanding on multiple levels)
increasingly gobbles–up
physical and emotional
and intellectual and spiritual, etc.
TURF
formerly occupied by VOID

“Voids abhor voids”
–D. Birnbaum

1620
The reality–void sought
EMOTIONAL RELEASE and REALIZATION,
SPIRITUAL FULFILLMENT,
INTELLECTUAL ATTAINMENT,
HIGHER LEVEL (actually INFINITE) CONSCIOUSNESS,
PURE GOOD-ness / GIVING-ness,
and full–spectrum ACTUALIZATION
1640

1700 Series
1725
At the end–of–the–rainbow,
Infinite Divine Extraordinariation
(perhaps most importantly - the infinitude of
Consciousness and Givingness)

at “Creation”,

[this is the spiritual SINGULARITY]

NOTHING

retroactively ignites the
Emptiness
[“tohu va-vohu”]
at the Creation-point

separates (MITOSIS of “0”) into
(steadily expanding)
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1750

1835

ONLY infinite and unbounded POTENTIAL
as a goal, as a theoretical ‘end–point’,
could and would have the power to ignite a Cosmos

Thus, if Possibility/Potential is infinite,
and Possibility/Potential is the core of the Divine,
the Divine is Infinite +

1800 Series

1850

1825

Potential/Possibility may have more facets and
dimensions to it
– Divine or otherwise – than we were alerted to in
contemporary culture,
but by definition only potential/possibility is eternal.

and what actualizes the putative Divine?
The DIVINE is–in–the–process of infinite
SELF–EVOLVEMENT
ongoing for billions of eons
...traversing from metaphysical realms
to ever–fuller and richer
PHYSICAL ACTUALIZATION
...as it courses towards
the “very–end–of–the–rainbow”

1900 Series
The DIVINE – as opposed to the Embryonic Divine –
is simultaneously EVERYTHING + A GOAL
to be approached in ever–greater–and–greater
fullness and richness and consciousness

*
almost ‘by definition’ POTENTIAL always existed
*
It is merely potential, possibility
initially
*
By definition, It (potential possibility) is the ONLY
dynamic which can possibly be eternal.
*
We are all part of the Embryonic Divine
*

***
end of Principia Metaphysica
*********
[Don’t get hyper over the male-female orientations. As in
down-to-earth reality, both ‘components’ certainly have all
the elements of potential, including Quest for Advancement
and Quest for Fulfillment. It is a question of the slightest
degree of tilt in internal general orientation and priorities.]

*
Now, sof kol sof, (after all-is-said-and-done) as
KOHELETH (l’havdil*) might have said, once the core
‘dynamic – Quest for Potential∞ – is discerned/
*

the term l’havdil is a rabbinic expression generally meaning –
that the two (works) are not truly on the same spiritual level
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conceptualized – as it has been over the span of
Book #1 – Book #2 – as
# being a Singularity
# being Infinite
# Questing after Its Own Potential
# being ‘at the core of the Divine’
# being infinitely ITERATIVE & RECURSIVE
# being eternal – initially at least in metaphysical realms
# being ‘REFLEXIVE’, and ‘RETROACTIVE’,
i.e. infinite potentiality ‘ down-the-road’ ignites 		
		Creation retroactively**
# being simultaneously ‘the embryonic Divine’ –
while simultaneously being ‘infinite’
# encompassing the eternal cumulative consciousness
		and LifeForce, as well
then,

ETA: Some reflections...insights
Summa Metaphysica’s “String Theory” 1, 2, 3
The Infinite Divine Extraordinariation
at the end-of-the-rainbow…
draws a string from the precursor milieu to
Creation.......through Creation (at the dawn of time)…
through the eons… to Itself – showing the line of
optimal Potential
***
SECULARISTS can call this proposed dynamic –
Infinite Consciousness and Givingness and Will
and LifeForce
(no intervention; no Godhead)

all the other propositions inevitably flow from this one
AXIOM.

RELIGIOUS traditionalists can call Infinite Divine
Extraordinariation, the God of Abraham

(deep breath)

KABBALISTS can very readily embrace this proposal

[** this is the core thread of the core idea]

HASIDIC purists can savor the Bal Shem Tov’s
prescience
SPIRITUALISTS can ride somewhere in the middle
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BUDDHISTS can call this Divine…
Ultimate Perfection and Harmony

DARWINISTS can be reconciled that they were partially
correct...as evolution is clearly a part of the process.

Physicists can put down their electron microscopes
for a few minutes…..and savor the non-quantifiable
wonders of the cosmic order

The ‘INTELLIGENT DESIGN’ camp can readily adopt
this (Summa Metaphysica) thesis as core doctrine.
It has the not inconsiderable advantage of being
more precisely ‘on-the-money’ and fully compatible
with the general thrust of their approach, although
the avant garde ‘identity’ of the Intelligent Designer
may take some time getting-used-to.

– because, to ‘solve’ the elusive missing pieces
of physics, physicists must take the leap into
metaphysics (meaning, this particular work, boys)
NOTES by KHALIL
1 Summa Metaphysica’s “String Theory”: With this the author makes
clear that cosmic evolution is not defined solely by a start–point
and an end–point. There is something connecting these points,
which is with us today – a “road” [string] connecting origin to
destination.
2 Summa Metaphysica’s “String Theory”– and the Torah: The Torah
is the thread that directs humankind towards Divine Perfection,
providing continual guidance. This effect is powerful enough to
drive all of creation, yet subtle enough to only be detected by the
most spiritually perceptive souls. As he approached his final hours,
Jacob – whose life was particularly difficult and arduous, would
bless Joseph in the name of God “who was my shepherd from my
inception until this day” (Genesis 48:15).
3 Summa Metaphysica’s “String Theory”– and Biology: One of
the presuppositions of Darwinism is that evolution cannot be
teleological (i.e., evolution cannot plan for the future; it can only
favor traits that support survival in the current environment).
Thus a species can only acquire traits that suit its environment
at the specific time. The author’s string theory model, in
contradistinction to Darwin’s model, and in one of Birnbaum’s
crucial pivots, asserts that evolution is, indeed, most definitely
goal-directed, as well.

All roads, in any event, will inevitably, in any event, lead
to this ineffable Infinitude.

“When all is said and done, what we each seek
is to reach out of this finite world and connect
with the Infinite. To become one with God.”
– Rabbi Noah Weinberg
		 “Five Levels”
		 AISH.com 10/6/06

The ramifications are abundant…We are all one4
We are all united
We are all very integral parts of this
cosmic symphonic projectory
***
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The one is inextricably part of the Whole
The Whole is ever-evolving embryonic Divine
***
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On the second hand, we want to become ONE
with the Divine.
On the third hand, we already are INTEGRAL
to the Divine.

Thus, there is a sort-of triple-paradox at-play:
***
On the one hand we are AUTONOMOUS – and wish to
be AUTONOMOUS.

All three dynamics would seem to be operating
in-tandem.
Three cardinal tenets of Advanced Metaphysics are
in perpetual tension*.

cont’d

NOTES by KHALIL
4 “We are one”: Quest for Fulfillment is a force originating from
the individual that is directed right back at the individual’s CORE
– a force directed back towards its center (centripetal). quest
for potential∞ as a quest also originating from the individual but
pushing infinitely outwards, unleashing its energy into a cosmic
collective that energizes time and space – making it more of an
outward driving (or centrifugal) force.
Without Quest for Fulfillment constantly re–energizing the
individual, quest for potential∞ might be unsustainable.
And without Quest for Potential∞ there would be insufficient
collective energy to ignite the cosmos and drive forward and
onward, and thereby create the framework in which quest for
fulfillment can thrive as well.

Seque’-ing from one modality to another
energizes the very core of our being – and presses
the forward wave of the cosmos, ever-forward still…
***
Ascents in human consciousness are a key goal.
Ascents in human goodness and givingness, probably
are, as well
HUMANITY’s evolvement was to be the route to the
realization to these primal cosmic thrusts. Through
HUMANS, Q4P potentially has its OPTIMAL route

* the Religious add yet a fourth – SUBLIMATING oneself to the divine
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Through HUMANS, Q4F potentially (and the gamut of
EMOTION) plays out MAXIMALLY
It is not that HUMANS happen to have evolved
INTELLECTUALLY and in CONSIOUSNESS; Rather
that potential/future evolvement is one of their key
raisons d’etre 5, 6

cont’d

NOTES by KHALIL
5 Raisons d’etre (A): Philosophers from Aristotle to Descartes
have asserted the centrality of human intellect. By designating
intellectual development as the essence of humanity, the path, –
if not the destination – was made clear. This concept augmented
human potential markedly by making humankind aware that its
loftiest pursuit is the quest for elevated consciousness, yet the
ultimate benefit of this journey had remained undefined until
now.
6 Raisons d’etre (B): In Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle
concludes that it is the “role” of the human to cultivate that
faculty which is uniquely human, namely the intellect. He does
not, however, explain how or why this would be beneficial
either for the individual or more generally. Others (including
Maimonides) have reached the same conclusion about the
centrality of the intellect but have struggled (or not attempted)
to elucidate its personal or global benefits. The author’s
conclusions are apparently the first to do so in the context of
universal metaphysical principles. Others have neglected to put
the refinement of human intellect into a framework, arguing that
it is an ends unto itself. Here the author finally puts this lauded
act into a structured metaphor.
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It is not that EMOTION happens to be the byproduct of
human interaction; Rather, part of the raison d’etre of
humans’ ever-ascending complexity and sophistication,
albeit continuing primitive brutality, is to develop and
play out the panoply of EMOTION in ever-increasing
range and nuance.
“Human aggressiveness” plays into both key themes:
The cosmos itself is hyper-aggressive; Only a hyperaggressive dynamic could have burst forth into
REALITY from the VOID. As hypothesized, human
dynamics parallel cosmic dynamics; In addition,
aggressiveness is a key to reaching various
potentialities.
The by-products of aggressiveness… even the
very severe ‘bad’ ones, e.g. victimization, murder,
destruction, enslavement, torture, betrayal,
humiliation… play out the dark-side gamut of emotion.
This “dark side” gamut of emotion is presumably
symmetric to the “light side” gamut (e.g. joy, happiness,
exhilaration, love, etc.). It is conjectured here that one
could not have the “light side” of the gamut, without its
symmetric “dark side”.
A diabolical spin on the above would conjecture that
the cosmos indeed wanted to play-out both sides of
the emotional spectrum.
I would hope that such is not the case.
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feeding-off of each other’s Infinitude and
un-quenchable cosmic appetites

THETA: The two key (spiraling)
SUPRA-DYNAMICS

locked in eternal embrace and stylized pulsating dance
the ultimate Cosmic Tango (as noted prior)
– seeking consummate POTENTIAL

The two key sub-components of Quest for Potential∞:
Note that both
Quest-for-ADVANCEMENT/fulfillment
and
Quest-for-FULFILLMENT/advancement
are
sui generis,
each thoroughly unique in its own way
Both are SUPRA-Dynamics
…in a plane – and class – by themselves
Interlinked in a cosmic double-helix;
rocketing-forward ensemble to Infinity
pulsating with infinite energy and dynamism and
internal tension
independent and inter-dependent alternatingly

*
BOTH are infinitely recursive
tracking forward to the end of time… and indeed,
maybe looping around infinity right back through
Creation… and then back upon itself
Quest-for-Advancement is infinitely OUTWARD-bound
Quest-for-Fulfillment, is infinitely CORE–bound
all–embracing…
embracing all the dynamism and emotion of the
cosmos
and attempting deep, deep multi–leveled fulfillment
On a human level, which we POSIT parallels the cosmic
dynamic,
Quest-for-Fulfillment
simultaneously EMBRACES emotion / spirituality /
creativity / relationships / sensuality / hopes & dreams /
among other components, while buffering DRIVE and
AGGRESSION
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*
The implications of all-of-the-above are, of course,
stunning
*

Independent, but co-dependent simultaneously
Both equally extraordinary

As but one example, albeit a powerful one – the
wondrous and bountiful beauties and variety of the
planet, and, indeed, of the cosmos, serve, as well, both
as potential fulfillment for the senses and as potential
objects, in one area or another, for advancement.

Quest-for-ADVANCEMENT was originally ‘just’
metaphysical proto-MALE

-------------------------

*

Quest-for-FULFILLMENT was originally ‘just’
metaphysical proto-FEMALE
*

Thus I started out the Treatise in Book #1 with ONE
PRIMARY dynamic,

Over the eons, a trajectory from the metaphysical
realm morphs.......

On closer examination, this one dynamic is comprised
of first, two primary interwoven spiraling threads,
(themselves each comprised of.....)

They ultimately have a physical embodiment in our
cosmos as
MALE v. FEMALE
- as they seek a modality (autonomous but paired)
to reach for ULTIMATE REALIZATION of POTENTIAL
(the ‘mother ship’)

which, as a shorthand, for the various respective
‘packages’ of potentiality they embrace, we’re calling,
respectively –
Quest-for-ADVANCEMENT

and the realization of the extraordinary
(‘Extraordinariation’ – to be amplified upon below)

and

In our cosmos, in our dimension,

Quest-for-FULFILLMENT

Quest-for-ADVANCEMENT/fulfillment morphs to
(and embodied by) Male

co-equal, but with 2 different tilts
Quest-for-FULFILLMENT/advancement morphs to
(and embodied by) Female
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“Va-yomer Elokim: ‘Na-ase adam b’tzalmeinu, k’dmusaynu...

*

...Zachar u-Nekeyvah barah otam”

As with the Exodus prooftext: “Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh”
“I WILL BE THAT
WHICH I WILL BE”
for the core proposal of
God as the God of Potential, the prooftext here is, as well,
eerily on-the-mark.
Once you discern it, it sort of ‘jumps-out-at-you’.

[Bereshith 1:26-28]
“And Elokim said: ‘Let us make Man in Our image,
as Our likeness’
...Male and Female, He created them”

*
[Genesis 1:26-28]
So, respectfully, while our proposal may be revolutionary,

Now, the dominant potentiality thread in MALE may be
(51 % Quest-for-Advancement; 49% Quest-for-Fulfillment
– as overarching, but certainly not exclusive, dynamics)

it does happen to fit elegantly with the Biblical text and
and certainly perfectly with Rashi’s Commentary:
i.e., Rashi says to read the text as:
“God says to his ANGELS
(read: Metaphysical Potentials – author):
‘Let Us make Man in Our Image’ ”
*
So, indeed, one can make the case that Rashi’s
Commentary actually IS our formulation.

the dominant potentiality thread in FEMALE may be the
obverse side of coin
(51% Quest-for-FULFILLMENT; 49% Quest-forADVANCEMENT – as overarching, but certainly not
exclusive, dynamics)
– but that tiny percentage swing in orientation somewhere
along the trajectory is what ultimately makes all-thedifference
(This one last sentence should keep psychologists
busy for a 1,000 years or so...)

(and it may be somewhat challenging to excommunicate Rashi)

*
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But why enter this terrain at all?
Why not just let matters rest with the original
Quest for Potential∞?
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The implications – stretching eternally in both directions
in time – give one pause for awe.

Why enter this MALE-FEMALE zone which, like
a mythical siren, always seems to pull sundry
metaphysics over-the-millennia out into some sort of
philosophical ‘la-la land’?

It turns out that possibly the most daring components
of our multi-layered hypothesis, i.e. the core proposition
of Potential with the follow-through hypothesis of its two
key sub-Potentials – are the components most directly
tethered in the Torah.

We only go here because we are inexorably led here by
the logical imperatives of our schema.

Tethering the most daring parts, on some level anchors
the entire metaphysics.

Quest for Potential∞ cannot forever stand alone as a
UNITARY DYNAMIC – while ‘everything else under-thesun’ has polarities and dualities.
Aside from that, male-female, across the stratum of
species, pervades our planet.
Beyond that, once we operate under the self-articulated
premise that there are direct parallels between
METAPHYSICAL realms and REALITY realms, and
once we see a tantalizing parallel, we are motivated
to articulate it.
However, overriding all-of-the-above is the fascinating
proposition that GENDERS are the embodiment of
>> morphed-METAPHYSICAL POTENTIALS <<
- or, as RASHI might say, the embodiment of
>> morphed ANGELS <<
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IOTA: Reprise to The Cosmic
Womb of Potential
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I AM: QUEST FOR INFINITUDE
I AM: QUEST FOR ALL-ETERNITY
I AM: QUEST FOR FULFILLMENT

“Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh”
“I WILL BE THAT WHICH I WILL BE1”
calls the voice from the Burning Bush2
THE NAME OF GOD
Is Potential – and retroactive – and recursive
NOTES by KHALIL
1 I WILL BE (A): God is only asked directly to identify Himself by
name one time in the Tanach. And He answers twice. In Exodus
3:14 God identifies Himself as both “I will be that which I will be”
and then, in the same verse, more concisely as “I will be.” The
importance of this revelation is clear from the Biblical context,
but what does it mean?
2 I WILL BE (B): The context of the dialogue between Hashem
[God] and Moses is almost as important as the dialogue itself.
Moses poses his question to God on behalf of the Jewish slaves
(he will ask to know God for his own sake while atop Mt. Sinai,
Exodus 33:13). According to the Midrash, the Jews at this
point were at a historically low spiritual level. And liberation
is imminent. It is therefore clear that the potential of the Jews
(a spiritually impoverished [deprived] people on the verge
of redemption) at this moment was maximal, and it is not a
coincidence that God identifies Himself to the Jewish slaves via
Moses at this moment, as ‘I–will–be.’

I AM: QUEST FOR POTENTIAL∞

***
Nature abhors a vacuum
– axiom from physics (~noted prior )
Q4F set up a proto-vacuum3 in the reality-void
And, reality-voids abhor a vacuum

NOTES by KHALIL
3 Proto–vacuum: Just as the individual seeks elevation in the
framework of Quest for Fulfillment, so does the cosmos. It was
therefore the initial absence of fulfillment sensed by the pre–
cosmos that was so inherently, viscerally abhorrent – just as an
absence of love, for example, is abhorrent to an individual. The
result was a resolute ‘escape–release’ in the form of creation, a’
la Solomon Birnbaum’s formulation, noted in the text, that “the
void could not ‘take it’ anymore”.
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“V’r’uach Adoshem mirachefet4 al p’nei ha–maim”
“And the Spirit of God Flows over the Face of the Waters”
– Genesis 1:2

“Flowing from the Essence of the Divine, the
infinite holy potential of the Divine demanded
more expression. Among these elements were the
potentials for creation of the universe, and within the
latter, the potentials for man to quest for his spiritual
potential, as well as others, including mercy, love,
truth, justice, beauty and harmony...”
From the book God and Evil
PART TWO, Section 100.02

Life
Life was necessary
Because only through life could the gamut of emotions
find expression
And only through life could Quest for Potential∞
optimize its nascent potentialities

KAPPA: The building blocks
of the cosmos
QUEST FOR POTENTIAL∞
(the core dynamic)
CUMULATIVE CONSCIOUSNESS & WILL
(the godhead of the cosmic dynamic)
INFINITE RECURSIVENESS
(from the tool kit of the cosmic dynamic)
My dear friends,
We are all integral parts of an ever–unfolding cosmic
dynamic
of almost indescribable extraordinariness.
We are, each of us, microcosm cosmos
Paralleling in our own lives and aspirations, cosmic
aspirations

NOTES by KHALIL
4 Mirachefet: This term implies unsettled motion. This
manifestation of God was explicitly restless, as it were.
Something was unbearable, something needed to happen.

Quest for Potential∞ drives the cosmos, drives
humanity and humans, and, is, indeed, our eternal
essence
For, humans, are, indeed,
Not so human after all
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It is far from clear how many levels there are to
Quest for Potential∞
For, indeed, our cosmos, may be part of a
still–larger entity,
Indeed, and that one, part of a still larger one
Even, ad infinitum
All questing for – and driven by – that one inexorable
(proposed) dynamic
*
Man quests for the infinite – and, indeed for God
And it must be presumed that the cosmos itself quests
for the same
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LAMBDA: A fresh look at
some of our concepts
1:1 CORRESPONDENCE
There is a 1:1 correspondence between what is true on
an individual human level, and what is true on a cosmic
level.

for the infinite – and for God

Man seeks life.
The cosmos seeks life.

It so happens that the entire cosmos happens to be
embryonic Divine,

Man seeks his potential.
The cosmos seeks its potentiality.

And that schematically, it is the embryonic Infinite
Divine Extraordinariation, which seeks after its
own potential

Man seeks ascendance in knowledge.
The cosmos seeks ascendance in consciousness.

*
Eheyeh
I motivate the baby trying to walk
I motivate the 10 year–old boy shooting hoops
I motivate the couple falling–in–love
And I motivate the wage–earner trying to get ahead
But my scope is far, far vaster than any of the above

Man seeks immortality.
The cosmos seeks immortality.
Man seeks beauty.
The cosmos seeks beauty.
Man seeks love.
The cosmos seeks love.
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Man seeks fulfillment.
The cosmos seeks fulfillment.
Man seeks full actualization.
The cosmos seeks full actualization.
Man seeks fulfilling relationship(s)
The cosmos seeks fulfilling relationship(s)
Man seeks The Infinite.
The cosmos seeks The Infinite1.

PART I

Spiral
Western philosophy is essentially linear.
“A” created “B” and then “B” created “C”.
Plato: God took Primal Matter and created the Earth,
etc.
Biblical literal: God created heaven and earth.
Then, God took a rib of Adam and created Eve.
Oriental philosophy is essentially circular,
Or Ying/Yang complementary within a circularity.
Our own Q4P philosophy is essentially spiral.
Mimicking somewhat the shape of galaxies… or,
interestingly enough, the shape of DNA double–helix,
the blueprints for “life”.
It is a Reverse Vortex.
With Infinitude emerging from the Void.
Einstein astutely postulated an Atomic Bomb
encapsulated within an atom.

NOTES by KHALIL
1 The Infinite and the Cosmos: In passages such as this one it is
clear that the author rejects Aristotle’s concept of “eternalism”,
a model in which the cosmos is eternal and The Infinite is an
actor within the cosmos. This same rejection of eternalism
was defended in the Guide of the Perplexed, in Maimonides’
key divergence from Aristotelian principles. The rejection of
eternalism remains a key metaphysical distinction between
traditional Jewish thought and classical Aristotelian thought. The
author basically dismisses classic Aristotelian thought as fatally
linear and simplistic.

Split the atom – and unleash atomic power.
We postulate Infinity as encapsulated within the Void.
Split the Void – and… “voila”… create the cosmos…
and actualize Infinity,
(Some 1:1 correspondences are more intriguing
than others.)
Infinity… and within which, babies smiling, young girls
giggling, lovers caressing, monks pietizing, poets
poetizing, astronauts astronautizing, etc.
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Creation and Closures

Tikkun Olam

At the Creation–point… 0 divides into negatives and
positives… male and female… and a key part of the
cosmic symphony is male and female trying to find their
soulmates to reconnect and co–join and then procreate the
next level of Creation…

CHI meridians course through the human body;
And we must presume that parallel meridians course
through the cosmos.

…to advance the cosmic drama. The ultimate, sanctified
union of unions might, hypothetically be two lovers
uniting for the first time on their wedding night in rapture
and bliss and love and explosive union to create
offspring… combining so many powerful cosmic themes
simultaneously… Return, Closure, Potential, Spirituality,
Romance, Advance, Creation… a little grander than just the
“honeymoon suite at the Grand Hotel” might suggest.
Closure with a Quest for Potential∞ lift–off
The symbolic 1:1 parallels are bemusing
Metaphysical Lift–off and launch
With a little luck, re–creating and re–enacting
the Big Bang [Potential∞ Point ] of Creation
[I will, of course, categorically deny any association
with the above.]

We can open up CHI channels in the human body via
SHIATSU or other modes;
But how can we repair the cosmos?
Perhaps by following a life of giving and spirituality,
we open up cosmic channels and meridians,
we “repair the cosmos”… We effect “Tikkun Olam”
(Do not assume, however, that I personally am a nice guy) :)

The Big Bang [the Potential∞ Point] –
the CREATION point The cosmic void–womb stirred. A metaphysical friction
stirred it. An ascending yearning for fulfillment. The
VOID simply “could not take–it any more”. Thousands
of POTENTIAL Themes… billions of potential Life Forms
stimulate its sensitive metaphysical touch–points…
…The yearning for fulfillment grew stronger and stronger…
…All the billions of eons of loneliness waiting for just–
the–right–combination of potentials lined–up… could
the leap be effected… for + and - : plus (+) and minus
(-)? It had tried so many, many times before? Only to be
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betrayed or let down by one potentiality or another? But
this time seemed different… everything seemed lined–
up… there was an exciting stir deep, deep within the
void… and the potentials of Truth, Mercy, and Spirituality
were nicely lined up with the potentials of Freedom and
Glory and Love…

Abstract Dynamic / ENTIRE Dynamic
Retired Israeli Supreme Court Justice Haim Cohen,
in my discussions with him at his Jerusalem
(Rehavia) apartment in 1989...
described my “Quest for Potential∞” as an
“abstract dynamic”. And the Second Printing of
God and Evil was adjusted to include this observation.
The advantage of postulating an eternal Abstract
Dynamic, as Cohen agreed, is that it is conceptually
easier to conceptualize an Abstract Dynamic as having
preceded everything, than to posit the conscious,
intervening God of Israel as having preceded everything.
Within a religious Orthodox framework, one could say
that Q4P is the embryonic Divine and at the core of the
infinite Divine Extraordinariation.
Within a more secularized framework, one could simply
take Q4P “the distance”… all the way through infinity.
But, actually Q4P is not forever just an Abstract Dynamic;
Rather it emerges as the ENTIRE dynamic.
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We are all integral parts of it. It permeates the sub–
macro–cosmic level and the molecular level.
CHI is the blood stream of it.
SPIRIT is the oxygen energizing it.
INFINITE DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION is
intertwined with it.
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MU: Cosmic “Tool Kit”
Extraordinariation
COSMIC TOOL KIT

Shelf #2
The second set of cosmic tools is elucidated in this section:
[The first set was elucidated in BETA (above)]
tools:
* SUBJECTIVITY OF “INFINITE DIVINE” *
* HYPER-ITERATION *
* SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION LEVELS *
* ONE ORGANIC SUPER-EQUATION *
* INSTINCT-DNA *
* RECURSIVITY IS REGNANT (RECURSIVITY REIGNS) *
* EXTRAORDINARIATION *
* EMOTION-EXPRESSION-DRAMA *
* OPTIMIZING COMPLEXIFICATION/		
CONTOURIZATION *
* MACRO-HOLISTIC-OPTIMIZATION *
* CHERRY-PICKED EVOLUTION *
* TEMPLATE FIDELITY *
* METAPHYSICAL > PHYSICAL LEVERAGED BUYOUT *
* CUMULATIVE / MASSED-ARRAY DESIGN *
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••• TOOL:
* SUBJECTIVITY of “INFINITE DIVINE
EXTRAORDINARIATION” *
“INFINITE DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION ” may be
used as
‘religious Divine’
or
as a spiritual-perfection DIVINE;
or
as an INFINITE DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION with a
RELIGIOUS DIVINE “GODHEAD”
(but one can make a strong case for a spectrum of
possibilities)
There are, of course, infinite striations of this.
Addition to Cosmic Tool Kit:
(although alluded-to in the text multiple times,
but less formally)

••• TOOL:
* HYPER–ITERATION *
(my term)
On multiple levels, MACRO, and MICRO,
the cosmos continuously hyper-iterates, i.e.
All organic entities ask and re-assess:
Given my current assets, and given the multiple layers
of contexts,
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what is my best next move (evolvement)
– to advance both my individual Q4P
and the overall cosmic Q4P?
[How often? Unclear.]

••• TOOL:
* SIMULTANEOUS operation levels *
The cosmos may very well be operating on multiple
levels simultaneously, all INTERACTIVE with each other.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f )

Potentiality-level
Equation-level
Proto-Metaphysical-level
Metaphysical-level
Reality-level
Infinite Divine Extraordinariation-level

Broadly speaking, presumably we are in (e)
flanked by (d) and (f).
Would need a separate book just to more fully elaborate
on the above ‘quick snapshot’.
God and Good deals with these issues in this part,
Cosmic Womb.

••• SUPER-TOOL:
* ONE ORGANIC SUPER-EQUATION *
(my term)
All subjects and fields and emotions, and, indeed, all
history past and future, are all part of our one supra–
equation – Q4P∞
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All fields and subjects ultimately dovetail into the supra–
equation.
We see distinct snippets, like, say, Biology, Chemistry.
Anthropology.
But at some point Biology connects to the Calculus,
etc.
The interaction of Quest for Potential∞ – at the
Genesis / Big Bang / Potential∞ point – with, what
I have called the “Mitosis of “0”, adds major, major
complexity into an already complex proposition.
Nevertheless, we can only take matters as far as is
appropriate to hypothesize at this point.

••• TOOL:
* INSTINCT-DNA *
(my term)
Complex instinct mechanisms,
whether for SURVIVAL, food-HUNTING, SEXUAL–
hunting, MATING, PARENTING, INTER–PERSONAL
BEHAVIOR and others,
are potentially transmittable genetically via
(hypothesized here / what I call) INSTINCT–DNA

••• TOOL:
* Recursivity is regnant (recursivity reigns) *
(my term)
Potential within potential within potential.
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Schematically:
potential ( potential ( potential..........
grandfather ( father ( son ( grandson ...........
possibility ( metaphysical realms ( primitive reality realms
( modern reality realms ( post-modern reality realms
Torah ( Mishnah ( Gemorah ( Commentary
( Commentary on Commentary.............

PART I

This is the ‘cosmic bootstrapping’ I have hypothesized
since Book #1. The potential of
mega-EXTRAORDINARY enroute towards the end–of–
the–rainbow is the ‘force-multiplier’ – the ultimate
sui generis ‘metaphysical magnet’ – which propels
the cosmos forward.
Only this potential EXTRAORDINARY could have the
power to divide the initial timeless void into ‘positives’
and ‘negatives’, thereby igniting and creating the cosmos.

cosmic drama ( cosmic drama ( cosmic drama.............
( complex ( extraordinary ( more extraordinary ( even
more extraordinary ( ...............
layer ( layer ( layer
[see following section .... EXTRAORDINARIATION........]

••• TOOL:
* EXTRAORDINARIATION *
(my term)
The Cosmic Order endeavors to become ever-more
extraordinary and wondrous.

As extraordinary as one may think matters get, and they
are indeed quite extraordinary already in-front-of-oureyes, one must hypothesize that ultimate matters are
quite ‘unbounded’.
(Others may categorize or hypothesize this as Messianic
Era, Perfection, Redemption;
But, according to our hypothesis, “supraEXTRAORDINARIATION” – on-all-fronts – encompassing
all secular and spiritual – is the target.)
Extraordinariation helps explain, among other things, the
flourishing of –
literature, poetry, art, music

EXTRAORDINARIATION is both the work-in-progress
and ultimate goal.
Complexification and Variation have as their end-goals,
EXTRAORDINARIATION.

the thousands of species of dainty butterflies, for example
the beauty of thousands of varieties of flowers
Magnificent sunsets

The ‘cosmic trajectory’ is from the bottomless VOID to
the limitless EXTRAORDINARY.

Talmudists
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Violin virtuosos
the beauty of the heavens
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Like two complementary overarching super-dynamic
tornadoes, hypothetically linked at their epicenters,
these two intertwined dynamics propel the cosmos
forward.

art in all its variations
the ‘pull’ of spirituality
and, last but not least,
HUMANS – individually and collectively
–		with all their wondrous complexity and drives
–		and their emergence as the dominant players
		on the planet
Like the trek towards INFINITY in math,
EXTRAORDINARIATION is, according to this thesis,
more of a PROCESS, an ongoing endeavor, an ongoing
work-in-progress. The PROCESS is the deal, not
necessarily the ultimate ATTAINMENT of a specific
discrete goal, which is by definition unbounded,
in-any-event.
The unboundedness of the ‘goal’ ...with the infinite
richness inherent, retroactively empowers the ‘leap
from the void’ questing with unquenchable thirst for
this (unbounded) infinite attainment.
This work proposes that EXTRAORDINARIATION –
in concert with the bootstrapping quest thereof –
QUEST for POTENTIAL∞ – is the hitherto elusive
couplet “holy grail” of metaphysics.

Connect-all-the-dots and you will sense better what
I am articulating.
We are in the midst of the cosmic “Potential Storm”;
Consequently we see “individual trees”, as opposed to
the forest (Quest for Potential∞) as-a-whole.
All the billions of components and themes dovetail into
these intertwined super-dynamics (Quest for Potential∞/
Extraordinariation).
We prefer to maintain them as a couplet, as opposed
to merging them into one concept – Quest for
Extraordinariation, as that would not truly be on-the-mark.
On an individual level, we quest for potential∞, and,
in rare cases, for potential which is extraordinary.
On an ongoing cumulative level, the quest is ultimately
for the extraordinary.
EXTRAORDINARIATION – and its inexorable voracious
hunger for variety and drama, as well – “casts a wide
net” – including Predator / Prey .....with all the unending
brutality entailed, as well. This is philosophically
difficult to deal with. Drama in all its permutations, may
be cosmically desired. Sof-kol-sof (after all has been
reviewed and weighed), it would seem that DRAMA has
its place in the pantheon of cosmic imperatives.
(Maybe Khalil can get me out of this one ;)
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All roads lead to EXTRAORDINARIATION.
[EXTRAORDINARIATION1 is inter-related with......]

••• TOOL:
* EMOTION-EXPRESSION-DRAMA *
(my term)
EMOTION seeks ACTUALIZATION, plus the fullest
possible EXPRESSION.
Emotion, hard to clinically measure or analyze or
photograph,
seeks the fullest possible realization and drama.
Emotion’s actualization-imperative, may play a far
greater role in the cosmic odyssey, than hitherto
discerned.

••• TOOL:
* Optimizing COMPLEXIFICATION / CONTOURIZATION *
(my term)
an inexorable evolvement to ever–more
COMPLEX & SOPHISTICATED & MULTI–FACETED &
WONDROUS & OPTIMIZED
EFFICIENT life forms,

NOTES by KHALIL
1 Extraordinariation: At very end of book, see Appendix C by Khalil
on this theme.
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fitting in as optimally as possible into the evolving
contours of the local and cosmic ECOSYSYTEMS,
as the cosmos orients towards the richest possible
optimally inter–dependent efficient bio–diversification.
The above is an ongoing thrust of the cosmos,
on both a physical level,
and on a metaphysical level
– all geared towards the goal
of INFINITE DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION
within the objectives of optimizing
diversity / beauty / reproductiveness / survivability /
viability / efficiency et al.
within the contours of the eco–system
and within the evolving realities of the broader
environment
Optimizing COMPLEXIFICATION / CONTOURIZATION
is closely inter–linked with overarching tool.........

••• TOOL:
* MACRO-HOLISTIC OPTIMIZATION *
(my term)
The cosmos OPTIMIZES and EVOLVES & MORPHS –
as it seeks OPTIMIZATION, an iterative macro–holistic–
optimization of
eco–systems towards
the ultimate goal of INFINITE DIVINE
EXTRAORDINARIATION
presumably incorporating vanguard species.
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The cosmos both PUSHES and PULLS towards the
goal of potentially advancing the WHOLE equation and
cosmic thrust,
factoring–in ALL of its (Quest for Potential∞) goals
in the context of the current base–line.
For instance: the sudden introduction of a billion
species of EAGLES might not qualify for macro–holistic–
optimization,
as it would both throw-off the various natural balances
and inter-dependencies, while crowding–out other
species and, last, but not least, the dominance of
eagles might not be the optimal ROUTE towards
INFINITE DIVINE EXTRAORDINARIATION.
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Please see Appendix E: Evolution from Perspective of
Summa Metaphysica
••• TOOL:
* TEMPLATE FIDELITY *
(my term)
Once the cosmos commits to a particular template, it
will tend to play-out very extensive permutations and
extensions of the template1. What is truly happening in
the picture, however, is that the particular template was
perceived by the cosmos from the get-go as potentially
an optimal/efficient/versatile building-block for “Q4Pprojection” (my term). The template consequently will
often be found in many applications and permutations.

The cosmos does this on an ITERATIVE basis –
meaning it is constantly re-assessing its optimal route.
It does this on a MACRO (cosmic) basis all the way
down through the MICRO (sub-cellular level). It is
difficult for me to fine-tune the lexicon on this.

••• TOOL:
* CHERRY-PICKED EVOLUTION *
(my term)
Evolutionary paths are not determined by ‘survival of
the fittest’ (as per the conventional wisdom); Rather,
evolutionary paths are determined by Quest for
Potential∞ ‘cherry-picking’ among various path-options.
(“survivability” is just one component thereof.)
The CUMULATIVE CONSCIOUSNESS, in concert with
Quest for Potential∞/Extraordinariation directs evolution.

••• TOOL:
* Metaphysical > Physical Leveraged BUYOUT *
(my term)
Extraordinary potentials down-the-road are leveraged in
metaphysical realms retroactively
at the Genesis point
into the ignition of REALITY and the Cosmic Order,
as we know it.
This is a key motif of this two-book treatise.
The theme is developed somewhat in Book #1.
NOTES by KHALIL
1 Template Fidelity: This template is particularly conserved between
species at the genetic level. Extensive similarity can be found in the
genomic sequence of any two organisms, regardless of how different
they seem.
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There is a limit to how far I can take it because of its
all-enveloping power.
On some level, this one ‘tool’ defines the ‘revolution’
proposed by Summa Metaphysica2.

••• TOOL:
* Cumulative / Massed-Array Design *
(my term)
The cumulative array – physical (organisms) and
metaphysical (entities) – interacting and integrated
with permeating Quest for Potential∞,
and factoring-in the current landscape,
and most certainly in conjunction with the Mother Lode
Life Force (Godhead?) cumulatively design the next
level organism.
(deep breath after the above paragraph)
NOTES by KHALIL
2 Leveraged Buyout (in the Torah): The Torah calls for that which
God and Good describes as Leveraged Buyout on both the
personal as well as the national level.
In the fourth chapter of Exodus a frightened Moses is commanded by
God to approach the King of Egypt not as the refugee-shepherd that
he now is, but as the formidable leader and revolutionary into which
God would soon transform him. Later, the national disheartening
of the Israelites subsequent to the negative report of their spies
(Numbers 14:1) is criticized as a fatal error (ibid., 14:11,12). It
seems from this episode that the Israelites’ mistake was to regard
themselves as a vulnerable coalition of freed slaves, instead of a
nation that would, in the future, conquer a land promised to them.
These two narratives are examples, among others throughout the
Tanach, of the requirement to rely now on the success of the future.
It is a powerful tool, based in an otherwise irrational faith, which
allows one to overcome impossible odds in the here-and-now.
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This is an ongoing iterative process. Daily.
At some point the Cumulative / Massed-Array achieves
radar-lock on the DESIGN for other or higher-level
organisms – which will optimize the potential and fullness/
diversity of the cosmos.
***
With two “shelves” of cosmic tools – all with different
levels of originality – we now have-at-our-disposal many
of the necessary – and previously lacking – “TOOLS” for
a powerful – and viable – Metaphysics.
Essentially, we must ‘think’ in totally different terms
than hitherto in contemplating the dynamics of the
cosmic order.
We cannot think ‘linear Western’ or ‘circular Eastern’.
We must think in terms of, for want of a better term,
“Spiral/Potential/Birnbaumian”
– complete with the two-shelf cosmic tool kit.
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Only then, do the hitherto elusive key building blocks
of the cosmic code start falling-into-place.
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Q4P
Quest for Potential∞/ Extraordinariation
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Part II:
God’s 120
Guardian Angels
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Foreword by Sanford Drob
“God’s 120 Guardian Angels”
Eighteen years in the making, David Birnbaum’s
“120 Guardian Angels”, the poetic portion of his
new book God and Good, is a beautiful and fitting
complement to his 1988 masterpiece, God and Evil.
Nearly everything about this new work, with the
exception of its genuine excellence, contrasts
markedly with Birnbaum’s earlier book.
Whereas God and Evil was discursive, closely argued
and philosophical, “120 Guardian Angels” is poetic,
highly personal, and mythological. Whereas God and
Evil was profoundly serious, “120 Guardian Angels”
is often light and humorous.
Whereas God and Evil spoke with the highest
imaginable degree of generality (declaring, for
example, that “Holy Potential is at the epicenter of the
Divine”) “120 Guardian Angels” can be extraordinarily
particular (Guardian Angel #62 is “Snowstorms
on School Days, and #88 is “Playing Chess with
Your Son”). However, while Birnbaum’s new work is
“particular” in the Aristotelian sense that knowledge
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of the particular brings clarity to the universal, it is
hardly particular in the sense of “particularistic” or
“parochial”. Indeed, Birnbaum’s angels, while they do
seem to have a fondness for Jewish ideas and activities
(Guardian Angel #25 is “Lighting Shabbos Candles”
and #75 is “Gemorrah Chavrusahs”), are ecumenical
enough to include in amongst them #71 “Ju Jitsu” and
#89 “Catholic School Marching Bands.”
Birnbaum, in God and Evil, argued that “Holy Potential”
is the “primal thrust of the cosmos” and that man,
created in the divine image, has as his purpose the
actualization and fulfillment of that potential. In this
new book, Birnbaum’s angels speak to us directly and
inform us precisely how this potential can be attained.
Many of the angels, of course, reflect universally
acknowledged ideas and values (Guardian Angel #4
is “Freedom” and #5 is “Mercy”), but it is in the more
idiosyncratic amongst them (e.g. #44 “Five-Year Old
Girls Giggling”, #50 “Putting-the-Kids-to-Bed”, and
#58 “Iron Mill Workers”) that we get the sense that the
factory of Holy (and human) Potential is really working.
Reading Birnbaum’s book, I cannot help but also view
it as a complement to Lin Yutang’s 1937 Confucian
classic The Importance of Living, in which the author
speaks so eloquently and so spiritually of life’s simple
pleasures, like “lying in bed” and “sitting in chairs”. Lin
tells us “If you can spend a perfectly useless afternoon
in a perfectly useless manner, you have learned how
to live.” Birnbaum, in God and Evil, espoused a much
more active, and hence Jewish/Western, view of life’s
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meaning, but here in “120 Guardian Angels” he makes
room for such dalliances as “Bubbles” (angel #13),
“Kite Flying” (#54) and “Catching the Moment” (#40).
There appears to be an appreciation that in matters
of actualizing Holy Potential there is, indeed, as Lin
Yutang articulated, both “the noble art of getting things
done [and] the noble art of [sometimes] leaving things
undone.
The Kabbalists, in whom much of Birnbaum’s thinking
is rooted (angel #109 is “Lurianic Kabbalah”), held that
there is a coincidence of opposites governing both
God and humanity; Birnbaum’s latest effort, especially
when placed in the context of his earlier one, (with the
complementary book titles explicitly forewarning us)
most certainly seems to embody this dialectical spirit.
Chayyim Vital, whose great work Sefer Etz Chayyim,
is the classic exposition of Lurianic Kabbalah, once
acknowledged that the world is for the most part
evil, with only the slightest bit of good mixed in. Adin
Steinsaltz, the contemporary rabbinic sage and
Kabbalist, has said that the full meaning of Vital’s
seemingly pessimistic dictum is that “ours is the
worst of all possible worlds in which there is yet hope,
and that this is paradoxically the ‘best of all possible
worlds.’” The reason for this, Rabbi Steinsaltz tells
us, is that only in such a world of extreme adversity, a
world “on the brink” of total disaster, can humankind be
motivated to realize the emotional, spiritual, aesthetic
and intellectual possibilities that have been bequeathed
to it by our creator.
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David Birnbaum’s mythic 120 Guardian Angels are a
celestial chorus imploring us to do just that, to realize
our full cosmic potential as human beings and thereby
act as partners with the divine in actualizing the
potential of our world.

Dr. Sanford Drob
May 19, 2006
Founding co-Editor, The NY Jewish Review
www.NewKabbalah.com
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The final section, The Lost Manual,
which comes later at the very end of the book,
is built on two Parallel Tracks:

Preface

A “Wisdom Book”
and a

God and Evil is, of necessity,
written in neo-academic style.
God and Good looks at the obverse side of the coin:
Good.
And what we discover of the cosmic order is quite
majestic and elegant, and, indeed, beyond incredible.
“God’s 120 Guardian Angels”, is my very carefully
chosen vehicle to flesh–out further my core proposition
of Quest for Potential∞. The book is a very deliberate and
calibrated attempt to deal with an infinite and profound
concept – through finite means: literary devices (120
Angels), gentle poetic prose, and mythical constructs.
Ultimately, the final leap – in accepting or rejecting an
overarching metaphysics – must be to feel it in your
gut – as no one has been at the Cosmic Center – or
at the Creation point - or ‘far enough out’ to have a
perspective encompassing all. Indeed, to-the-end-oftime the full and complete truth will never be proved
conclusively. Indeed, in any event, it might take until the
end of time to relate and explicate the full truth.

“Self-Actualization Book”

Simultaneously, implicit in this body of work is another
key proposition and theme: namely, that what is true on
a cosmic level, metaphysically is also true, in parallel,
on a personal level “self-actualization-wise”, and
vice versa.
Meaning, by understanding one, we achieve a fuller
and more profound understanding of the other.
Each can provide crucial clues as to the other. I
operate under a related corollary of mine – that gaps in
one can be filled-in, by examining the other.
I propose that this elegant – and awesomely powerful –
‘cosmic detective tool’ will enable philosophers and
metaphysicians to fill in gaps or fine-tune aspects of
Metaphysics.
I posit that metaphysical themes which play out on a
grand cosmic level, driving the cosmos, have direct,
usually 1:1 parallels with mortal dynamics.
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Inasmuch as I also posit that every single human is
a universe, albeit physically smaller than the grand
Universe which we operate in, the parallel works
elegantly and powerfully.
Unlocking the cosmic code is not just an ivory tower
academic enterprise. For, the stakes are, of course,
great. For, to the extent that we unlock the cosmic
code, we also understand ourselves, our children, our
purpose, our inner drive, our universe, our planet, our
civilization, our struggles and triumphs and our ultimate
meaning. We can better prioritize and put matters in
perspective. We can achieve higher and higher levels
of self-actualization, and, indeed, consciousness. We
can empower ourselves and optimize our lives. We
can better set goals for ourselves and for our children.
We can prevail better over adversity and inevitable
setbacks, and, indeed, prevail better over success.
We can advance forward with deliberate confidence.
As noted, The Lost Manual is also a “Wisdom Book”,
offering either explicit or implicit thoughts about life –
from the perspective of ‘the perpetrator’ of this
particular overarching metaphysics. The underlying
motif is that there are really no simplistic ABSOLUTES.
Rather, life is more nuanced, more textured. Some
of the “wisdom themes” offered, are spins of classic
themes, but with more nuance, and with an occasional
dose of pop culture.
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Cosmic Drama Focus:
The Mode of Metaphysical presentation
Now, the mode of presenting my solution is not so
simple. At the one extreme is the one sentence
proposition:
“Quest for Potential∞” drives the cosmos. Take it or leave it.
At another extreme is to attempt to delineate tens of
thousands of nuanced potentialities.
“God’s 120 Guardian Angels” tries to flesh-out the core
proposition by playing with 120 potentialities or concepts
related to Quest for Potential∞. This is my chosen vehicle.
Cracking cosmic codes and articulating the infinite is
not that simple.
We are, each of us, at the very center of – and integral
to – the cosmic drama.
The dimensions of the drama are, indeed, infinite.
Each of us...each and every one of us...is an entire
cosmos–in–microcosm.
And each of us is part-and-parcel of this “divine unfolding”.
So here we go, my friends... Open your souls and hearts...
The next phase of this journey commences...
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CHAZZAN’S REPETITION/KEDUSHAH

“

“And one [angel] will call another and say:”

”

KEDUSHAH *1

*A

*A

The people who declare the
Oneness of His Name … they proclaim ‘Shema’, Israel joins
in the sacred chorus of the angels.
*1

The Kedushah (“the Sanctification”) is the holiest portion of the holiest prayer
(the Amidah – the “18 Benedictions”) in most key prayer Services. It is recited
only when a formal quorum is present.

*A source: Scherman, The Complete Artscroll Machzor Yom Kippur, p. 406-407.
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Midrash:
God’s 120 Guardian Angels

Author’s Midrash

Before the beginning of form
Before the beginning of time
The God of Israel
Lord of Lords
King of Kings
gathered his 100 Archangels
from the far corners of the universe
They stood in a celestial phalanx
10 Archangels deep by 10 Archangels across
Each spanning a light year
Thus, by current measure, the celestial phalanx
covered 100 square light years,
if such a comparison can even be made
facing the Divine
I have called you here, Archangels of the Universe
to advise me...
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as to whether or not
to create
Heaven and Earth

Do NOT create
said the Angel of LOVE,
There will be too much suffering

Advise me, my celestial Archangels

Do NOT create
said the angel of BEAUTY,
There will be too much suffering

Shall I proceed forward or not?
If I do not proceed, clearly you will never see realization
as more than Ideas
as more than Visions
as more than possibilities
interacting only with the Divine

Do NOT create
said the Angel of VICTORY.
There will be too much suffering
Do NOT create
said the Angel of SPIRITUALITY,
There will be too much suffering

But you must decide
I seek your celestial counsel.
One by one
the Archangels of the universe
stepped forth......
*
Do NOT create
admonished the Angel of LIGHT,
There will be too much suffering

Do NOT create
said the Angel of POETRY,
There will be to much suffering
and so it went,
on and on
different Archangels
- but with the same utterance
Angel after Angel
quadrant after quadrant
with but one conclusion......

Do NOT create
said the Angel of HOPE,
There will be too much suffering

the Angel of the TIDES
the Angel of JOY
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the Angel of CREATIVITY
the Angel of DREAMS
the Angel of ELEGANCE
...of EXPLORATION
...of FREEDOM
...of KINDNESS
...FULFILLMENT
...MERCY
...PASSION
...JUSTICE
one Archangel after another
stepped forward
to front–and–center
of the phalanx
faced the Divine
and said
each one almost verbatim
Do NOT create Heaven and Earth
There will be too much suffering

PART II

...up to the 100th Archangel
the one in the very back left quadrant/corner
of the celestial phalanx...
.....the Angel who BURIES the DEAD
and there was the slightest of pauses, almost
imperceptible
as the Archangel shuffled his way forward to the front...
in his patented trudge.......
stood before the Divine
stood silent for a few moments
then uttered very deliberately...
“UVACHARTA”
and thou shalt choose...
[the Angels of HOPE, LOVE and MERCY shifted slightly
and coiled...]
“BA-CHAYIM”

The 75th Angel, the 76th Angel, the 77th Angel...
LIFE
the 85th, 86th, 87th...
and, simultaneous with the utterance...
moving towards unanimity...
...95th, 96th, 97th, 98th, 99th...

The God of Israel
King of Kings

GOD AND GOOD
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Lord of Hosts
arose in all glory from his celestial throne
[all 100 Archangels bowed down]
the Divine stretching forth his right arm
...and in one grand majestic sweep...

IGNITED THE COSMOS
Creating the heavens and the earth

*

angels…
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from the Yom Kippur Machzor

CHAZZAN’S REPETITION

(1)

(1)
(2)

•••

•••

(2)

•••

•••

(3)

(3)
•••

•••

•••

•••

(5)

(5)

(4)

(6)

•••

•••

(3)

(4)

(1)

(5)

(6)
source: Scherman, The Complete Artscroll Machzor Yom Kippur, p. 398-399.

(4)
(6)

•••

(2)
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Reprise to Midrash
(5,000 or 5 BILLION years later)
To Life, To Life, L’chayim
L’chayim, L’chayim To Life
—Fiddler on the Roof

* * * “The Metaphysical Plan” * * *

God’s 120 Guardian Angels is my mode of explicating
the abstract dynamic – Holy Quest for Potential∞ –
which I proposed in my first book God and Evil
(in 1988), and which I posit as being the core and
underlying dynamic of the cosmos.
Using the construct of 120 “guardian angels”, I focus
on slices of the richness of the universe and on some
important metaphysical themes which directly relate to
the metaphysics, which I propose.
Some of these themes are relationship-oriented, some
are metaphysical, self-actualization-oriented, some
hybrid, but all track back to the core dynamic. I chose

GOD AND GOOD

120 specific (“guardian angels”) potentialities, but please
note that each individual – including this author –
views the richness of the universe through his/her own
subjective lens at any given point in time.
Please note that the Guardian Angels of the universe,
represent, as well, and most importantly,
POTENTIALITIES.
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“Na-ase adam b’tzalmenu”
– Bereshit 1:26

“Let us make Man in Our image”
– Genesis 1:26

According to God and Evil: A Unified
Theodicy / Theology / Philosophy
these infinite potentialities are at the crux of the cosmic
order.
– at the core of the Divine.

***

And according to God and Evil, these infinite
potentialities demanded to be more than just
Potentialities –
They demanded expression.

Lead-in to 120 Guardian Angels…

They demanded REALITY.
They did not want to infinitely be only ideas or
potentiality.

the composite…

an excerpt from the Yom Kippur service follows >

GOD AND GOOD
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CHAZZAN’S REPETITION

“And so, let us declare Your Strength, You Who lives eternally”
“Strength and Faithfulness”

facets of Divine potential

*A source: Scherman, The Complete Artscroll Machzor Yom Kippur, p. 402-403.
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“

”
“

”

The angels summon one another to sanctify God

*A

*A

Summons and sanctity.
The angels summon one another to sanctify God.
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Outline
God’s 120 Guardian Angels

GATE 1
1. of the LONELY
2. of GRATITUDE
3. of SNOWFLAKES
4. of FREEDOM
5. of MERCY
GATE 2
6. of SUNRISE
7. of CUMULUS NIMBUS CLOUDS
8. of CLEAR STAR-FILLED SKIES
9. of DREAMS
10. of RAINBOWS
GATE 3
11. of GEOMETRY
12. of LIGHT
13. of BUBBLES
14. of EXPLORERS
15. of PASSION

(note: an alphabetical INDEX follows all the actual ANGELS)
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GATE 4
16. of ROMANTIC LOVE
17. of CONFIDENCE
18. of KINDNESS
19. of CHILDREN LAUGHING
20. of ELEGANCE
GATE 5
21. of HOPE
22. of WHITE
23. of BLUE
24. of TIDES
25. of LIGHTING SHABBOS CANDLES
GATE 6
26. of COSMIC FULFILLMENT
27. of SEVEN YEAR-OLD BUDDIES PLAYING TOGETHER
28. of FEAR
29. of RAPPROCHEMENT
30. of SENSUALITY
GATE 7
31. of CREATIVITY
32. of RETURN
33. of ENCHANTED EVENINGS
34. of RED
35. of FALLING IN LOVE
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GATE 8
36. of LOVE BONDS
37. of MARRIAGE
38. of THE HOLOCAUST VICTIMS
39. of VICTORY
40. of CATCHING THE MOMENT
GATE 9
41. of AVENGING JUSTICE
42. of HONOR
43. of FIRE
44. of FIVE YEAR-OLD GIRLS GIGGLING
45. of LIBERATION
GATE 10
46. of PROTECTING THE YOUNG
47. of WALKING THE KIDS TO “SHUL”
48. of FRESHLY BAKED CHALLAH
49. of HAVDALAH
50. of PUTTING-THE-KIDS-TO-BED
GATE 11
51. of LOYALTY
52. of CIRCLES (including Circles of Love)
53. of COMFORT
54. of KITE FLYING (including tapping-into Cosmic Currents)
55. of ARCHITECTURE (including emotional architecture)
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GATE 12
56. of HOLDING YOUR DAUGHTER’S HAND
57. of BUTTERFLIES
58. of IRON MILL WORKERS
59. of ASSAULTS ON THE THRONE
60. of CONQUEST
GATE 13
61. of TRUTH
62. of SNOWSTORMS ON SCHOOL DAYS
63. of TRANQUILITY
64. of SELF-DISCIPLINE
65. of HORSEBACK RIDING along the beach
GATE 14
66. of TWENTY FIVE YEAR+ FRIENDSHIPS
67. of SAILING AGAINST THE WIND
68. of DISSENT
69. of FORTITUDE
70. of SNOW–PEAKED MOUNTAIN RANGES
GATE 15
71. of JU JITSU (of parlaying Adversity)
72. of TOUGH LOVE
73. of AWARENESS & CONSCIOUSNESS
74. of COMBATING EVIL
75. of GEMORAH CHAVRUSAHS
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GATE 16
76. of STRENGTH
77. of SUBSTANCE & FORM
78. of the DIGNITY OF MAN
79. of REMEMBRANCE
80. of BURYING THE DEAD
GATE 17
81. of OPTIMIZING POTENTIAL
82. of JOURNEYS TO FARAWAY LANDS
83. of GRACE
84. of the ASSASSIN
85. of GENEROSITY OF SPIRIT / COMPASSION
GATE 18
86. of ESCAPE!
87. of INTIMACY!
88. of PLAYING CHESS WITH YOUR SON
89. of PAROCHIAL HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING BANDS
90. of RESILIENCE
GATE 19
91. of SPIRITUAL CLEANSING
92. of the ROMANTIC LOVE PARTNER
93. of the BETRAYED
94. of SEXUALITY
95. of INTERNAL HEALING
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GATE 20
96. of the LIBRARY OF LIBRARIES
97. of –1, 0, +1
98. of SAGE WISDOM
99. of RESCUE
100. of PEACE
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GATE 23
111. of “Shabbat Hamalkah” (The Sabbath Queen)
112. of BREATHING— Cosmic & Mortal
113. of Transcendent Goals
114. of Punctuated Equilibrium
115. of EARTHLY FULFILLMENT

GATE 21
101. of “Ahava”
102. of “Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh”
					 (Quest for Potential∞) [see also #81]
103. of ALEPH
104. of the Cosmic CONTINUUM
105. of ASCENTS in consciousness, reality
					 [see also #73]
GATE 22
106. of “LIFE FORCE” / CHI
107. of the Cumulative Consciousness
					 [see also #73]
108. of Flows, Waves & Channels
109. of Lurianic Kabbalah
110. of Forgiveness

GATE 24
The Cosmic Warrior’s GATE
116 of the CHI Black Belt Master
117. of Guardians of the Cosmos
118. of The Warrior of the Light
119. of the Return of the Prince
120. The Lost Angel

GOD AND GOOD
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—1—
Guardian Angel of the LONELY

‘An angel is never sent on more than
one mission at a time’
– Midrash

I am the Guardian Angel of the Lonely
I try to give them some gentle comfort
Metaphorically, I try to hold their hand
I feel their terrible pain
With no one to share it with
Unable to connect well
with their brother and sister creations
Alone on the raft of life... as they navigate life’s
treacherous currents, and drift through its calms
One can be alone in the middle of a crowd
And some find themselves alone even in a marriage
Rich or poor – ALONE is so tough
Alone. So alone.
Almost as lonely as God...
Almost, but not quite as lonely as the original, primal,
dark, empty void
The void
Aching
Which reached out into eternity... through Creation...
through the portal of LIFE...
for RELATIONSHIPS...
and for FULFILLMENT
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—2—
Guardian Angel of GRATITUDE
I am the guardian angel of “Modeh Ani ”
The gentlest of prayers
The prayer children are taught first
The prayer adults do not take all that seriously
They should.
I am the prayer of Gratitude
I am the angel of Thanksgiving
Thanks Giving every moment

PART II

And gratitude for each and every person who we love –
even a bit
Gratitude that we are Cosmic Guardians of love and
creativity
Gratitude that we have arisen for another day
representing a microcosm of a lifetime – of LIFE
Gratitude for the richness and variety of creation’s
potentials
Gratitude, with its implicit theme of Wonderment,
is a “magic vitamin”
It infuses our being with cosmic energy

And Gratitude, of course, suffuses the soul
with cosmic energy
And Gratitude, of course,
wraps us in a metaphysical shield

And rightfully so
Gratitude – given with love –
opens a doorway to greater potential

Gratitude that each and every one of us is at the
epicenter of the cosmos
Gratitude that Life Force flows through each of us,
tracking forward to the ends of time

—3—
Guardian Angel of SNOWFLAKES
Yes.

And tracking back to the Genesis point
And perhaps these points converge
Gratitude that we are the recipients of love,
and gratitude that we can give love
Gratitude for each and every person who loves us –
even a bit,

Snowflakes are important.
StarDust.
Each one unique, as every good school child knows.
Each one symmetric, each one adding to the harmony
of the universe.
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Each one adding a little artistry and diversity to TERRA.
For DIVERSITY and BEAUTY are important cosmic
potentialities.
I have a crew of 7 artists up here approving each and
every one;
and logging-in each design for future reference; make
sure we never ever duplicate. Else they will trade me in.

PART II

Freedom: A precious gift, which further unleashes
mankind’s other potentials.
More valuable than the rarest gem.
Interlinked with man’s AUTONOMY.
Interesting, as we are always at-risk
for the Tyranny of the Majority.
And are always at-risk for demagoguery.
Yet, by-and-large, matters seem to work out.

My favorite one was one snowflake in quadrant 9708
about a million years before the last Tyrannosaurus Rex.
The particular snowflake just had “something about it”.
It was truly sublime. But the art department up here tells
me again and again not to play favorites.

Freedom. Freedom. Freedom.

Yes, snowflakes are important. It’s kabbalistic,
you know.

Its exquisite and extraordinary offshoot,
Jeffersonian Democracy. Thank you, Thomas.

The tidal wave of history. Liberty.
An idea at the core of the human psyche.
Implanted there at the dawn of time.

hey, gotta go, we have a little snowfall scheduled
for quadrant 8077...

—4—
Guardian Angel of FREEDOM

—5—
Guardian Angel of MERCY
Ah, yes
Mercy.

I am the Angel of Freedom.
My advance is inexorable.
No despotic army of whatever size can withstand
my assault.
My battering rams can and will pierce all battlements.

My constituency is the powerless.
The supremely vulnerable.
Often the guilty.
Often those on the wrong side of history.
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Certainly those on the wrong side of power.
Yet, on some level, capacity for mercy defines who
we are, doesn’t it?
For with Mercy, we make-an-exception –
albeit temporarily – to our Program.
We put aside our usual internal apparent self-interest
guidelines.
We are placed in a position of reaching out to an entity
whose actions are generally unacceptable to us – on
some level – or who does not have a significant claim
on our intervention.
Yet, Mercy, has a unique dimension to uplift us.
To upgrade how we define ourselves, to ourselves.

—6—
Guardian Angel of SUNRISE
Rebirth of the earth.
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A daily treasure by FedEx early morning delivery.
No signature required.

—7—
Guardian Angel of CUMULUS NIMBUS CLOUDS
Yes, it’s true.
We got our own Guardian Angel.
They say we add gentle and ever-so-soft beauty and
diversity to the planet.
So, who are we to argue.
We never knew we were so important.
We are just re-configured mist.
And, of course, there are so many other and more
serious and powerful clouds.
We sort of just puff around.
But, it’s nice to be valued – and nice to be loved.

Sublime beauty.
Fresh.
Often crisp.
A daily gift – few unwrap.
Sunrise is a cosmic good-morning smile.

—8—
Guardian Angel of CLEAR STAR-FILLED SKIES
Crisp.
Eternal.
God’s Magic Carpet.
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Our instant CONNECT back to civilizations and cultures
of yesteryear.
Our forefathers gazed at them during their Exodus from
Egypt... and so on, and so on...

Trying to be interesting...

The constant beacon of explorers through the ages.
The Greeks, Babylonians, Romans, Egyptians all took
their shot at unraveling the skies’ mysteries...

Trying to ease your path... Life is a little fearsome
sometimes, you know...
Have to work on those cold sweats, however...

Intriguer of little children – and of wise, jaded warriors.

But, you know, before there was reality
Before there was a cosmos
In the interim between the VOID and CREATION
Perhaps there was... a dreamstate
You never know...

Star shine.
Star bright.
Star forever.

In our own little Magic Kingdom... No queues...
No lines...

Where infinity and destiny intersect.
— 10 —
Guardian Angel of RAINBOWS
—9—
Guardian Angel of DREAMS
I am the culprit

I mean, you know, we certainly do not want to be trite...
but, it’s really hard to argue with the magic of a
Rainbow
especially those huge ones...

Where the subconscious plays out...
It is for your own good, I promise, I promise...

those huge arch – horizon to horizon – ones...

Even those nightmares...

they can almost make you religious : )

You’ve heard the reasons...
Helps you guys “work out your issues”
We try to be creative, you know...
Trying not to bore you...
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yes,

mystery of mysteries
one of creation’s most beautiful works
beauty of beauties
not one variation and shade, but a billion trillion of them

so elegant

the Artist’s mark

so perfect
so axiomatic
so precise
so lawful
so immutable
so essential
so basic

Let there be LIGHT!

— 11 —
Guardian Angel of GEOMETRY

— 13 —
Guardian Angel of BUBBLES
I have the best job

so Divine…
Note the field Fractal-geometry – which deals with the
concept of recursiveness – a form within a form within
a form... paralleling almost precisely our own potential
within potential within potential... Future metaphysicians
will play with this parallel – and be more than fascinated.

Bubbles are good
Bubbles are fun
Bubbles are cute
Bubbles create rainbows
Bubbles make kids happy
Bubbles are not taken seriously...
except by me...

— 12 —
Guardian Angel of LIGHT
moonlight, daylight, sunlight, morning light, evening
light, starlight, firebug light,
candle light, tungsten light, halogen light, camp fire
light (and it’s cousin fireplace light : ) and
LIGHT

Just a little too perfect, beautiful, elegant – and
vulnerable
But, it’s OK... I’m modest
I’m just a bubble
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Some cosmologists (visit the NY Planetarium Big Bang
presentation) believe that the cosmos emerged from
one of many microscopic bubbles in the void...
And you just know that bubbles are more profound
than they seem.
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his breath occasionally, as well
— 15 —
Guardian Angel of PASSION
PASSION is a big word.

— 14 —
Guardian Angel of EXPLORERS
a vanguard of mankind
high, high risk
high reward for the miniscule few who succeed –
of the hundreds of hundreds of thousands who have
embarked over time
aiding and abetting Creation
driven
demanding
iconoclastic
defying the odds
often defying all odds
hoping to live to see the tale

And many of my fellow Guardians have portfolios
intersecting... the guardians of Love and Sensuality
to name but two...
but my portfolio is PASSION in the broader sense...
passion in whatever area...
(even though Passion sometimes gets us into trouble)
For it is passion that drives us forward, passion that
brings forth growth and excellence... passion which will
go against-the-tide...
Passion which gives rich texture.
It is passion that brings out fuller relationship Potential.
And it is Potential which drives the cosmos forward.

***
God’s point-men
1) There are those who live with Intuition
May God Have Mercy Upon Them...
Eheyeh is an explorer
Pressing beyond the horizon of the horizon
He is a confident explorer, but be rest assured He holds

2) There are those who live life with Passion
3) There are those who have a profound Spiritual
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dimension to their lives
4) There are those who live life methodically –
and with discipline
If all are combined properly
In just the right symphonic balance...
One can, indeed, shake the planet
(but remember the Rule guys:
Keep a careful eye on CashFlow)

— 16 —
Guardian Angel of ROMANTIC LOVE
Love, oh Love, Careless Love...
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The potentiality of fulfilling romantic love is one of the
prime potentialities which activated Creation.
Creation was the separation of Nothingness into
Positives and Negatives, around these opposites:
Male and Female. It is the fulfilling Romantic union of
male and female which consummates Creation...which
brings Creation full-circle.
The elegance is clear – although for some reason,
few have noticed the play.
Thus, Creation needs Romantic love to have been
energized in the first place.
No sacrifice is too great, no pain too severe for the
cosmos to yield on Romantic Love.
For Romantic Love is a route to a preeminent cosmic
goal... FULFILLMENT

Cupid.
I have my hands full.
There must be an easier way.
So much pain, so much frustration, so many false starts,
so many flame-outs – all for what purpose – For the
purpose of achieving a limited number of truly fulfilling
loves.
Why is it worth all the trouble?
Actually it is the reverse.

— 17 —
Guardian Angel of Confidence
Confidence is the bridge from possibility to probability.
Confidence is magnetic
Confidence is inspiring
Confidence is self-fulfilling
Confidence empowers dreams and goals
Confidence arms the cosmic warrior seeking his 		
potentialities
Confidence is key
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— 18 —
Guardian Angel of KINDNESS

PART II

— 20 —
Guardian Angel of ELEGANCE

Kindness.

Yes.

The best portfolio.
So simple. So powerful.
May I have this Portfolio to the end of time.
So underrated...

It would seem that I am a cosmic luxury.
But the cosmos also has an ego, you know.
Intellectual elegance.
Mathematical elegance.
Fashion elegance.
Artistic elegance.
Creative elegance.
Architectural elegance.

So needed and empowering, as each of us navigates
the path of life...
As they say, just a little kindness can have such
profound impact on an individual, and, through that
individual on society at-large
Kindness buffers humanity.
Kindness raises the chi level of the practitioner
Perhaps it raises the chi level of all humanity

Cosmic elegance?
and on-and-on we go, don’t we...
Who can say whether or not I am dispensable...
But I am here...
and I protect my bailiwick...

— 19 —
Guardian Angel of CHILDREN LAUGHING
I win all the local popularity contests up here.
I love every minute of it.
No one can touch my popularity
– not Love, not Victory, nobody
I’m holding ACES here
And you can be damn sure I will guard those kids : )

— 21 —
Guardian Angel of HOPE
Most of humankind has not had it so good.
The challenges have been daunting.
And ultimately what gives us the strength to go out and
meet daily challenges head-on, even when experience
tells us that our success will be limited?
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What drives the parent to struggle, sometimes against
all odds? As we know, it is hope for a better tomorrow,
if not for us, then for our children.
It is perhaps trite, but it is true.
At Creation, the Cosmos had HOPE that FULFILLMENT
was at the end of the journey...
Not only does “hope spring eternal”,
From hope sprang ETERNITY

I owe scant allegiances –
and serve as the palette of the universe.
Other entities believe
that they hold hegemony and power
But I am always there
Am not quite sure what they would do
without “lil’ ole White”.

— 22 —
Guardian Angel of WHITE
I am White,
the Angel of White.
Imperious and submissive simultaneously.
I am soft cotton – as well as the terrifying blindness of
an ice storm.
I am the White of Yom Kippur –
and the White of gentle snowflakes.
I am the White of a bride’s veil
and the White of a Shabbos Table linen.
I am usually good,
usually with the Good Guys,
but every once in a while...

PART II

— 23 —
Guardian Angel of BLUE
Yes
we know
it’s bad to play favorites...
but, you know, BLUE is a favorite up here
we liked it so much, we designated the sky as such
Sky Blue
then, of course,
Royal Blue
Midnight Blue
Biblical and mystical tcheilet blue
Magenta Blue
Green Blue
Blue diamonds... the rarest of the rare
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we sort of get carried away...

the epochal transition...

hard to explain...

the heavens themselves stood still...
as man leaped

— 24 —
Guardian Angel of TIDES
no waves
wavelets
little waves

the heavens themselves uncertain as to this little
epochal forward leap forward...
out from the sea womb... out from Atlantis’s Tree of
Life... into/onto another higher dimension Tree of
Knowledge...
the cosmic theme repeated endlessly, in many shapes,
forms dimensions... never to cease...

rolling thunder crashing waves
this is my Guardianship...
century after century
where the seas lip laps the sand... and the sailors find
firm ground...
where lovers walk hand–in–hand
where seashells sunbathe
where little kids build those not–so–perfect sandcastles
where fearsome armadas and navies disgorge their
invaders...
I am there...
eon after eon...
Yes. I oversaw man’s ascent from the sea...

Womb Tree of Knowledge
to Potential Tree of Knowledge
Birnbaum’s Quest for Potential∞
playing-out in front of my eyes...
Inexorably
Elegantly and Violently simultaneously...
like Childbirth you know...
ask the Tides, the Witness and Notary...
they have seen much, for sure... they talk little...
except to me, of course
– as I protect them
don’t you know?

GOD AND GOOD

— 25 —
Guardian Angel of LIGHTING SHABBOS CANDLES
yes, Candle Lighting has its very, very own Guardian
the other Guardians insisted
they say that Lighting Shabbos Candles sustains the
cosmic order
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witness the Lighting... let him re-visit creation...it may
soften his soul...
watch mom strike the match
see the trace of black smoke leave the flame of the
match
watch the kindling
watch the flicker
watch the little flames

sounds pretty mystical to me
and for my money, I’m more of an Aristotelian
but you know
who can argue with the Crowd
they’re a pretty confident bunch
so, enter a parallel universe of grace
tip–toe in gently
because it is, indeed, a gentler universe
but first, the PREP
be sure to polish those beautiful Silver Candlesticks
be sure to be home well in time for Shabbos
be sure to gather the children round...
be sure that mom’s silk or white cotton scarf is
neatly folded
be sure to protect the household from accidental fire
be sure to protect the kids from touching the flame
and, yes, let dad watch... let him be there... let him

transport yourselves to another time and place... a
spiritual dimension... a more forgiving time... a more
forgiving place... in whatever dimension... where there
is just a little less mundane... a little less pressure...
a little less hurt... just a little more love... a little more
forgiveness... transport yourselves there... however
briefly...
...transport your soul over the transom through a
spiritual door... into the magic of the Sabbath Day
consider putting in a good word for me... I have
watched a million billion trillion flickers... do put in a
good word for me... children of the Divine

— 26 —
Guardian Angel of COSMIC FULFILLMENT
Yes, I am a VIP Guardian Angel
I am a Boston Brahmin of Angels
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Classy
True
Eternal
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and read him the Riot Act
No more Floods
No more Earthquakes

Fulfillment, Fulfillment, Fulfillment
Cool it
That sublime attainment
Subtle but wondrous

Fulfillment will ultimately be yours, Rough Rider
Fulfillment is the deal

The true goal – personalized for each entity
You forgot what got you started in the first place
Subjective
not Objective
Fulfillment

Be patient
Get a session with Guardian of Patience
–IMMEDIATELY! ASAP!

God Himself was speaking to me
about Fulfillment the other day
He wants an appointment
He wants a session
He wants more Meaning, He’s aching
He wants to chat

But what do I tell him when I see Him

I told Him I’m booked up the next few years

But He’s stubborn, Eheyeh,
He insists the glass is half full
He insists the gamble has been worthwhile

He’s pressing me to squeeze Him in
Suppose I’d better
Who knows what havoc He’ll cause if He gets into one
of His God-moods
I need to sit this hombre down –

He Created a Cosmos to attain POTENTIAL and
FULFILLMENT
And yet,
we’ve had Hitler and Genghis Khan in the meanwhile

Yes, I see the young lovers,
But I also see the smoke of the crematorium
Still drifting heavenward...
I hear their cries in the middle of the night
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Eheyeh, we have gambled everything on your gamble
We have gone the distance with you
I’ve looked into the matter, Eheyeh
Yes, you were right to the extent that maximum
fulfillment
Is related to highest possible level consciousness and
emotion and variety and creativity and sexuality –
and TENSION
From this mix, fulfillment reaches deeper
and deeper levels
But TENSION also leads to big, big problems, Eheyeh
We know the VOID was lonely,
we know the void ached...
We know “it couldn’t take it anymore”
But, Eheyeh, reassure us that the pain will have been
worthwhile...
Perhaps we were better off lonely

solid stuff
practice that baseball pitching
and practice that throwing
practice those basketball lay-ups
and practice those free-throw shots
basics
as good as it gets
the measure of the man
strutting, following, posturing,
tumbling, cajoling, testing
camaraderie in its purest form
almost, never ever to be matched again...
in this lifetime

— 28 —
Guardian Angel of FEAR

Perhaps
FEAR – can cripple
— 27 —
Guardian Angel of
SEVEN YEAR-OLD BUDDIES PLAYING TOGETHER
of seven year-old buddies playing together
good stuff

PART II

FEAR – the sirens go off
FEAR – crushes
I am just the MESSENGER
I am not the culprit
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Too little fear – and the defenses are down
Too much fear – and paralysis sets in

PART II

I guard them all
so, so difficult

but a touch of fear...
can provide drive and energy and focus

but, trust me, we work long hours... long centuries

one must ride fear like a galloping stallion
— 30 —
Guardian Angel of SENSUALITY

and not be thrown by the horse...
FEAR wears many faces
FREEDOM from FEAR
If only we could get to that point
I fear we never may
I try to TAME fear
To keep it in it’s cage
For, if let loose...
FEAR was surmounted at the Genesis point
Fear of failure, death, disaster, embarrassment
Fear was trumped by HOPE

— 29 —
Guardian Angel of RAPPROCHEMENT

I am the Guardian Angel of Sensuality
The hardest term in the universe to define
I give them the POWER
Whether they use it for good or evil – or a combination
thereof – I simply cannot control
But that GIFT is integral to the Cosmic Process
The other Guardians really want me to take a one-way
trip to Antarctica
Never to be heard again
Only the Guardian of Emotion protects me –
and believe me, I give him a run-for-the-money

I am the Guardian Angel of Rapprochement

I add the spice
I add the FANTASY
I add to the FULFILLMENT mix

peace, reconciliation, rapprochement

Big time

inter-related cousins

They need me
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For sure
I’m here to stay
No doubt
Remove FANTASY, and the edge-is-taken-off
Take the edge off, and potential FULFILLMENT is at
a lower level

PART II

an eternal subculture – with FIRE in their souls
linked to each other through the ages – a tight fraternity –
who rarely ever once meet each other – sometimes not
even in their own time eras and geographic zones...
they communicate through their creative works...
sometimes via their creative,
psychic energy
passion in their hearts

And you know the consequences of THAT
united in their immortal quests...
— 31 —
Guardian Angel of CREATIVITY

now,
one can look at creativity from a totally different angle,
for if we look at creativity as the core component of

the most immeasurable of talents...
what I call the core cosmic dynamic –
the most unquantifiable, indefinable

QUEST for POTENTIAL∞,

no boundaries
we gain a totally new perspective on it
the JOKER in the cosmic deck
when that card is played,
no one can calculate the ramifications
even the Great One has a difficult time ascertaining
the ramifications...
and He invented the term
those who possess the POWER, march only to the beat
of the Creative Drummer

Meaning,
Quest for Potential∞
Is at the core cosmic dynamic
– and CREATIVITY
is at the core of
Quest for Potential∞
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— 32 —
Guardian Angel of RETURN
I am the Guardian Angel of Return
I wield very, very considerable Emotional Power...
more than is generally recognized
We have come back to our land...
never to be exiled again...
We have returned to our roots...
never to chase Pagan idols again
We have returned to the passion of our youth...
never to be sidetracked again...

PART II

You are now more fully protected from any harm,
my children
You will now be safeguarded by my more proximate
shield of love
for I have indeed returned, my children, battle-scarred,
returned from the wars...
but indomitable
to protect and shield you...until that day when you are
in a position to guard me,
an old warrior
— 33 —
Guardian Angel of ENCHANTED EVENINGS

Return to the womb of love
Return to UNITY
Return to the sublime...

I am the Guardian of Enchanted Evenings

We have achieved rapprochement with the memory
of our parents....
After all, what parent does not ultimately, ultimately
want to love their child....

I bring it all together

We have returned to visit the homestead... No, no, no
STOP! – some of us can never come home again...

...a cosmic bonus
– a celestial treat

***

Once in every great while

for lovers... would-be-lovers... loyal lovers...
struggling lovers...

– I let it all just gently fall into place

I have returned
I am back... to guard and protect you, my dear children,
never to be exiled again
Never to be forced out of the gates again –
for whatever reasons

– for a few magic moments... or minutes... or hours...
perhaps at sunset... or twilight... or star-bright
...and the cosmos themselves wink
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— 34 —
Guardian Angel of RED

PART II

— 35 —
Guardian Angel of FALLING IN LOVE

RED

I’m a snoopy guy

Crimson red

I’m present when the match is lit

Sunset red

I’m rooting both parties on...
when I see it (love :) getting close, you know... and
hoping... wishing and hoping...

Blood red
Orange red

I’m just sending them each LOVE VIBES
nice gentle, rippled, love vibes

Red Red
is there really one red at all
it should be illegal for one color to have so much power

DO IT
TAKE THE LEAP
MAKE YOURSELF TOTALLY VULNERABLE
TAKE A CHANCE
LET IT HAPPEN

so much energy
so much passion
oh, did I forget biblical and mystical Red Heifer red?

you know, falling in love is the best, the absolute best...
but God have mercy on us if the other party uses our
love as a power cudgel against us... may the God in
Heaven have mercy...
you know, the cosmos wants us to fall in love
so much
achingly so
love, particularly fulfilling love, consummates Creation,
you know
potential for love–fulfillment, as you know, was a key

GOD AND GOOD
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cosmic ingredient in the Creation mix
Love is the fuel of the cosmic order
Love is most certainly the Answer to the Answer
Love is a primary route to FULFILLMENT.
To cosmic fulfillment.
It fuels the cosmos in all its glory.
But, back to our young mortals now...
back to our potential lovers, now...
Oh! There they are!
They’re coming down the path...

Love–bonds transcend the cosmos
criss–crossing the cosmos
for all eternity
for ever and ever... and then some...

Here they come now... here they come... closer... closer,
now, gently... gently... gently take her hand... come on
now... come on... there you go... atta boy... she’s OK...
she’s gently smiling... she’s so beautiful when
she smiles....

Inter–generational love–flows
coursing through time and space
though thousands of generations
on some level
sustain the cosmos
just as rich red blood coursing through our veins
sustains us on a personal level

— 36 —
Guardian Angel of
LOVE BONDS/LOVE CONNECTS
and LEVELS OF LOVE

Neutralize Hate.
Purge Hate.
Kick it out.
Eject it.
It is bad, bad news.

The cosmos wants these love–flows as rich and
as healthy as possible
COSMIC BY-PASS SURGERY

TRANSCENDING TIME:
one way or another
Love bonds...
many people don’t even know we/we exist...
I’m not particularly visible, you know
but my work transcends time
and, yes,

TOXIC REALITY
must be bypassed
to connect one’s core back to eternity
So, allow your internal Chi to be connected
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(and oxygenated) fully to powerful mainstream cosmic
Life-force currents stretching back to the Genesis point...

— 37 —
Guardian Angel of MARRIAGE

PART II

And the children do wish to welcome her in PEACE
search into your hearts
search into your souls...
We have all traveled different roads to get to this point
For sure, wisdom is necessary on all parts

CONSUMMATION:
true wisdom
Marriage consummates Creation.
For, Creation involved un-zipping the cosmic void into
Positives and Negatives, Light and Dark, Matter and
Anti-Matter, Female and Male, etc.

— 38 —
Guardian Angel of HOLOCAUST VICTIMS

Into a sanctified nuclear family unit

we truly feared... at the Creation point... that some
cataclysm of this dimension might someday transpire...
but it exceeded in evil our worst fears... our absolute
worst fears...

Hopefully united in love and commitment

that the Forces of Evil would achieve CRITICAL MASS...

And there-from
Potentially to create new life and love bonds

and wreck death and humiliation and abuse and torture
and sadism... almost unchecked...

From
generation to generation, as well

we shudder
we tremble
we dare not speak

And Marriage is the re-uniting of Male and Female...

In spite of all the risks and unknowns,
perhaps we indeed erred in creating the Universe
The Sabbath Queen is gently but inexorably
approaching now...

in creating Man
in creating Light... for in doing so, we simultaneously
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also create Darkness
and who, indeed, can measure the suffering of a
5 year old girl torn from her mother and sentenced
to abomination after abomination... for being born

PART II

My stratagems, tactics, talents and assets proved
superior
But ultimately it was my WILL which prevailed
I pushed aside all remaining obstacles
I swept aside all hindrances

we stand mortified at Creation
For the moment, I am at the pinnacle
uncertain if we did the right thing
Savoring my triumph
if we made the right call
There is no substitute for Victory –
in lighting the initial spark...
may god have mercy on our eternal souls...
may God have mercy on the souls of the victims
hallowed be thy names...

— 39 —
Guardian Angel of VICTORY

except –
except for Dignity
except for Morality
except for Defense of Principle
except for Acts of Conscience
except for protecting the weak
except for Loyalty

I am the Guardian Angel of Victory
except for... so, so many things
I stand triumphant
Alternate victories, ultimate victories?
over battle, over the challenge, over the quest,
over my indomitable quest
I stand, pulsating with triumph – proud – unbowed
Victorious – and Triumphant
I discern the path of least resistance

I am aware of the issues
I am aware of the pain
I am aware of the compromises
I am aware of the price
I am aware of the suffering
I am aware of the dead
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I stand, pulsating with triumph
Beware of the victorious
Seek me

PART II

“subtle” is my middle name...
now, to us up here,
it is so clear
it is so obvious
but most will miss it...
the moment.

Be wary of me
I will intoxicate you
I will seduce you
I will suffuse you with hubris
Beware of me, all yea who seek fulfillment
Seek me
Impress me
Cajole me
Trump me
if you can

at the inflection point of the great PAST and the infinite
FUTURE
“k’heref eyin” – as the blink of an eye
few will fully savor it
the multifold pleasures and fulfillments which surround
us on a regular basis
the gift of life
of spirit
notwithstanding most travails
rich or poor
strong or weak

There is nothing, absolutely nothing, like pure Victory

— 40 —
Guardian Angel of CATCHING THE MOMENT
I am the Guardian Angel of “CATCHING the MOMENT”

in our determination to improve and advance... while
also most certainly an excellent trait, we sometimes
miss catching the life we already have
not just carpe diem my friends, but carpe moment
simple pleasures
basics

subtle but important
don’t get too fancy, hombre
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and,
next time there is a potential HUG on your radar-scope,
do maneuver for it my friend – and enrich your soul... for
life “is but a dream” – flowing swiftly

I avenge Mankind
I avenge the innocent, the murdered, the tortured

– and whatever you do, absolutely, positively, DO NOT
sweat the small stuff : )

Justice is done.

THY KINGDOM COME

Without mercy
— 41 —
Guardian Angel of AVENGING JUSTICE
I am the Angel of Avenging Justice
And my celestial sword is sharp
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER...

And with brutal Finality
THY WILL BE DONE.
Matters ‘cut-both-ways’, my dear young godfather

— 42 —
Guardian Angel of HONOR

On behalf of humanity,
I am the Guardian Angel of man acting with Honor.
I am the avenger
I do hunt down evil souls
to the farthest reaches of the cosmos
..…HALLOWED BE THY NAME
They are quite terrified of me – and rightfully so
Their ending is not quick – and it is not swift – and it is
not painless

One individual can ennoble an entire society – and
through that society, all of humanity.
Every once in a while, an individual rises above
immediate self-interest – for the sake of integrity and/or
the greater good – and/or the truth – and/or justice.
Honor transforms all those within this individual’s penumbra
Honor honors mankind
L’Alom va-ed
Now and forever more
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— 43 —
Guardian Angel of FIRE
I am the Guardian Angel of FIRE
Prometheus the extraordinary is my Greek alter ego
I changed the planet immediately and forever more
The way people eat, sleep, live, travel... for starters.
I am both LIBERATOR... and DESTROYER
...so important ...and so dangerous
...so constructive ...and do destructive
generally a blessing ...but sometimes a curse
...so beautiful ...and so deadly
On some level,
human history commenced with FIRE’S discovery
Hopefully human history will not end in nuclear fire
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— 45 —
Guardian Angel of LIBERATION
I am the Guardian Angel of Liberation
Liberation, Hallowed be thy name
I am the soul of the black US Army sergeant liberating
the inmates of Bergen Belsen...
I am the soul of the Supreme Allied Command
liberating an entire continent of the Nazi scourge
Yet my mandate is limited... I can only hope to inspire...
I cannot overtly...
interfere...
Semper Fi
----------------------------------------------------------------

— 44 —
Guardian Angel of
FIVE YEAR-OLD GIRLS GIGGLING

* Semper Fi is the motto of the U.S. Marine Corps,
from the Latin, Semper Fidelis, “Always Faithful”

the heavens smile
the stars in the sky take a break from twinkling to watch
rainbows take a recess to catch a glimpse
angels “take-5!” to watch them
olympians break from practice
candidates stop squawking
ducks stop quacking

— 46 —
Guardian Angel of PROTECTING THE YOUNG
I am the Guardian of Protecting the Young
from fear
from injury
from hunger
from terror
from poverty
from humiliation
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from bullying
from all abuse
I wish that they had given me more power;
We never meant to allow them any harm...

— 47 —
Guardian Angel of WALKING THE KIDS TO “SHUL”
so magical
so wondrous
so transcendent
may god grant us the health and the healthy children...
and the freedom
open our eyes to grasp its enchantment
open our hearts to gently listen to their souls
as we walk ensemble to shul
spring, summer, winter and fall
rain or shine
even snow
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protected and nurtured every–which–way
an enchanted SPACE within the wider enchanted
SPACE of shabbos
not necessary to dissect it fully
just gently... ever–so–gently enjoy the moment
if they still let you, hold their hand
if not, just hold their love,
but whatever you do, don’t mess it up
this is your moment – for all of you...
aliyah (ascent) of sorts to the Bet Hamikdash (Holy
Temple)... ascent to Holiness... together...
does it get much better?
winter: wrap that scarf well… make sure you have good
gloves in your pocket
spring: look at those azaleas, rhododendrons, roses,
behold God’s wonders
summer: oh, I can’t believe it’s so hot, dad...
fall: Rosh Hashonah the leaves are turning and falling off,
so all must be right with the world, children...
may God give us the wisdom

do not underestimate its power
do not underestimate the gift
their hearts will rarely be as pure – as when they are
walking to shul with their parents
united in their goals

to treasure the moments
to treasure the gift
to treasure the memory
to treasure our good fortune
to treasure the treasure

GOD AND GOOD
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ask them about life
ask them about God
ask them about their dreams

ummmmmmmmmmmmmm
5 super fresh pieces......one for each of us...
now he’s sprinkling a little salt......

and their dreams will come true.

OK, OK ....... I’m ready

— 48 —
Guardian Angel of FRESHLY BAKED CHALLAH
[Challah—(plural, challot)—Hebrew for “dough offering.” Bread used in
festive meals on the Sabbath and holidays. There are always two challot
for each Sabbath meal, to remind Jews of the double portion of manna
they received on Fridays in the desert so they would not have to gather
food on the Sabbath. – Haim Sabato]

Who can unravel some mysteries
who can unravel some pleasures
let your senses and psyche just try to even partially
absorb it...
and transcend the mundane...

personally handing a small slice to each of us........
ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
take a full bite out of eternity

— 49 —
Guardian Angel of HAVDALAH
[Havdalah—ceremony marking the end of the Sabbath. It employs a
lit braided candle and consists of blessings over the Creator of wine,
the Creator of spices and the Creator of fire, as well as the over-riding
blessing over the Creator of the universe, who divides the cosmos
between the Holy and the profane.]

the divide between the Holy and the mundane,
the Jews like to demarcate it with fire

enter a portal to Heaven
for, who can so easily absorb 150+ generations of
Masorah...
pause for Shabbat – and enrich your soul
pause for Shabbat – and center your soul
pause for Shabbat – and hitch a ride to eternity
Dad’s cutting the Challah now......
smells sooooooooooooooo good.......

Sabbath candles preceding the Holy...
a havdalah candle following...
don’t rush it
it is a sacred ceremony
listen... “He-nei El yishosy evtach v’lo efchad...”
in God, my strength I will believe,
and I will not be frightened...
back into the harsh reality of the world
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out of the spiritual cocoon of the Sabbath
sip the wine
sense the bisumim (spice) fragrances
watch the flame – uniting you to a million trillion
households past present future
grasp its simple power
its simple elegance
its simple statement
look at the flame one last time for this week this
shabbos night... let your soul savor it’s
primal beauty and elegance...

— 50 —
Guardian Angel of PUTTING–THE–KIDS–TO–BED
tuck them in
ever so gently
just listen to their wisdom
absorb their beauty
hint to them that you will guard them
that you will protect them from any monsters –
and then hope and pray that you will always be able to
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to have deserved this magic moment

— 51 —
Guardian Angel of LOYALTY
stand by me
stand by me
power and fortune wax and wane
and beauty peaks
through the glorious highs – and the devastating lows
through advances and retreats
so please please my friend
STAND BY ME
requite my trust,
ennoble yourself –
enrich the cosmos
and together we will transcend all eternity

— 52 —
Guardian Angel of CIRCLES
the primary geometric of the cosmos is the SPIRAL....

listen to them bless their family and friends
listen to them say the SHEMA
(core Jewish prayer...Hear O Israel...)

perhaps a double-helix spiral
but CIRCLE comes close

and thank God that you are alive

* a simple circle *
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so at the next simcha (festivity)
do join that circle
grab that hand
join the circle–dance
and celebrate it all: life, health, joy, the bride & groom,
the smile your first love once gave you – and a better
tomorrow, for sure
and give just give that random hand you’re holding
an ever–so–slight squeeze

— 53 —
Guardian Angel of COMFORT
comfort him
he has just lost his wife
and he feels lost
comfort him
for he has just lost his job
and he is secretly scared
comfort him
for he has just lost his love
and fears that there may never be another like her
comfort him
for he has just lost his dream
and may now be relegated to the mundane
comfort him
for he has just lost his friend to betrayal
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and his roots are shaken
comfort him
because he has just lost his son
and his world has ended
comfort him
for he lost his faith
and an emptiness gnaws away at him
comfort him
- because he has no one left to comfort

— 54 —
Guardian Angel of KITE FLYING
Feel the tug thrust your torso
connect with the wind
connect with the sky
connect with your core
connect with your planet
do it with your kids –
they’ll remember it when...
in their sunset days
it’s really good stuff
do it at the beach
but not too close to the ocean...
the wind will be too strong
you will lose your kite
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to the ocean’s vast personal collection
deal with the strong tugs!
deal with the sudden slack!
a good metaphor for life
do not let the string break!!
ease up!!!
do not let the kite crash!!
exert more pull!!! quickly

— 55 —
Guardian Angel of ARCHITECTURE
the space between engineering and art
they were reluctant to give me my own portfolio
but they saw Lloyd Wright’s works and sighed
architecture – often defining mankind
to ourselves, to our children, to the gods
sometimes we are truly just struck in awe

— 56 —
Guardian Angel of
HOLDING YOUR DAUGHTER’S HAND
...if she will still let you...
remember when she was three, four, five
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so vulnerable
and now, a young lady, of course
but will she still let you hold her hand
if you walk with her?
would she take it the wrong way
would she understand that you just want
to be her dad...
forever
— 57 —
Guardian Angel of BUTTERFLIES
so dainty
so superfluous
so vulnerable
so whispy
no “survival of the fittest” apparent here
but in their superfluousness, so crucial
for we need some gentleness, some fragile and dainty
and beautiful entity to remind us that power
is not the end-all,
and we need some gentleness, some fragile and dainty
and beautiful entity to calm our collective souls
and we need beauty and grace – for their own sake
the Goddess of Cosmic Fulfillment has her
prerogatives, as well
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— 58 —
Guardian Angel of IRON MILL WORKERS
we work
long, long hours
in harsh conditions and often-extreme heat
in considerable danger
we just want to provide for our families
we give it our best

cunning
arrogant
indomitable
only one chance
the stakes are high
I, Natasha Levy of PS 152 will win the 4th grade
POETRY contest!

just like our fathers before us did
day after day
year after year
hoping that we do not see that dreaded pink slip
pass me that beer, will ya’

— 59 —
Guardian Angel of ASSAULTS ON THE THRONE
tactical
measured
analytical
willful
determined
steel
flexible

PART II

— 60 —
Guardian Angel of CONQUEST
my soul needs it
my entire being is geared for it
I have studied those before me
I have read their notes
I have read their notices
I have learned their axioms
and visited their monuments
and I just wait for an opening
I lie in wait
I want ‘the rush’
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— 61 —
Guardian Angel of TRUTH
Ve ri tas
Harvard’s logo
Truth
So very elusive
Even those who profess it to be sacrosanct
so often mangle it
so often color it
so often trample on it
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— 62 —
Guardian Angel of
SNOWSTORMS ON SCHOOL DAYS
SIX INCHES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
gr8
they’ve gotta cancel now
cool
day off
gotta call Jonathan
we gotta sled down his hill

Truth has so many facets

maybe I’ll make a Snowman with Simone
hope she gets outta bed before noon

More than a perfectly–cut 58–faceted diamond
but be true to thyself, my friend

gotta get snow–proof gloves – Dad will go crazy if I start
getting frostbite again

or all is lost

hope the sled is in the garage
hope Jonathan is up
hope Simone gets outta bed

interesting that TRUTH is not a mitzvah (Jewish
precept)
(although ACCURATE WEIGHTS are hyper-strictly
decreed)
as TRUTH is not always desired
(doesn’t she look beautiful?)
TRUTH is more of an ideal – in ideal circumstances
Amazing, right?

— 63 —
Guardian Angel of TRANQUILITY
the universe was created in a storm
but I am the Guardian of Tranquility
tranquility in the face of provocation
tranquility in the face of betrayal
tranquility in the face of danger
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tranquility in the face of evil
now, tranquility is not always the answer
indeed, in some cases, it is precisely the wrong answer
but tranquility has its moments
gracious and exquisite moments

— 64 —
Guardian Angel of SELF DISCIPLINE
so difficult
especially with all these Type-A Personality Guardians
floating around
seems to contradict the play-at-the-edge theme, which
sometimes seems to permeate this place
but you know,
without self-discipline we are ultimately lost
we will inevitably overreach and overplay our hand
however formidable our hand
when we have self-discipline, presumably we control
the limits of our forays
in whatever domain
so, be careful my extraordinary friends
for if you overplay even a strong hand,
you may lose your seat at the table
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— 65 —
Guardian Angel of
HORSEBACK RIDING ALONG THE BEACH
can’t explain it
can’t justify my inclusion
I just know that I received my Certified Letter from the
Great One to show up – and I’m here
now, I’m not complaining, mind you
there is definitely something special about my portfolio
and, indeed, who has not been reborn by the
experience
but, it seems something of a luxury
even, if at some level, it is still just a simple pleasure
but more accurately,
a not-so-simple pleasure
By the way, at sunrise is optimal
and along Bermuda’s pink-white beaches, is not bad…
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— 66 —
Guardian Angel of
TWENTY-FIVE YEAR+ FRIENDSHIPS
formidable
loyal
great
equilibrium
enhance society
special ingredients
smart people
have overcome many hurdles
steady players
people worth knowing
watch out for that second wife!

— 67 —
Guardian Angel of
SAILING AGAINST THE WIND

PART II

no matter what the price
the “greater good” – that dangerous “siren song”
a loving mate is helpful in these circumstances : )

— 68 —
Guardian Angel of DISSENT
Dissent
the Jews are too good at dissent
perhaps they should cool-it a little
always challenging the establishment
goes back to Abraham and Terach’s idols
follows through to the Russian revolution
nothing gets these guys down
and, of course, the new establishment is the first to
victimize them in any event
but it’s in their Jewish blood

overly romantic, quixotic
what happened to caution, self-discipline,
measuredness
how can you justify – to the kids, in particular
hard to explain
hard to justify
but, of course, sometimes it just needs to be done
it just must

liberté, egalité, fraternité
you’d think they invented the slogan
they bequeath these gems to the populace –
and then have their synagogues burned to the ground,
hopefully not with themselves inside
but as we alluded to, Judaism was itself a revolution
and the exodus a rebellion
as were the Maccabees, the Masadas and pretty
much, in one form or another, nearly every episode we
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hold dear
so it is not a question of whether, it is just a question
of when – and how
choose worthwhile targets my children,
because more often than not,
you will succeed
Dissent
Eheyeh said it could be done
That we could leverage–buyout the cosmos
That we could leverage future Potential / Fulfillment
into Creation
Eheyeh saw what we all did not see

— 69 —
Guardian Angel of FORTITUDE
no one ever said things would be easy...
no one promised a rose garden... indeed,
quite the opposite
one challenge after another
and if born “with a silver spoon”,
that comes back to haunt, as well

PART II

Pearl Buck’s “The Good Earth”
of course, a nurturing household, talent, education,
work ethic, luck, minimal risk path, a good love–partner,
the right place, the right timing
can, in-combination indeed set you free...
but remove a couple of these components – or take the
edge off of them – and, especially over the long run,
it gets dicey
sometimes very dicey

— 70 —
Guardian Angel of
SNOW-PEAKED MOUNTAIN RANGES
raw, unfettered natural wonder
watch with awe – and gasp
at creation’s wonders
tracking straight-back to the beginnings of time
essentially primal, elegant, smooth, sparkling,
crystalline, dangerous, beautiful, wondrous, powerful,
forbidding, untamed, changing, seductive
all simultaneously
conquer me
sound somewhat familiar?

Fortitude
not bad for an entity
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— 71 —
Guardian Angel of JU JITSU
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– and you will emerge triumphant
***

not just ju jitsu at the dojo
life itself ju jitsu
leveraging your opponent’s weight against him
turning a disadvantage – into an advantage
turning a negative – into a positive
turning a weakness – into a strength
turning a setback – into an advance
turning pain – into personal growth
we all face adversity and setbacks and challenges
but to whatever extent we are adept at
ju jitsu-ing adversity for growth and energy, we win
if we become adept at “turning” these situations, we win
at the game of life

if you encounter a major setback
pivot off of the setback,
much as a swimmer
pivots off the wall
– and you will prevail over previously un-prevail-able
situations
if you encounter defeat and/or massive pain
do not allow it to crush you or to burn through you
rather, open your arms... smile at the soul of the beast
and employ the adversity–energy as a tail–wind to
propel you forward
with velocity and power
***

basically,

do not seek adversity

if things turn out good, we’re fine
and if we face adversity, we may still be fine –
if we can parlay the energy of the adversity

but if you encounter it,
turn it into a (‘black’) energy source

as you know, we posit that at the Genesis point itself,
the cosmos jiu-jitsued potential into REALITY
if you encounter a major setback
attempt to use the pain-fire to raise your level
your level of consciousness, awareness

to trump other challenges...
employ the adversity–power and the adversity–pain
to sharpen your senses,
to optimize your awareness and tactical skills
– and to charge your will
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— 72 —
Guardian Angel of TOUGH LOVE

PART II

you have been clearly alerted and forewarned
go now... here come the kids... nice, firm, and gentle,
now...

I am the Guardian Angel of TOUGH LOVE
now, my friends, we wish to produce gems
multi-faceted gems, which sparkle
now – and 75 years from now
not princes and princesses – who will inevitably leave
pain and destruction in their wakes

— 73a —
Guardian Angel of
AWARENESS (half-brother of SENSITIVITY)
listen
just listen

kindly do not live under any illusion that pampering will
produce a good result
and no physical please, no trauma
nice and gentle – but firm
gentle and firm – until you drop
and, as an aside, please send correct signals vis-à-vis
money
achievement
relationships
standard-of-living

listen like a baby – with the sensory gates wide open –
and you will be rewarded with extraordinary treasure...
allow your entire system to listen,
to hear what is being said
hear what they are TRYING to say
then hear what your own system is saying
hear what your body is saying
hear what your emotions are saying
listen – and you will prevail

try not to mess up, please
and lead by example, please
and most definitely do not come crying to me later

listen – and the world is yours

— 73b —
Guardian Angel of Consciousness

I really, truly will not be receptive
Consciousness (a first cousin to AWARENESS) is key
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Because as we ascend in consciousness
we “ascend to the gods”
The Lubavitcher Rebbe zt’l operated at an
extraordinarily high level
But if mankind is inexorably ascending in
consciousness,
A thousand years from now,
the Rebbe’s level may just be considered average
and if mankind is indeed inexorably ascending
in this sphere,
where, indeed, will it lead...
But, for sure, as we ascend in consciousness,
We become attuned to our CONNECTEDNESS
To humanity – present, future and past
With the attendant flows connecting ALL
As we are all connected as a unitary consciousness
But, in particular,
the next higher level of consciousness of Man
And, in concert, the next fuller level of Reality
The cosmos seeks to reach its fullest variety and
richness,
In concert, the cosmos needs Man to ascend to
increasingly higher levels of consciousness –
to perceive, observe and even potentially,
explore the cosmos
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Why? Because, among other reasons, cosmic reality,
however extraordinary, needs a conscious observer
to give it fuller reality
As there are, indeed, levels of reality
Just as there are levels of consciousness

— 74 —
Guardian Angel of COMBATING EVIL
“timche et zecher Amalek”
erase all trace of the (gratuitously) evil Amalekites
evil festers and infects
it never stays stagnant
turn a blind eye at your peril
evil will rise like a medieval monster – when you are
most vulnerable – and
destroy your life’s work
hearken unto my words
— 75 —
Guardian Angel of GEMORAH CHAVRUSAHS
[A Gemorah Chavrusah is a tradition whereby students are
encouraged to study Gemorah (Talmud) in sort of a buddy
(Chavrusah) system, i.e. students break up into 2-man groups,
and the 2-student Chavrusahs study it together, and try to maintain
the same precise ~’buddy’ setup ongoing, even for several years
ongoing.]
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yes, I know, old school
a little European
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— 76 —
Guardian Angel of STRENGTH

not quite politically correct
what can I tell you
I play to win
not to draw
I go for the finer points

strive continuously to deal always from strength
moral strength, spiritual strength
intellectual/academic strength
emotional strength
relationships strength
financial strength
political strength
military/security strength

there is something special and unique about it
I know, you want to turn the page

all else is dependent on these pillars –
on both an individual and political level

that’s OK

no one says it will be easy

just think about it...
tuck it into the back of your mind...

but to the extent, you solidify these pillars –
you will withstand the vicissitudes of time

I’m a pretty smart guardian
***

— 77 —
Guardian Angel of SUBSTANCE & FORM

a chavrusah is a peer partner in study, generally
talmud study

both are necessary

meaning twosomes are set up to study the dialectic
of the talmud together

different societies put different weight on the respective
importance
of each pillar
so best to assiduously cover both bases

the talmud may have its faults,
but studying it via a chavrusah, is not one of them...

SUBSTANCE you know all too well
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but FORM is important as well
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— 79 —
Guardian Angel of REMEMBRANCE

reach out and seek out guidance, continuously
FORM has not always been your forté
do not lose the battle for lack of the right pennant

the baton is handed on...
generation to generation...
father to son, father to son

— 78 —
Guardian Angel of DIGNITY OF MAN
Judaism’s universal contribution...
two thousand years before the 14th amendment to
America’s extraordinary Constitution
freeing America’s Black slaves.
another document set forth the equality
– and entitlement to dignity – of all races

the ‘shalshelet’, the chain
but, within proportion, the past must be remembered
and sometimes sanctified
for to do otherwise, would negate their contribution
to ascending knowledge, spirituality, consciousness
to civilization’s advance
therefore, while everything has its measure
Remembrance is important
But like all matters, with appropriate measure

and, punctiliously over the centuries, there has been
no wavering over this key issue
the cosmos was created for man to reach his
glorious potentials –
ALL men, ALL potentials

— 80 —
Guardian Angel of BURYING THE DEAD
I am an old soul...
I seek dignity and closure
I see the denouement....

period.
they are all fairly equal before me
fairly equal
at their journey’s end
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I see death – and have a consuming passion for life

— 81 —
Guardian Angel of OPTIMIZING POTENTIAL
a fine line
press too little, and life is just mundane and humdrum
press just a little too hard, and you are a quixotic failure
press to just the OPTIMAL point,
and FULFILLMENT is yours
We pivot our entire hypothesis on the proposition
that Quest for Potential∞
Is the underlying motif of the cosmic order,

PART II

see how we’ve done in the other districts
visit your 35th–cousins
get a move on
break that inertia
make it happen
bring a good digital
but what is happening in this picture?
probably more than the author realizes...

— 83 —
Guardian Angel of GRACE
yes
I know
it is good

indeed, that it IS the cosmic order
may god shed his grace upon thee
So, optimizing potential
emerges as a primary imperative,

sublime

if not “THE” primary imperative,
on multiple levels

not a theme usually focused on in Jewish discussion
but a legitimate – and most powerful – universal theme

— 82 —
Guardian Angel of
JOURNEYS TO FARAWAY LANDS
add a little spice to your life drama
see how the other half lives

a gentleness
a forgivingness
which restores our inherent humanity
which brings us back to the sublime component of
our roots
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— 84 —
Guardian Angel of the ASSASSIN
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Compassion is a complex emotion,
making us vulnerable and strong simultaneously

I change the course of history –
instantaneously all bets are off
do not be smug
you cannot stop me – if I am prepared to die
and I AM prepared to die

plus profoundly connecting us

I have but one raison d’etre
to smite with one stroke

escape from tyranny!
escape from persecution!
escape from tormentors!

I am a guided missile
and I will wreck the best-laid plans
and best-laid kingdoms
and best-laid tyrannies
but, trust me,
I’m not all that picky

— 86 —
Guardian Angel of ESCAPE

escape from checkmate!
escape from a quagmire!
escape from the enemy!
escape from the void!
trust me, it wasn’t easy

— 85 —
Guardian Angel of
GENEROSITY OF SPIRIT & COMPASSION
a.k.a. big hearts
lev tov lev shalem
the Godforce in full force;
of Compassion
Compassion’s spiritual energy unites us all,
to the far ends of the cosmos

— 87 —
Guardian Angel of INTIMACY
I am the Guardian Angel of INTIMACY
Perhaps, I must first earn your trust,
because I will ask you for vulnerability
I must make myself vulnerable first,
to show you I am serious
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I will cherish your soul – and embrace your spirit
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I will give you solace – and shelter-from-the-storm
I will take you to a safe place

Move
Counter-move
Maneuver for position
Pocket even small incremental gains
Erect a flexible defensive line
Probe for the path of least resistance
Use your enemy’s strength against him
Tenaciously parlay a slight advantage
Advance those pawns
Maneuver with your knights and bishops
but, above all else

I will take you deep into-my-womb

Maneuver for sudden checkmate

deeper and deeper into my soul

but
how aggressively do you play against your
9 year-old son

I promise to guard your secrets
– and to overlook your weaknesses
I will let you test me – to assure you I will not hurt you
I understand the leap you must make

let me take your hand into mine

especially as you are teaching him
— 88 —
Guardian Angel of
PLAYING CHESS WITH YOUR SON
Sun Tzu’s
The Art of War
in a different modality
and now, for our Western friends,
Sir Basil Liddell Hart
his 20th century successor
would approve

for
too gently – and you are patronizing
too aggressively – and you will scar his ego
Well, big time strategist
Figure out your strategy surrounding your strategy
Keep your eye on which game is higher stakes, papa
Don’t checkmate yourself on this plane, big shot
I thought you were such a great tactician,
Alexander the Great incarnate...
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Certainly you can handle this one, Big Dad
You hold all the cards, Mr. Confident
You do, don’t you?

PART II

Feel the beat
Feel the pounding
Feel the tympani
Feel the impending crescendo
Gaze upon those Roman armies advancing

— 89 —
Guardian Angel of
Catholic School Marching Bands
Feel the cadence
Feel the drum roll
Feel the ground vibrate
Feel your soul respond
Hear the drum roll
the powerful and finessed drum roll
Feel the power
Feel the beat
Track back TWENTY centuries to the inexorable Roman
legions advancing
Battle Legions on the march
Red battle pennants flowing
The Holy Roman empire on the march
Feel the earth tremble
Feel the earth shake
Feel the earth quake

Slave platoons on the chain
See the advancing legions
Helmets glistening
Blood-encrusted swords dangling
Hear their trumpets blaring
Invincible, cadenced, marching
Feel our power
Listen to our drum roll
Tremble at our might
Empires to be carved
Nations to be dominated
All roads lead to us
To us
To Rome

— 90 —
Guardian Angel of RESILIENCE

See those varsity majorettes

...the Phoenix

Feel their sexual energy

of those who rise from almost total annihilation
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to live
to strive
to advance
to re–build
to defy the obstacles
to leap over the pain
to bypass the destruction
to only glancingly look back
to assemble the building blocks,
one by one, piece by piece
to leave the destruction behind
not to “have time for the pain”
to strip down to basics
to laser-focus their next priority repeatedly
to advance, inch by inch,
inexorably
to follow their destiny
to reclaim their birthright
to provide for a better tomorrow
“anu ba-nu artza livnot u-l’hibanot bah”
we have come to the land of Israel,
to build and, ourselves, to be re-built by
blood, sweat and guts
on an individual – and collective level
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I am the Phoenix;
I have arisen from the dead
I have risen above the pain
above the destruction
I have come to re-claim my eternal birthright
with you – or without you,
I will survive,
and I will prevail
***
I will run interference for her,
but my granddaughter,
if she so chooses,
will become a physicist,
and my grandson will write,
a fine work of poetry,
and all will be well on this godforsaken planet

— 91 —
Guardian Angel of SPIRITUAL CLEANSING
in Christianity I help out with exorcisms...
in Judaism, I help excise dybbuks
I cleanse souls
sadism, evil, torture, evil all unfortunately leave their
tangible imprints on god’s children
saddling them with heavy weights to bear
skewing their vision
hobbling their potential
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we seek to excise these evil imprints
to set god’s children free
so that they may sparkle bright and unfettered,
yet once again
but these excisions of evil are long and arduous
processes... sometimes even a lifetime
is simply not enough...
care must be taken
love, patience, timing, epiphany, will, and ultimately
– their daring – will set them free
I seek
to liberate their souls
to free the sunshine in their hearts
to have them re-born
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— 92 —
Guardian Angel of ROMANTIC LOVE PARTNER
do not play with her heart, for you will lose it
do not confuse being loved, with being powerful
do not walk through the manipulation portal
do not enter that zone
do not go there; you will not win
do not play with her love, because she will rescind it
do not play with her vulnerability, for she will close it
do not emulate a poor model, for you will suffer his
cold fate
do not take her kindness as weakness
for you will forever regret it
do not play with her psyche,
do not play with her love

and take their proper place
in the constellation of man
good morning, Starshine
be on your way

— 93 —
Guardian Angel of the BETRAYED

say a little prayer for us,

I try to give them comfort
I try to give them some peace
I try to give them some solace
I try to provide some balm to their scarred souls
I try to provide some healing to their psychic wounds

if you might

we all know they will never be the same again

you have transcended evil and all pain
you are free now

pray that a new day has dawned
for us all
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— 94 —
Guardian Angel of SEXUALITY
they have me veiled and cuffed
JUSTICE has a ‘Restraining Order’ out on me
VENGEANCE sometimes makes angry moves in my
direction
POWER wants me shackled hand-and-foot
TRUTH trembles whenever I pass close

PART II

when I give a coquettish smile : )
You’d think they almost all lose total control
when I’m at my peak : )
You’d think there was nothing else to think about
but me : )
Hope he doesn’t press that DELETE key...
You just never know when Birnbaum
will ‘call-your-card’...
He’s a cool number...

but, frankly, only Summa fully has my number
and only he and his DELETE key give me pause
the rest of the crew I have dealt with for several
thousand years; ultimately they always back off
Summa, however, is possibly another story
He says he’ll just enhance SENSUALITY if I mess
around... give her a better piece of the action...
I don’t know why they get so uptight with me
You’d think I made empires crumble : )
You’d think I made grown men act like uncontrollable
little boys : )
You’d think I have this extraordinary hold on otherwise
dignified individuals : )
You’d think I had more power
than the King of England : )
You’d think I could make-or-break regimes : )
You’d think I brought out the primitive in mankind : )
You’d think all the mighty and powerful just crumble

Gotta find his weak point...
zero–in on his fantasy...
Find the achilles heel in his soul
Lock his DELETE key...
get a hammer-hold on his Harvard psyche...
imprison his soul...
ambush this idealistic boychik
show this sweet boy a real Cosmic Tango
aieeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee....
D— E— L— E— T
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— 95 —
Guardian Angel of INTERNAL HEALING
I am the internal healer
I help mend souls
often it takes very substantial time
many, many decades
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along for the duration
god is embarrassed to look them in the eye
the cosmos has let them down
deprived them of their rightful due
made them suffer for all humanity’s shortcomings
I am their internal healer
the work is not easy
fixing shattered glass would be an easier task

for abuse wreaks very serious damage
for, the glass has not been betrayed
the road to recovery must be navigated very carefully
and very diligently
the protagonist must have an indomitable will
then, we have a fighting chance
then I can practice my profession
then I can help with the timing of the moves
then, it is a race against time
and a lifetime is more-often-than-not insufficient time
often they see what mortal men cannot;
they carry 2-ton weights on their shoulders,
they are my charge
where they go, I go
tucked into their core
I’m along for the journey

— 96 —
Guardian Angel of LIBRARY OF LIBRARIES
(the Collective Human Consciousness
as “repository”)
I am the ORGANIZER and REPOSITORY of all acquired
knowledge and insight and information
I have the ability to organize and make sense of
ceaseless data and information
This ability comes from within the cumulative human
consciousness
I organize all acquired knowledge
I am a truly great ORGANIZER
I am the cosmic librarian
yes, all the billions of books are in my stacks
all the books ever, ever written
all the manuscripts ever penned
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all art
all creativity
all discovery
all history
all learned insight
all conjecture
all emotion
all hypothesis
all fears
all hopes
all dreams
all intuition
all despair
all aspirations
all thoughts
continuously inexorably evolving and expanding
every milli-milli-second
a roaring tempest of knowledge accumulation
a calm cosmic storm of wisdom acquisition
for I am the
COLLECTIVE HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS
and
I am vast
and
I am profound
and
I am, indeed, quite real
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— 97 —
Guardian Angel of -1, 0, +1
yes, specifically these three digits
three gentle seemingly lightweight digits
heaven’s building blocks
god’s mortar
they are my charge
my mandate is to vigilantly protect them from all harm
to protect their integrity
very few realize
that so very much hinges on them
for, at the Genesis point
0 was divided
into -1... and +1...
this is the essence of creation
at the Genesis point
Nothingness was divided into
pluses and minuses
a radically different spin on the classic phrase
Creation ex Nihilo
and from that division, into pluses and minuses,
onward
positive and negative
good and evil
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blessing and curse
male and female
advance and retreat
dark and light
and on and on and on...;
simple but powerful
powerful enough to create a universe
or perhaps a universe and an anti-universe
or perhaps powerful enough to create a Divine to create
the cosmos
and then
the same three digits
gifted to mankind;
for the BINARY system of 1s and 0s
the foundation, as well, for the vast computer and
telecommunication universes
the foundation, as well,
for the DECIMAL system based on 10
so simple
so pure
so powerful
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— 98 —
Guardian Angel of SAGE WISDOM
Wisdom is embedded
And wisdom flows
Multi-tiered and multi-dimensional
Transmitted from generation to generation
and flowing in the here-and-now through cosmic
consciousness
Inherent in our overarching Quest for Potential∞

— 99 —
Guardian Angel of RESCUE
I am the Guardian Angel of Rescue
I defy power and danger
– and “the odds”
to rescue my fellow members of mankind
from danger, from evil, from bondage...
My instincts need be sharp...
my arrow must find its mark

I must be vigilant
for all of infinity

I must succeed
For the repercussions if I fail are serious
But if, against-the-odds, I do succeed,
in addition to the lives rescued,

I live and sleep 1s and 0s;
sometimes I wish they had given me RED instead

I lift ALL of mankind’s spirit
well beyond the circle of the immediate rescuees
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well beyond the particular time frame in which I operate

by the ‘powers-that-be’

But I am, indeed, the last resort
I seize life from the jaws of darkness

...To the rescue

PART II

When Commanders gave the order to charge;
My instincts had best be sharp
My cause had best be true
Be sure my friend

Up into the vertical valley charged the 300;
Billowing smoke to the right of them

To be possibly WORTHY of my hi-risk endeavor
Lapping flames to the left of them;
I am the Guardian Angel of Rescue
When communication seemingly went awry;
I was there at DUNKIRK – on the English Channel –
in June 1940 when – called upon by Her Majesty –
hundreds of valiant British fishing boat captains rode
to the incredible rescue of 338,000 trapped British and
Allied soldiers on the beaches of Dover
*
I was there at ENTEBBE airport in Uganda in July 1976
when an airborne Israeli commando force electrified the
world with their creativity and daring – and success
***

Up the gasoline-stenched stairwells they charged
Charging up, while thousands were fleeing past them
down;
New York’s fire-warriors;
Man for Man
Warrior for warrior

And I was there on duty with the noble brigade –
on a bright sunny morning in Manhattan,
September 11, 2001....

Valiant and physically strong

300 strong they were
NY’s “bravest”, NY firefighters
Dispatched into Tower Two

Upward, flight after flight

Volunteers, all, for the gallant rescue

Some charging-up 80+ flights
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in full “battle-gear”
they charged
The bravest brigade
oxygen-tanks and all
upward, upward, upward
and onward
charged the 300
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exhausted, exhausted
communication now cut off
they had a rendezvous with immortality
billowing smoke now surrounding them
billowing smoke to the right of them
flames now lapping at them to the left of them...

billowing smoke to the right of them

boldly they rode and well,

lapping flames to the left of them
up the stairwells of doomed Tower Two

Into the jaws of Hell
onward and upwards charged the 300

upward and onward charged the immortal brigade;
a rescue attempt ad extremis
boldly they rode and well;
Into the jaws of Hell
charged the 300

the gasoline stench increased; the oxygen decreased
Hope the “little woman” will be OK y’know
take care of the kids will ya’
onward, onward, upward, charged the 300
the immortal brigade

was it mythological lore or real
The charge of the bravest of the brave
up the vertical valley of danger

muster all the guts you’ve got in ya’...

into the line-of-fire of death

Onward, onward, upward, charged the 300
Onward, skyward to impact floor 80 now
charging upward, forward and onward
charging well
right into the gaping jaws of Hell

the fighting Irish –
the bravest brigade of all –
charging ever upwards
sweating badly now

The brotherhood believes in ya’
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onward, forward, upward, charged the brave 300;
into Dante’s looming inferno
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— 100 —
Guardian Angel of PEACE

Doomed, doomed were the 300
‘Yisa Hashem Panav elecha’
May God turn His countenance to you
‘v’yasem l’cha shalom’
and establish for you Peace

Their commanders had not intuitively grasped
the lethal trap
Not a chance in hell protected the brigade

(Numbers 6:24-26)

As they valiantly plied-their-trade
‘Sim shalom’
Establish peace

Remember us to the Brotherhood will ya’
I kept the faith, dad, I kept the faith

‘tova uvracha’
goodness and blessing

Now and forever
...“the BROTHERHOOD”

‘chain va-chesed vi-rachamim’
graciousness, kindness and compassion

Doomed they were
charging into ETERNITY

‘l’varech et amcha yisrael’
to bless your people

rode the 300
‘b’chol et u’vchal sha-a’
at every time and at every hour
‘b’shlomoecha’
with Your peace

						

– from the Siddur (Jewish prayer book)
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— 101 —
Guardian Angel of ‘Ahava’ (Love)
‘Ahava’ – LOVE, the same ‘gematriyah’ (letter valuation) as
‘ACHAD’: Oneness/unity
For ‘ahava’–love and only ‘ahava’–love –
makes the cosmos WHOLE.
For initially the Void was unzipped into
Positives and Negatives,
White and Dark,
Male and Female.
And, in Love –
And In Relationships –
And ultimately in Marriage–union
Does the Cosmos re–Unite.
Seeming linearities,
Consummate circularities.

PART II

Impelling us all to take that leap–journey
From Biblical times – through the present.
Attempting to make not just ourselves,
But the entire Cosmos, Whole.
Come with me for a full journey! Love beckons
Come with me for a death-defying Leap! Love entreats
I will complete your Soul
I will quench your Heart
I will re-Unite the entire Cosmic order
You will single-handedly effect
‘COMPLETION–of–CREATION’
ahava, ahava, ahava
Love in its many, many forms
Love, oh Love
Careless Love

The cosmic ring is completed
May the love be rare and pure
Simple, but profound
Simple, but true
In Marriage,
All polarities
Re–Unite
That is the profound and powerful
Cosmic drive

I am the “middle-child” Guardian Angel
as far as the establishment was concerned
I was not given enough attention...
Almost always a peripheral supporting role
I was over-shadowed by the others for centuries...
I pleaded with them to pay more attention to me...
They did not listen
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Then, Hillel and, in his footsteps,
the shepherd entered the picture
With LOVE center-stage...
***
— 102 —
Guardian Angel of “Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh”
(Quest for Potential)
“I WILL BE THAT WHICH I WILL BE”
the primal name of God
Holy potential
Quest for potential∞ of potential∞ of potential∞...
ad infinitum... an infinite spiral...
The core dynamic
actually bordering on the abstract
the Holy Grail of metaphysics
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Inextricably intertwined
Ascending levels of potential/consciousness/reality
Cosmos after cosmos unfolding...
molting and emerging...
Metamorphosis ongoing...
Holy Quest for Potential
Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh
The inexorable cosmic unfolding...
Seeking after its own infinite perfection and fullness
At the core of the Divine
The key cosmic potentiality catalyst
The spark of the Divine

Quest for Potential∞ squared infinitely
(Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh) to the infinite power

Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh
One name / Three words / The Cosmic Essence
Tremble at its simplicity
Shudder at its clarity

the sole explicit hint of the underlying motif of the
universe
concealed within a burning bush
wrapped within the history of Israel

Front-and-center at the core of the key biblical narrative
Staring at us...
for three thousand very long and arduous years
Potential / Freedom / Liberty / Meaning / Spirituality

connected to the saga of Liberty
to Moses – who set us all free
The name of God is actually POTENTIAL
For they are, indeed, one

All one infinite spiral
Man, the spearhead
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Moshe Rabeinu [Moses our Teacher] – the point of the
tip of the metaphysical spear...
Advance... inexorable advance
Freedom
And Upliftment

— 103 —
Guardian Angel of “Aleph” (1)
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Then there were the equations... many equations
Then there was a Focus
Then there was a Determination
Then there was a Yearning
Then there was a Will – a very strong Will
Then there was the cumulative potentiality Catalyst
drawn from infinities to come
Then there were ascending levels of
		Consciousness and Reality
Then there was a Flicker
Then there was a transcendental Flame
Then there was a Creation–Storm
Then there was Aleph

(the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet)
Then there was Life
I am 1.
I am first. I represent unity.
I am inherently so Powerful.
The cosmos was created with Beth
- the second letter of the alphabet
So as not to DEIFY me
I am First – and, on some level, in a cosmos predicated
on circularity and unity, I am last.
First there was First–Aleph–Achad: Eheyeh Asher
Eheyeh Infinity
And intertwined with the above was Love–Hope

— 104 —
Guardian Angel of
The (Reality (Potentiality CONTINUUM
(Reality (Potentiality... infinity
is a continuum
No man is an island; He is a continuum
Tracking forward to infinity... Tracking backwards to the
Genesis point
[See the mathematician Mandelbrot’s fractiles]

Then there a wait... a very long wait
Then there was Despair
Then there was an Insight
Then there was a pause

and, to the timeless mindbending Question:
Which came first: The chicken or the egg?
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Answer: They both emerged simultaneously...
>> at the birthing point <<
as part of a flowing continuum

— 105 —
Guardian Angel of Ascents
(in consciousness and reality)
The cosmos is in a never-ending ascent of
consciousness and reality
It is a work-in-progress
Emerging from a nether-world of potentiality into
ever-increasing reality
Points on infinite continuums ever-so-gently emerging
Reality on some level defined by the level of
consciousness of the observer (see The Quantum)

— 106 —
Guardian Angel of
“LIFE FORCE” / CHI
I flow through the cosmic seas
Tracking forward to infinity
Tracking back to the origins of origins
Of course these two points converge
But that is my secret
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I connect all life – past, present and future
Tap into me – and you soar
Disconnect from me – and you are relegated to the
mundane
I surge through Man
I breathe LifeForce through him
I energize his potentialities
Sense me – and tap into me
For I am the spark of the Divine
The river of infinity
Coursing through Man
The ancient Chinese got a handle on the (Life Force)
situation
More powerful than gunfire, which they are also
credited with discovering
Does CHI interconnect all cosmic organisms –
with an entire array of wavelengths and channels?

— 107 —
Guardian Angel of
the Cumulative Consciousness
(as “decision-maker”)
We are all interconnected
Across the planet
And on some level, through time
The Cumulative Consciousness...
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flows throughout the cosmos
all part of a large miasmic sea
of consciousness
And when critical mass of consciousness is attained,
humanity takes a leap forward and onwards

PART II

World-person
etc.
Spiritual / Religious / Piety-driven / Meditation-driven
flows
Energy flows

It is this Cumulative Consciousness impacting
critical cosmic and evolutionary decisions

— 108 —
Guardian Angel of
Flows, Channels, Waves & Meridians
Flows make the universe “go round”...
Life-force flows
Hereditary chi
Potential chi
Meridian chi
Blood chi
Aura chi
etc.
Emotional / Love / Relationship flows
Grandparent-Parent-child
Child-parent-grandparent
Sibling-sibling
Fraternal-Fraternal
Mentor-disciple
Person-world

Communication flows
Intellectual flows / Artistic flows / Music & Harmonic
flows / Creative flows / Fashion
Consciousness flows
Physical flows
Cosmic / Planetary / Time /
Terrestrial / Electromagnetic / Light spectrum /
Gravity-related / Tidal / Ocean current /
Weather currents /
Celestial / Seasonal
Internal Bodily / Electrical / Chi /
Respiratory / Circulation /
Reproductive etc. /
etc.
Other flows
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
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Kindness-driven / Empathic–driven / Self-sacrifice–
driven / Forgiveness–driven / Mercy–driven /
Generosity–driven / Compassion–driven /
Hope–driven / Passion–driven / Creativity–driven /
Liberation–driven / Loyalty–driven / Will–driven
Airwaves / light waves / radio waves /
TV channels / micro waves
Geological–continental drift, rocks being recycled
Carbon–plants, eating, decomposing /
food chain flows
Oxygen–photosynthesis
Krebs cycle, other metabolic cycles
Information flows (maybe most important)
proteins – * DNA – * RNA – * proteins
Stellar cycle
Computer revolution–faster, more complex, Artificial
Intelligence, simulations
Money flows...
People migrations
Climate flows...ice ages, etc.

— 109 —
Guardian Angel of Lurianic Kabbalah
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...Summa would pluck me out of MYSTICISM and tuck
me into METAPHYSICS
Were these, as well, stages of consciousness
Were these, as well, stages of REALITY
Were these, as well, the infinitely spiraling cosmic
equations
Spiraling closer and closer to Creation?

— 110 —
Guardian Angel of FORGIVENESS
Summa inserted me almost last
It was not his natural inclination to include me
in the first tier
Forgiveness is complex
And forgiveness is indeed dangerous sometimes
Indeed forgiveness is not always in the cosmic interest
And sometimes destructive
But if the overriding and overarching intent of the
original perpetrator was basically benign and nondestructive, forgiveness of the particular action is
usually appropriate

(the Kabbalah of Rabbi Isaac Luria in the Middle Ages)
hypothesizing stages of Divine emanation
Tucked into Jewish lore for 15 centuries
later, Birnbaum’s primordial quests for potential

Not only for the usual karmic reasons
But as well
Because forgiveness re-opens a CHANNEL
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A life-force flow back through that person
A (LOVE) chi–channel through that person, if you will –
And through that party – to their entire network...
And to the extent that we open life-force channels
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— 111 —
Guardian Angel of “Shabbat Hamalkah”
(the Sabbath)
The Sabbath Queen

We empower ourselves
And reach fullest life and cosmic vitality
And therefore,
At some point we must consider
“forgiving” even our dear parents :)
The “sins” they may have perpetrated against us
Most probably unknowingly
Either in zealousness
Or replicating their own difficult experiences
For all parents, of course, inherently love their children
And certainly mean them no harm
There are plentiful opportunities – and tension points
Along the journey
With potential for mis-steps
So, feel the eternal cosmic flows flowing from Eden...
feel the metaphysical FLOW which has always been
waiting your GO AHEAD to bathe you... allow this subtle
but profound cosmic dynamic to nourish your soul...
forevermore... and, perhaps at some point,
say a gentle prayer of thanks to have reached this
point of LIGHT

In my own way, I complete Creation
I center the cosmos
I calm the storm
The cosmic storm
The human storm
Y’kum purkun min sh’mayah
May Salvation come from Heaven
And, indeed, it does
And I am indeed but one vehicle
But a weekly vehicle, at that.
Come, my children
Prepare for peace
Prepare for a spiritual island in the midst of the storm
Prepare for the Sabbath Queen
For she will bring you an interlude of peace
An interlude of higher level spirituality
A moment of sublime grace
To connect with the Divine
To connect with your soul
To center your core
To elevate your spiritual level
To be at harmony with the universe
To enter a bubble of grace with your families
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— 112 —
Guardian Angel of Cosmic BREATHING
Love in
Love out
Breathe in receiving love;
Breathe-out giving love
Breathe in GRATITUDE;
Breathe-out COMPASSION
Breathe in THANKS for god’s bounty;
Breathe-out GENEROSITY of SPIRIT
Breathe in some of the LOVE you potentially may
have received;
Breathe-out bountiful LOVE you might potentially
have given.
Breathe in ascending levels of desire and love and
pleasure;
Breathe-out an explosion of lovingness and
givingness.
Breathe in oxygen to luxuriate every cell of your body
Breathe-out carbon dioxide, food for every plant on
the planet
Breathe in the wonders of the world
Breathe-out guilt and toxicity
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Let this nutritious breathing cleanse your heart,
and cleanse your soul of toxins and blocks
The bronchi of the human lung are self similar over 15
successive bifurcations – meaning the same pattern is
repeated under 15 successive microscopic levels –
as they are the products of – and the energizers of –
POTENTIAL – i.e. potential within potential...within
potential... ad infinitum
An ancient Hindu (Eastern) myth known as the “Breath of
Brahman” has God EXHALING, i.e. creating the cosmos
(via the Bang Bag as we lately came to learn), and, then,
trillions of light years later, INHALING, i.e. contracting
(imploding) the cosmos… They, the Hindus were halfright [the first half : )]
— 113 —
Guardian Angel of Transcendent Goals
The Cosmos Itself has goals – transcendent ones
Its quest for infinite potentialities is, of course, its goal
This quest is its own raison d’etre
The cosmos is sustained not because it necessarily
reaches its goals,
but because it is true to its eternal quest
The quest allows the cosmos to defy not just the void,
not just inertia, not just gravity, not just entropy;
The quest allows the cosmos to avoid cosmic death.
The quest sustains cosmic CHI – cosmic life force.
This quest drives the cosmos.
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On an individual level,
It is our transcendent quests, which sustain us:
Quests for love-giving to our family and close friends
Quests for spirituality
Quests for growth – in whatever realms
When we continue to reach ever-higher,
we tap into cosmic flows
We tap into eternity
We become almost immortal
We can transcend severe pain, riveting betrayals,
enormous defeats, setbacks and losses
Why? Because we remain tapped-into the vital
life-affirming currents of the cosmic order
Because we remain plugged–into eternity and infinity

— 114 —
Guardian Angel of
Metamorphosis / Punctuated Equilibrium
I am the invisible Guardian Angel
inextricably linked to the abstract dynamic
Quest for Potential∞
When the cosmos is ready for its next leap,
I am the catalyst
When Mankind emerged from the Eden void of Bliss
When the Dinosaur Age ended
When humanoids emerged from the sea
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I presided
As Vicar for the Divine
Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh
L’olam va-ed (eternally)
My code name:
“PUNCTUATED EQUILIBRIUM”
(that is, “Sudden Leaps” across species lines)
Yes, I know
You heard this term before –
In relation to a critique of Darwin’s Theory of Evolution
For there seemed to be this FLAW in his theory
There seemed to be sudden jumps across entire
species – unaccountable by Darwinian theory
And, of course the FLAW does exist
But Punctuated Equilibrium’s main claim to eternal fame
is not that it is a flaw in another’s theory,
But, rather, that it is the tip of the iceberg of the actual
primary cosmic dynamic
It is the “Work-in-Progress” of Quest for Potential∞
As the entire cosmos leaps forward –
as the cosmos metaphorically re-invents itself
Reaching to the NEXT higher level across one or more
species simultaneously
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All components initially emerge – and then continuously
advance – in an inter–related advance
They are all part of an inter-related dynamic –
Man’s consciousness / more advanced human states /
cosmic richness / cosmic levels of reality
All advancing and periodically leaping forward in-sync
Across entire cosmic frontiers
Initially from out of the Void
And from thence onward to eternity and infinity
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— 115 —
Guardian Angel of EARTHLY FULFILLMENT
In going through the Museum of Natural History
in New York,
and viewing the various exhibits and charts
of life through the ages,
one is always struck by the
hi-definition key components:
permeating –

But how do leaps occur across an entire species?
Summa hypothesizes that multiple and potentially
powerful, albeit generally latent, channels connecting
us all exist

inexorable advance + richness + beauty
+ wondrous variety + elegant complexity
+ exquisite inter-dependence + all-pervasive
sexuality/mating/reproduction + life-questing diversity

As the cumulative cosmic consciousness selects a
“route forward” for the ADVANCE of Life,
a sort of DIRECTED EVOLUTION occurs,
Whereby a particular channel or channels are given
priority

and one must presume
that these CONCEPTS are key goals

While other channels are allowed to terminate
Thus it is the cumulative consciousness directing these
punctuated equilibriums
it is “survival of the fittest” only in terms that the
collective human consciousness deems this channel
to be the fittest

– whether intermediate or final – of Creation
— 116 —
Guardian Angel of CHI Black Belt Master
The CHI black belt wants to be constantly GIVING and
constantly emitting POSITIVE emotional flow; he wants
to tap into CREATION – the Cosmic GIVING.
The CHI black belt wants to tap into the CHI of his
fellow Man...and overall cosmic CHI (however vague
that concept is)
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This GIVING approach of the CHI master will keep
super-charging his CHI. The CHI master does not want
any toxic emotion blocking his ability to be GIVING and
FLOWING towards fellow MAN;
When he feels internal ANGER, he shifts gears and
emits COMPASSION;
when he senses internal VENGEFULNESS, he shifts
gears and emits FORGIVENESS;
when he senses internal JEALOUSY, he shifts gears
and emits ADMIRATION;
when he senses internal HATE, he shifts gears and
emits...what does he emit?... I’m not sure... But perhaps
he emits EMPATHY for the circumstances that drove his
fellow MAN to evil + HOPE for a better tomorrow where
such evil does not walk the face of the earth. EMPATHY
and HOPE will have to do here.
EMPATHY and HOPE are about as positive as we can
get in replacing HATE.
But EMPATHY and HOPE will do.
The CHI Master knows that he cannot control the emotions
of his fellow Man towards him; But he can control his
emotions towards his fellow Man – and therein lies his
Victory. For the ultimate GIVER is the ultimate Victor.
The CHI master understands that “initially” the VOID
divided into positive and negatives...that although
there is not necessarily a 1:1 polarity correspondence
between specific emotions, on a broader basis, there
is a polarity. The CHI Master will counter Negative with
Positive. When Negativity is directed towards him,
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he will deflect it. The CHI Master will, as a matter of
regimen, substitute Positive emotion for any of his own
internal Negativity. He does not repress his Negativity.
He accepts it, feels it, and then substitutes it out.
The CHI master is a master of his emotional flow to his
fellow MAN. He is empowered, enriched, enlightened. He
is so extraordinary. He is almost at the level of a BABY.
— 117 —
Guardian Angel of Guardians of the Cosmos
We are all – each of us – Guardians of the Cosmos
Understand that each individual is a Guardian of
Cosmic Potential.
...of Creativity ...Liberty, Love, Mercy, Kindness,
Intellectuality, Spirituality, Consciousness et al.
Some are particularly Guardians of Cosmic Beauty
and Grace
We each protect, elevate and advance these cosmic
treasures
We each can potentially breathe life into these
attributes
We each can transform and elevate them
(Would that we had enough time in the day, for sure)
And each transformation impacts the whole–of
humanity–and the cosmos
Therefore, do not underestimate your individual
importance in the cosmic design of matters
Being a ‘Guardian of Cosmic Potential’ is heavy and
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heady stuff
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If he sets his Sights too high, he will be relegated to
the realm of naïve dreamers. He must not over-reach.

We need you!

— 118 —
Guardian Angel of the
Warrior of the Light
The Warrior of the Light (see late 20th century book by
this name by the Brazilian author Paul Coelho) stands
upright and confident, his magic sword by his side.
He has a vision for the future, but is well grounded in
the present. He is armed educationally, intellectually,
emotionally, tactically, spiritually, possibly religiously.
He follows his star. He has a feel for his short-term,
medium-term and long-term goals, subject always
to fine-tuning.
He is a good friend to his allies; and a tenacious
enemy to his foes.
He does not always play-it-safe, for then he would have
to lower his Sights considerably. He assesses and reassesses the limits of the plausibly possible. The plausible
limits. That is his turf. But what does PLAUSIBLE mean?
He must trust his gut. Totally. He is a Warrior. He can
indeed possibly fail and fall – possibly never to rise again.
If he sets his Sights too low, it will be a life unfulfilled. He
will have let himself down in his most important mission.

If he sets his Sights just right, he may suffer along the
way, and he may bleed, and he may, from time-to-time,
kick himself for starting out on this possibly-too-bold
journey – but he will ultimately prevail – and the angels
of the cosmos will rise in unison – and applaud his
daring quest.
The Warrior of the Light is tranquil in the face of myriad
obstacles and challenges and, indeed, threats. But he
does have his magic sword by his side... and, deep in
his gut he knows, he knows, that one way or another,
he will, before his dying day, prevail...

— 119 —
Guardian Angel of the
Return of the young Prince
Battle-scarred and wizened, he gazes at the distant
Port. The Port of his hometown, which he left so many
months ago. When times were simpler. When he was
not particularly familiar with the term ‘defeat’ or “major
setback”.
The odyssey of the fleet was far more perilous than
anticipated. He had overestimated the power of his
“magic touch”. The journey was to prove far more
brutal than anticipated. The “strategic ground” had
radically shifted...and was to shift again several times
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before the end of the mission. The multiple betrayals,
as well as the blunders by hangers-on were extreme.
The losses along the way were heavy, quite heavy.
There was almost to be no return at all. Were it not for
some unanticipated change in the weather subsequent
to the ambush, the fleet would have been annihilated
on the first day of the surprise attack. They had been
ambushed by the 35-ship Pirate Fleet. And were it not
for the valor of the daughter of his Personal Secretary,
the Fleet would have been decimated on Day 14. And
he himself would ultimately have been either captured
or killed. The Personal Secretary’s svelte daughter,
Amanda, had feigned betrayal and desertion to gain an
eventual audience with the curious Pirate Commander
– and then drove a stiletto into his throat...shortly after
midnight.
Close. Very, very close.
When the initial alliances had broken up, the treachery
and betrayals followed almost unremittingly. And when
the pirate raiders scanned him through their eyepieces,
they did not particularly care that in his youth he had
been a local hero. They just came to plunder and
torture and kill. But the pirates also underestimated his
resourcefulness – and his cunning.
He now knew quite clearly who his friends and enemies
were. He had been about 90% on-target before the
journey. But the 10% miscalibration almost cost him
everything.
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He scanned from side to side. The now-smaller
Fleet. Pennants billowing. White sails filled with wind.
Heading homeward. Getting closer to Port now. 40%
of the principality’s Fleet at its peak. Two of his three
original top lieutenants were now dead.
He was DOWN 2 top lieutenants and 60% of his fleet,
and UP one treasure map. The trade-off had been
brutal. His destiny would now seem to rest with the
map. A searing 11” scar now crossed from his left
shoulder across his chest. The initial intent of the
mission was to return with awesome treasure. The
updated goal was to survive the assorted treachery –
and the seismic shift in alliances. No empire. No treasure.
For the time being, “live to play another day”. But the
home Port would be independent – and free from
attack – for now. And he, himself, was now forged-infire. And was a now a very, very fine-tuned warrior.
Emissaries from a faraway kingdom had – almost
magically just the week before – come by pilot ship
with exquisite news...offer of a potential alliance of
exquisite opportunity... far surpassing that of the
previous odyssey...the Phoenix Prince they had
called him. The Emperor of the faraway kingdom had
apparently been tracking recent events. And the distant
Empire had been intrigued. And the distant Emperor
was now apparently considering the possibility of
offering a Golden Alliance.
Fate or Mirage? Destiny – or pie-in-the-sky?

GOD AND GOOD
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The battle-wizened Prince was returning home now.
The young Prince needed time... some time... some
time to analyze the latest overture and think this
through... to re-gather his strength... to properly dress
his wounds... to re-center himself... to touch base
with his allies... to walk in his garden... and trek the
tree-covered paths of the mountain’s of his youth... to
interact with some of his boyhood friends... to gather
Life-Force from his Inner Circle and family ...and then...
to plan...

— 120 —
the LOST angel

* * * * end of Angels * * * *

GOD AND GOOD
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AFTERWORD to 120 Angels
“Holy quest for potential is the underlying core
dynamic of the cosmic order.
Holy quest for potential is the “primal scream”
of the cosmos. Holy Potential, emanating through
and from the Divine essence, radiates through the
universe – questing, pulsating, exploding, reaching,
energizing, expanding, in time and out-of-time.
It is at the core of the holy/natural drive of the cosmos.
It is the “primal engine” of cosmic existence.”
– from the work
God and Evil
PART TWO, Section 200.00
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***

“V’hassneh einenu u’kkal”
“But, the bush is not consumed”

The Biblical author (the GODHEAD of the infinite
“holy” human/Divine consciousness) was keen to the
mysteries of the cosmos, but his audience was simply
not ready....
It was three and a half thousand years premature to
unveil the cornerstone secrets of the cosmic order....
Instead, the Biblical author wrapped the key cosmic
secret – Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh – the key to the
Cosmic Code – in an enigmatic Burning Bush at the
epicenter of the saga that liberated the Jews – a saga
that would be re-told year after year at Passover at a
minimum, decade after decade, century after century,
millennium after millennium by an indefatigable – and
truly eternal people.

end of 120 Angels
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INDEX (alphabetical)
to 120 Guardian Angels
ANGEL
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ANGEL

ANGEL #

of -1 ,0, +1
A of “AHAVA”
of “ALEPH”
of ARCHITECTURE
of ASCENTS
of ASSAULTS ON THE THRONE
of the ASSASSIN
of AVENGING JUSTICE
of AWARENESS
B of the BETRAYED
of BLUE
of BREATHING
of BUBBLES
of BURYING THE DEAD
of BUTTERFLIES
C of CATCHING THE MOMENT
of CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING
			 of CHI BLACK BELT MASTER
of CHILDREN LAUGHING
of CIRCLES
of CLEAR STAR FILLED SKIES
of COMBATING EVIL
of COMFORT
of CONFIDENCE
of CONSCIOUSNESS
of CONQUEST
of COSMIC FULFILLMENT
of the COSMIC CONTINUUM

97
101
103
55
105
59
84
41
73a
93
32
112
13
80
57
40
89
116
19
52
8
74
53
17
73b
60
26
104

D

E

F

G

H

of CREATIVITY
of CUMULUS NIMBUS CLOUDS
of the CUMULATIVE CONSCIOUSNESS
of the DIGNITY OF MAN
of DISSENT
of DREAMS
of EARTHLY FULFILLMENT
of “EHEYEH ASHER EHEYEH”
of ELEGANCE
of ENCHANTED EVENINGS
of ESCAPE
of EXPLORERS
of FALLING IN LOVE
of FEAR
of FIRE
of FIVE-YEAR-OLD-GIRLS GIGGLING
of FLOWS, WAVES & CHANNELS
of FORGIVENESS
of FORTITUDE
of FRESHLY-BAKED “CHALLAH”
of FREEDOM
of “GEMORAH CHAVRUSAHS”
of GENEROSITY OF SPIRIT
of GEOMETRY
of GRACE
of GRATITUDE
of GUARDIANS OF THE COSMOS
of “HAVDALAH”
of HOLDING YOUR DAUGHTER’S HAND
of HOLOCAUST VICTIMS
of HONOR

ANGEL #

31
7
107
78
68
9
115
102
20
33
86
14
35
28
43
44
108
110
69
48
4
75
85
11
83
2
17
49
56
38
42
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ANGEL

I

J
K
L

M
O
P

R

of HOPE
of HORSEBACK RIDING
of INTERNAL HEALING
of INTIMACY
of IRON MILL WORKERS
of JOURNEYS TO FAR-AWAY LANDS
of JU JITSU
of KINDNESS
of KITE FLYING
of LIBERATION
of the LIBRARY OF LIBRARIES
of “LIFE FORCE” / CHI
of LIGHT
of LIGHTING “SHABBOS CANDLES”
of the LONELY
of the LOST ANGEL
of LOVE BONDS
of LOYALTY
of LURIANIC Kabbalah
of MARRIAGE
of MERCY
of OPTIMIZING POTENTIAL
of PASSION
of PEACE
of PLAYING CHESS WITH YOUR SON
of PROTECTING THE YOUNG
of PUNCTUATED EQUILIBRIUM
of PUTTING-THE-KIDS-TO-BED
of RAINBOWS
of RAPPROACHMENT
of RED

ANGEL #

21
65
95
87
58
82
71
18
54
45
96
106
12
25
1
120
36
51
109
37
5
81
15
100
88
46
114
50
10
29
34
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ANGEL

of REMEMBRANCE
of RESCUE
of RESILIENCE
of RETURN
of the RETURN OF THE PRINCE
of ROMANTIC LOVE
of the ROMANTIC LOVE PARTNER
S of SAGE WISDOM
of SAILING AGAINST THE WIND
of SELF DISCIPLINE
of SENSUALITY
of SEVEN-YEAR-OLD BUDDIES
of SEXUALITY
of “SHABBAT HAMALKAH”
of SNOWFLAKES
of SNOW-PEAKED MOUNTAIN RANGES
of SNOWSTORMS ON SCHOOL DAYS
of SPIRITUAL CLEANSING
of STRENGTH
of SUBSTANCE & FORM
of SUNRISE
T of TIDES
of TOUGH LOVE
of TRANQUILITY
of TRANSCENDENT GOALS
of TRUTH
of TWENTY FIVE + YEAR FRIENDSHIPS
V of VICTORY
W of WALKING THE KIDS TO “SHUL”
of WHITE
of the WARRIOR OF THE LIGHT

ANGEL #

79
99
90
32
119
16
92
98
67
64
30
27
94
111
3
70
62
91
76
77
6
24
72
63
113
61
66
39
47
22
118
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Part III:
The Lost Manual
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Introductory to
The Lost Manual
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The Lost Manual
The only CONSTANT in the universe is CHANGE
He who masters CHANGE, masters the universe
*

Fable has it
that in ancient times
a timeless MANUAL existed,
which, along with the Ark of the Covenant,
had been lost...

Advance, continuously advance
– on all fronts
Incrementally is OK – but steadily
An occasional leap is not a bad idea, as well.
*
Advance, continuously advance
– on all fronts
Incrementally is OK – but steadily
An occasional leap is not a bad idea, as well.
*
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*
With PASSION
comes both greatness and pain

PART III

– and you will energize your entire being
every hour, every day, every year
– to the day you complete your work here –
in this form

With GREATNESS
comes danger

*

With PAIN comes opportunity
*
There is nothing,
absolutely nothing
more powerful than
– “an idea whose time has come”

Life is great
Life is difficult
Giving your life MEANING & GOALS,
tips the scales towards one or the other
*
All good relationships are profound

Power must be anchored in justice
Justice must be anchored in power
Justice is elusive

They connect us with all eternity
They fill our souls
and elevate us as humans

*
*
Power must be used with finesse
ditto, Wealth
*
Seek after your own Potential –
steadily and inexorably

Treasure,
enhance and protect
loving relationships
Stay close to entities
which seem to bring out the best in you,
which seem to actualize your potential
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*
All individuals,
situations and greater contexts
are unique –
- and therefore
few “sage wisdoms” universally apply
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*
The ability to “listen”
is a pre-requisite for success
in business, romance, all relationships
(and metaphysics)
*

*
Multi-generational connecting,
meaning grandparent > parent > grandchild
connecting with love and care and respect,
will tend to enhance potential-life-force.
*

The ability to discern and then
deliver-to-the-other-party
what they desire and need most
is a pre-requisite for success
in both business and romance
(and metaphysics)
*

Entities and people
morph themselves every year.

Recent incarnations are more important than
prior incarnations. Move on!

Just follow the play.

Of course,
old realities and projections
only recalcitrantly fade.

- and be self-supportive of a positive morph.
*
Play the cards you are dealt;
Do not lament cards you were not dealt;

But, they are supplanted.
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*
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But, you can be fancy with generosity,
and can be simple in saying “yes”

Just concentrate on OPTIMIZING
*
the play –
and you will achieve success and fulfillment

One can grow
through “good fortune” –
with gratitude and generosity;

*
Strive to become
the embodiment
of (the unisex) values
you wish
your Dream Lover
to be –
and you will reach fulfillment
on multiple levels

And one can grow
through “bad fortune”
– if one can ju jitsu the toxicity.
If you can be adroit enough
to parlay both eventualities,
you will find yourself advancing
very steadily and quite inexorably
*

*
In weakness there is power;
in power, weakness…
corollary: His strength is also his weakness
corollary: In crisis, there is opportunity
*
Don’t be too fancy;
Don’t be too simple

Timing, Timing, Timing
Location, Location, Location
Preparation, Preparation, Preparation
Focus, Focus, Focus
Creative, Creative, Creative
Tenacious, Tenacious, Tenacious
Prioritize, Prioritize, Prioritize
Flexibility, Flexibility, Flexibility
Versatility, Versatility, Versatility
Diplomatically, Diplomatically, Diplomatically
Nimble, but ultimately, DECISIVE
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*
Low risk,
High potential reward: dream situation
High risk,
Low potential reward: disaster-in-the-making
*
Be truthful to yourself,
Believe in yourself,
Follow your star
and go for VICTORY
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*
Assemble, over the decades –
if you can, a small group around you

Each of whom can and will give you
* * * Loyalty, Love & Laughter * * *
[And be sure to do your share 120%]
*

*
If you segue from a dark universe
(say, an abusive household)
to a benign universe
(say, a New England college campus),
act accordingly.
Smile.
EXIT dark universes.
Brighten your universe.
JETTISON toxic people from it.

More than 50% of human happiness
derives from a good love partner;
Less than 50% of good love partners
are good marriage partners.
*
Love is great. Love is dangerous.
Love is elusive. Love is attainable.
Love is sublime. Love makes us craze.
*
Love is great. Love is terrible.
Marriage is great. Marriage is terrible.
Children are great. Children are great.
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*
Take good people
for granted
– at your own peril
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*
A pre–requisite for a good love partner
and/or mate
is the ability
to give love well and
to receive love well

Allow toxic individuals
to remain in your circle
–at your own peril

*
*

Treat someone
with full respect
– and you have a potential ally
Treat someone
with disrespect
– and you have a guaranteed enemy
Treat someone
with abuse
– and you have a lifelong mortal menace
on your case

Listen and learn like a baby
Float like a butterfly
Then, when you make your move…
Do it with conviction
And daring.
And go for victory.
*
Victory is always better than defeat.
But one can transcend setback,
and ultimately prevail
in even greater and more nuanced victory.
That road has been traveled.
*
Convey your message respectfully and clearly
(and carry thermonuclear warheads)

GOD AND GOOD
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*
Beware of guys
with no guy–friends,
and
of girls
with no girl–friends

*
Viewing all humans
as gifts from heaven
will advance you
on the chessboard of life
It will enhance your soul
with bountiful spirit

Beware
of guys or gals
with dozens
of “closest friends”
*
Surround yourself with
Loyal friends
(preferably from high school)
Loving family
Serious allies
Talented staffers
Proven professionals
Brilliant teachers
Veteran advisors
Guiding parents
Stimulating books and media
– and ONE good Love
– (even if necessarily, sequentially)

But, note,
case by case,
they may be more of a gift
to their mom,
than to you
*
Carry many and varied arrows in your quiver.
*
Hug your children –
– and all will be well
when the day is done

GOD AND GOOD
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*
Seek truth, but accept ambiguity
Seek safety, but accept pain
Seize life, but accept retreat
Plan, but accept uncertainty
Seek security, but accept vulnerability
Seek strength, but travel light.
*
Parlay your major strengths
Enhance your top strengths
– even from a dozen different angles
via a dozen different modalities.
It is your “top strength” which must lead the charge.
*
Attack your major weaknesses
– one or two at a time
Neutralizing a major weakness
will take a minimum of 3 lines of attack –
employed simultaneously over time in a
disciplined manner

…Why so much effort?
If the salient weakness
were so readily amenable to repair,
it would not have evolved as your salient weakness
in the first place
After resolution, take on the next one or two
salient weaknesses...
will keep you busy...out–of–trouble... :)
Your sub–conscious inner guidance system
will prioritize for your conscious guidance system...
*
Seek after your potential;
Understand that potential is at the core of the cosmic
dynamic and of personal fulfillment.
Chart–out
your overriding transcending goals
(such as spiritual fulfillment, perhaps)
As well as
more tangible life–achievement goals
(such as becoming an established professional)
And you will win at the game of LIFE
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*
Periodically,
articulate out–loud
and even write–out
your updated top 5 goals;
Your “Inner Potentializer / Tactician”
will ‘get the message’ with greater clarity
And will constantly be on–the–lookout
for anything–anything,
which advances your objectives
You will then find yourself advancing
to your goals more adroitly
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*
Understand that each individual is a universe.
Understand that YOU are a universe.
Respect the greatness of the random human.
Accept the frailty of even superstars.
*
Money is fuel for your life–engine
But only fuel…
A steady supply and a very considerable amount
in diverse storage depots is a good idea
*

*
Understand that
you are part of an extraordinary,
unfolding cosmic dynamic
Understand that
at birth you are already a profound
Creator–potential
– and area linked to Infinity and eternity
before you and after you

LESS is (sometimes) MORE.
MORE is (sometimes) LESS.
There is never too much wisdom
or too little ego.
*
Do not confuse glory with wisdom.

GOD AND GOOD
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*
Surrounding yourself with people
who consistently TAKE more than they GIVE,
is obviously sub–optimal
After they have drained you of your Qi,
they will simply move on
– to their next victim
*
Err on the side of more communication,
and less small talk.
*

If only a thousand
have taken that route
assess very, very carefully
and with due caution and analysis.

If only a hundred
have ventured there,
be very concerned;
danger may lie ahead.

If only ten
have taken that route,
pause, weigh, analyze, be extra vigilant,
take your time before engaging.

There is never too much versatility or money.
There is never too little humility or thriftiness.
*
If a million people
have already traveled a particular road,
no need to be overly apprehensive
before taking it.

If a hundred thousand
have already traversed it,
still give it thought
before traveling–forward.

If absolutely no one else
has gone there before,
ask your Mom.
*
Best
not to keep more money
than you actually need
at the moment in public view –
as many will seek to relieve you of it
or turn it against you.
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*
Anchor your life in good deeds.
Fill your heart with good will.
Allow your Soul to have a spiritual dimension
*
Smile at adversity.
Survive the storm.
Tenacious and cool.
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Fill your soul with tranquility,
no matter how severe the storm
And you will reap a thousand victories
*
Love, Gratitude and Potential
are the lifeblood of the cosmos.
Tap into these three,
and you are indomitable.
*

*
Maintain that sparkle in your eternal soul;
maintain it at full–sparkle :)
Be sure to keep that pilot–light burning;
keep that blue flame burning
with pure intensity.

Receive and give Love
when you are fortunate to have the opportunity.
Give gratitude to the Heavens
for all Love and Potential related to your being.
*

*
Celebrate each morning
Follow your star.
– and keep a very vigilant eye on cashflow.
*
Fill your heart with Good Will,
no matter what toxicity you are subjected to

the glory of LIFE
the gift of FREEDOM
the gift of POSSIBILITY
your being part of the RE–BIRTH of the world
a recent personal Victory
and then.......... Advance–Forward !
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*
Cosmic currents of Potential
reward POSITIVE–energy
and neglect NEUTRAL–energy.
– as these currents
reward dynamic pro–ACTIVE
and neglect static frozen–DEFENSIVE.
*
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who
(one way or another)
might USE (you);
and then ultimately
(one way or another)
might ABUSE (you)
This axiom applies
– to all faiths
– in all eras
All roads generally lead to their
power aggrandizement – directly or indirectly.

We may be Stardust,
poetically speaking

*
But, technically speaking
We are Lovedust
*
Be wary of any and all causes
“larger than yourself”
Only those at the top–of–the–pyramid
emerge NET WINNERS

*
Beware of clergy
– of all faiths –

Treat all with RESPECT
Powerful and Weak;
Rich and Poor;
Older and Younger
*
Ten supportive individuals
will not guarantee you
success in life
One parasitic, betraying individual
can undermine
your entire life
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*
If one is optimally pressing to optimize
one’s potential,
one will tend to feel fulfilled along a key
internal axis
If one nails an objective,
but does not re–boot and embark along
the next potential–quest,

*
Do not assume that
academics seek the TRUTH
or that
clergy seek GODLINESS
or that
lawyers seek the LAW
or that
justices seek JUSTICE.
Start with no assumptions.

the human psyche, at its very core,
will not be happy...
*

*
Four components have sustained nations
over the millennia:

Fully questing for one’s potential
along multiple axes,

Spirituality,

will tend to rejuvenate the soul.

Education,

Including quest for spiritual potential
in–the–mix,

Family,

will tend to optimize fulfillment.
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Creative tenacity
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*
The ultimate KEY, respectfully, is, as follows:
If we can,
on–the–one–hand,
understand Infinitude/Divineness…
And yet, simultaneously,
be down–to–earth and grounded,
we then stand to inherit
both heaven and earth

Religions and spiritual movements
which primarily
politically empower
the movement’s hierarchic elite,
inevitably turn out to be
the bane of humanity
*
For any movement to assert that it
spiritually empowers its masses,
while, in the process,

*
Understand your mortality,
while remembering simultaneously

it simultaneously demonizes other groups
(subtly or overtly),
– is a perversion of spirituality
and a cynical manipulation

that you are a complete and complex
of its own idealistic adherents
– and somewhat infinite – universe.
*
Religions and spiritual movements
which primarily
spiritually empower the masses,
advance humanity

Variations of this nefarious power–gambit
have caused endless horrors
spanning the millennia
to this day
*
Random acts of kindness
(not that I’m too good at this)
will tend to accrue to your benefit
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Random acts of kindness
just may unleash the angelic
(dimension or spirit or power)
within you
*
Almost all revolutions
ultimately morph into engines
for power aggrandizement – personal, political,
territorial, etc.
Therefore,
try to avoid being overly enraptured,
captivated, hypnotized or otherwise
held hostage by the revolution du jour.
In fact, best to get out of its way.
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you are thoroughly integral to...
............................the Divine

– ALL OF US CUMULATIVELY

*
We are all interconnected
– past–present–and–future
*
like one multi–arrayed network of a
billion–trillion
human/spiritual

*
Add arrows to your quiver,
whenever you have the opportunity.
Use them judiciously, very judiciously.
*
and, finally,
understand that

Personal Creations stretching forward to the farthest
reaches of time
– and it is our awesome and infinite
cumulative CONSCIOUSNESS – WILL – CHI –
“ruach Adoshem” ** (Spirit–of–the–Divine)
– which drives the eternal cosmos ever–forward...
and onward !
*

GOD AND GOOD
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*

The purpose of each individual
Is to Quest for his/her Potential

PART III

*

Even simply integrating this core concept –
that your purpose is to quest after your individual
potentials –

*
into your psyche
will start transforming your life
Each of us has our own unique individual potentialities
– and, indeed, these evolve and morph over time

*

*

Your psyche will plan, process and think differently
Your mind will gear–up accordingly,

Your unique potentials might be in any realm(s)
*
examples: spiritual, religious, intellectual, maternal,
paternal, literary, emotional, business, trade, vocation,
finance, corporate, music, art, friendship, science,
engineering, the humanities, clergy, etc.

Positive advances and increased life–fulfillment
will ensue
short term and long term

*

***
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“Advance!”
one-word core doctrine,

Ultimately, we can transform ourselves
into Temples of the Spirit

– Israeli Armored Corps

To the extent that we do,
we cumulatively transform the entire world

*
Don’t Look Back !
– GOD to LOT’s wife (Genesis)

						

– unknown Hasidic rebbe

end of Summa
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see Appendix

>
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Q4P
Quest for Potential∞/ Extraordinariation
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Appendix
Section:
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A:
Metaphysics Analysis
One can never PROVE a metaphysics.
By definition.
Because one would have to stand outside the entire
cosmos to view it all –
and simulate Creation itself – to test it all.
*
However one can certainly ASSESS different
metaphysics.
Metaphysics is always hypothesis. But, hopefully very,
very intelligent hypothesis.
One can, indeed, analyze different metaphysical
constructs with a consistent set of questions.
*
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Now, some of the questions involved in assessing various
metaphysics might be the following: (These questions
tend to overlap, but have different thrusts and nuance.)
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Is the presentation some sort of miasma (murky,
obscuring vapor)
– or is it actually fairly articulate and systematic?

Is the metaphysics overarching? All-embracing?
Does the metaphysics handle the key questions
in philosophy? (re-capped in the INTROS and
FOREWORDS of the two books of this series)
Does the metaphysics have a fatal flaw(s);
a major gap(s),
– or does it essentially legitimately ‘stitch-together’
all the key issues
*
To what extent is the metaphysics TETHERED to classic
works or spiritual texts?
*

Are the themes, however allegedly profound, articulated
in a totally obscure manner –
– or in a generally intelligible manner?
*
Do we grasp the CREATIVE ESSENCE of the
presentation?
*
Does the proposed metaphysics gently ‘tip-toe around
the garden’ –
or does it attempt to get to the very core of the cosmic
code?

Does the core of the metaphysics RESONATE within us?
*
*
Is the case made exclusively “in an Ivory Tower” –

Does the proposed metaphysics primarily concern itself
with playing with SEMANTICS and DEFINITIONS –

– or is the case somewhat brought-down-to-earth,
as well?

or does it actually provide an overarching integrated
formulation for the cosmic order?
*

GOD AND GOOD
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A proposed metaphysics must be assessed, as well,
by these not inconsiderable – and, frankly, nonnegotiable, demands, as well:
Does the proposed metaphysics truly embrace all
known dynamics – in all fields?

APPENDIX B:

Does the proposed metaphysics embrace our
experiences and accumulated wisdom over the
centuries?

Schematically

Does the metaphysics embrace all that we scientifically
believe to have occurred – and the overwhelming great
bulk of what we hypothesize to have occurred – since
the dawn of time?
*
Does the particular proposed metaphysics – about our
most extraordinary universe and profound existence –
run flat and dry

(as introduction to this particular appendix, first let
us take one more quick look at the Baal Shem Tov’s
philosophy.....
see lead paragraph
on the Baal Shem Tov’s doctrines
(a.k.a. the BESHT’s doctrines)

Elements of Besht’s doctrines

– or does it, on some level,
actually, touch our soul?
***

Jewish Encyclopedia Online, http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/
view.jsp?artid=18&letter=B (accessed October 5, 2009)

“The foundation-stone of Hasidism as laid by Besht
is a strongly marked pantheistic conception of God. He
declared the whole universe, mind and matter, to be a
manifestation of the Divine Being; that this manifestation
is not an emanation from God, as is the conception of
the Kabbalah, for nothing can be separated from God:
all things are rather forms in which He reveals Himself…”
*********
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Now, having the BESHT’s doctrine noted above for easy
reference, to schematically outline what is happening
as regards our formulation,

GOD WITHDRAWS to create Man

juxtaposed against other formulations

B comes from WITHIN A

(tzimtzum)

*********

*

let

Baal Shem Tov:

A = God

encapsuled in one core proposition:
All is a Manifestation OF God

B = Man

(panentheistic)

AB = GodMan

A and B are part of AB
*

*********
SUMMA / Birnbaum:

Maimonides:
encapsuled one core proposition:
God created Man (Aristotelian)
A created B
*
Lurianic Kabbalah:
encapsuled in one core proposition:
Man is an emanation from God
(sort of, from WITHIN God);

encapsuled in one core proposition:
Holy Quest for Potential (to the infinite recursive power)
drives GOD, MAN and the COSMOS ever-forward
towards EXTRAORDINARIATION.

Now, Summa Metaphysica lays the FORMULATION
out in
18 multi-faceted propositions:
9 in the first book, God and Evil
9 in the second book, God and Good
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But, let’s give you the “Monarch notes’

3.

‘test-prep version’ here

We are ALL part of HOLY QUEST FOR POTENTIAL
(this is ~panentheistic, parallel to the BESHT)

on Summa / Birnbaum

4.
*

Thus, to attempt to outline SUMMA in 6 quick
propositions:
1.
QUEST FOR POTENTIAL∞ is on a journey from
POSSIBILITY through METAPHYSICAL REALMS through
REALITY, then towards PERFECT FULFILLMENT &
REALIZATION (‘EXTRAORDINARIATION’)
(the first part of this proposition has components
in-common with RASHI (‘na-asheh adahm b ‘zalmenu’ –
Let us make Man in our Image - Genesis), and with
Lurianic Kabbalah (En Sof...Sefirot) and Plato’s Forms...
aside from being anchored in ‘Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh’ –
Exodus)
2.
Infinite Potentialities at the end–of–the–rainbow
(‘EXTRAORDINARIATION’), retroactively ignite
Creation – and the Divine ‘spark’

We are all part of a grander, evolving COSMIC
Consciousness.
(this has components in common with the BESHT and
with Teilhard, the Jesuit philosophical renegade)
5.
Divine consciousness (the Godhead of the cumulative
consciousness) withdraws to give greater freedom
to MAN
(an anchor of the proposed solution to theodicy in Book #1)
(this has components in common with the Torah’s Hester
Panim (Hiding of the Divine Face) and with Lurianic
Kabbalah tzimtzum)
6.
ALL (AB) are on an ongoing journey towards
EXTRAORDINARIATION.
(components, almost in common with ‘Messianic era’)
***
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APPENDIX C:
Extraordinariation
To our readers:
Summa Metaphysica proposes the concept of
Extraordinariation.
This concept is proposed and elaborated upon in
the chapter
Mu: Cosmic Tool Kit- Shelf #2 above
(in the first section of this book, Cosmic Womb
of Potential)
The following is a finalé commentary piece on the
theme.
by DANIEL N. KHALIL:
EXTRAORDINARIATION

To say that the feeling in the listener’s soul at the climax
of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony is ‘perfect’ is drastic
and degrading understatement. The meta-emotional
human response to this piece of art (and it is not alone)
is outside of perfection as it is outside of language.
It is transcendent, extra, extraordinary.
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It has been said that God is the ultimate artist,
creating a world-dynamic with all the idiosyncrasies
of complex art. To praise His work as being merely
‘perfect’ or ‘efficient’ is to miss its creative essence.
It is to embrace the engineer while neglecting the
artisan. This is a neglect bolstered by science and
mathematics, disciplines whose unique understanding
of the universe’s exactitude has been used to turn the
focus from its delicate elegance. The cold progression
of evolution engenders an appreciation for the lion’s
strength, for the cheetah’s speed; the precision of
physics provides a window into the flawlessness of
our cosmos; but there is more.
Darwinian evolution need not have yielded the frail
butterfly, the vulnerable dove; the Earth’s orbit need
not have yielded the grace of changing seasons,
snow-decorated forests. Indeed laws of nature and
principles of physics need not have yielded complexity
at all. Nevertheless, complexity permeates our world
from subatomic particles to cosmic galaxies. It is this
complexity that allows for the sophisticated beauty that
stands in wait of our perception daily.
Yet the paradox of this complexity surfaces as we probe
it more deeply. Structural biologists have shown that
fundamental biology depends on predictable chemistry.
Quantum mechanics has shown that chemistry, in turn,
can be dissected into the physics that underlies it.
Einstein showed that even within physics separations
are an illusion. His special theory of relativity (1905)
revealed that the division between space and time is
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artificial. His subsequent general theory of relativity
(1915) showed the same of the distinction between
space-time and matter.
Thus, the broad perspective reveals our world’s
complexity while the deep, penetrating perspective
reveals its unity. Stepping back, we appreciate worldly
complexity, stepping close we are astounded by
its unity. Such is the paradox. Complexity and unity
challenge one another as they each thrust forward
expanding their respective scopes simultaneously.
New species are discovered as unified theorems are
developed. This duality teases us with its plainness:
we can only watch, spellbound, as our cosmos’
singularity and its nuance develop and unfold, handin-hand, before us. Herein lays the irony of our world’s
progression: a relentless trajectory towards unbounded
extraordinariation.
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APPENDIX D:
Consciousness
Consciousness remains a vast unknown.
Above, in the main body of the book, I posit a
“cumulative consciousness”. And this speculative
conjecture is an integral part of my philosophical
construct.
Now, we know from Astrophysics that
approximately half-a-billion years
after the Big Bang (with the Big Bang currently
calculated at 13.7 billion years ago), Supernovas
(collapsing hi–mass stars) started ‘creating/
manufacturing/cooking’ the so–called heavier elements
(elements heavier than #26 Iron) in their cores,
and then projected them outwards to the far reaches
of the universe.
These heavier Elements were, in turn, necessary
building–blocks for LIFE.
Meaning, without the DEATH of the supernovas,
there would be no LIFE.
Meaning, on some level, from DEATH,
emerges (fuller and fuller) LIFE.
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Now, we posit as a consistent theme throughout
SUMMA,
that: the human parallels the cosmic.
The question is just exactly how.
So, we see from Astrophysics, that DEATH can
profoundly yield LIFE.
The question is:
Is there a parallel in human death?
So, perhaps, perhaps,
(individual) human death enhances the
cumulative cosmic consciousness.
This is fragile and dangerous terrain,
and I simply do not have a good intuitive feel here.
Hence, placement in an Appendix.
However, intriguingly,
Maimonides, Guide to the Perplexed,
from Friedlander’s translation,
Part I, 74, 7th argument:
“Amr, and therefore the souls of all the departed
form only one being as has been explained by
Ibn Bekr Ibn Al-zaig, and others who ventured to
speak on these profound subjects. In short, such
intricate disciplines, which our mind can scarcely
comprehend, cannot furnish any principles for the
explanation of other subjects.”

APPENDIX

Somewhat cryptic, for sure, but positing that,
post-Death – all souls merge into one.
Now, Souls are certainly not necessarily
Consciousness.
But, then again, maybe they are (very) closely
inter–related...
Thus, perhaps, the Death of an individual, somehow
enhances the cumulative consciousness – on some
level, however profound.
Perhaps, we should respectfully leave this particular
matter (Consciousness) at that (for this treatise)...

Feb 11, 2008
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APPENDIX E:

APPENDIX F:*

Evolution from the Perspective
of Summa Metaphysica

Hasidic v. Kabbalistic
Jewish Encyclopedia Online, http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/
view.jsp?artid=18&letter=B (accessed October 5, 2009)

According to my reading of natural evolution,
random genetic mutations provide a ‘menu’ for
Quest-for-Potential∞ to “review” – and then select
from – or “lock-in on” – a new ‘genetic line’ most likely to
achieve optimal potential (which includes survival)...and
then transpose the genetic change across the
entire species, and possibly beyond that.
            
This “reading of the data” would harmonize “punctuated
equilibrium” nicely into an integrated theory.
            
This ‘reading of the data” through my lens of
“Quest for Potential∞ approximately half-a-billion years
/ Extraordinariation” would explain why we end up with
thousands of species of (dainty and beautiful) butterflies
– and not billions of species
of (ultimate survivor) slugs.

BAAL SHEM TOV
(“The Besht”)
“The foundation-stone of Hasidism as laid by Besht is a strongly
marked pantheistic conception of God. He declared the whole
universe, mind and matter, to be a manifestation of the Divine Being;
that this manifestation is not an emanation from God, as is the
conception of the Kabbalah, for nothing can be separated from God:
all things are rather forms in which He reveals Himself…”
As noted in Encyclopaedia Judaica on Baal Shem Tov {1997} [CD-ROM]

BASIC IDEAS OF HASIDISM
Creator and Universe
“‘The hasidic leader R. Menahem Mendel of Lubavich observes
(Derekh Mitzvotekha (1911), 123) that the disciples of the Ba’al Shem
Tov gave the “very profound” turn to the doctrine of the oneness of
God so that it means not alone that He is unique, as the medieval
thinkers said, but that He is all that is:…there is no other existence
whatsoever apart from His existence, blessed be He. This is true
unification…just as there was no existence apart from Him before
the world was created so it is even now.” …as a corollary of hasidic
pantheism (more correctly, panentheism)…’”
(author’s note: there are no extant writings of the Besht)

* also see sub-section
Extension or Separate ? in the introduction to this book
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Author’s editorial comment / perspective on the
classic and historic ‘dispute’ between Lurianism and
Hasidism on the subject:
As the gemorah might say,
“Eylu v-aylu divre’ Elokim Chayim”

i.e. Both (exegesis) positions stand valid
side-by-side eternally
and, indeed, in this case,
both philosophical propositions:
The Lurianic*** [The universe as EMANATION from God]
–
and the Hasidic position
[The universe as MANIFESTATION of God]
Both tether different (intertwined) aspects of the
proposed Quest for Potential∞ paradigm.
*
Meaning, philosophical thrust #1 does not exclude
philosophical thrust #2, as the respective theological /
philosophical camps supposed; On the contrary, BOTH
philosophical thrusts must be true side-by-side in order
to explicate and outline – in even the most general
terms – the contours of an all-embracing metaphysics.
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APPENDIX G:
Push v. Pull
Classic Western and Jewish philosophy*
(call them both Model #1) each has –
the “Concrete subject” –
God –
“pushing” Creation forward –
in the moment.
Whereas my metaphysics
(call it Model #2) has –
the future perfection goal-point –
Infinite Divine Potential –
“pulling” and igniting Creation –
from the future.
Thus, these are 2 very different “models”
– on multiple levels.

*
*** Lurianic is a thrust of Kabbalistic

* Kabbalistic Jewish philosophy diverges from mainstream Jewish
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APPENDIX H:
“The Spiraling Collective”
The outwardly-spiraling
COLLECTIVE-vortex-unity

Taking-a-stab at a more schematic representation of
the current state of our little Quest for Potential∞
dynamic, we respectfully offer the schematic on the left.

CUMULATIVE

Spirituality
wrapped-around (and interlaced with)
CUMULATIVE

Consciousness
wrapped-around (and interlaced with)

“The Spiraling Collective”: an industrious and ultimately
spiritually-driven ‘collective,’ which has a habit of
creating solar systems and life forms, and is even
rumored, via its GODHEAD, to have parted the Red Sea
once, a long time ago...

CUMULATIVE

Intelligence
wrapped-around (and interlaced with)
CUMULATIVE

Life-force
wrapped-around (and interlaced with)
CUMULATIVE

Energy

wrapped-around (and interlaced with)
CUMULATIVE

Potential



– D. Birnbaum
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APPENDIX I:

APPENDIX J:

Balance and Diversity

Convergence

To focus first on our own planet,
balance of life and diversity of life
are embedded in the overarching theme of
Quest for Potential∞/Extraordinariation.
.....which maneuvers on an ongoing basis
to advance these two important “sub-motifs,”
among others.

APPENDIX

All roads lead to the infinite fount of Quest for Potential∞.
Religion, spirituality, the life sciences, physics, chemistry,
astronomy et al. all converge on the road to Infinity.
They do not quite merge, as the quest for ultimate
infinity is elusive, but they do converge.
In our quasi–finite milieu they are seemingly separate,
– at least without the Quest for Potential∞ overlay
onto them.
However, on that ethereal road to the infinite fount of
Quest for Potential∞ they converge closer and closer.
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Why is that?
Because they were originally tributaries of the “fount”
of Quest for Potential∞/Extraordinariation. Thus, an
objective observer looking at their trajectories would
track back to their original divergence from the fount.

APPENDIX K:
Cracking the Cosmic Code

Thus, they are each truly not “complete” without that
“Crown” (of Quest for Potential∞ ) affixed to them.
And it is at the “Crown–point” that they converge,
de facto merge, and de facto unify.

Physics attempts to do so.
Secular philosophy attempts to do so.

***
Key “gaps” and “loose-ends” across the spectrum
of fields of human study and inquiry, will tend to
“fill-in” relatively seamlessly employing the above.

***

Note that “Keter” (Crown) is, as well, an important component
in Kabbalah. There is a convergence, to utilize that same term
once again here, between my usage of the term Crown and the
Kabbalistic explication of Keter.

Religious philosophy attempts to do so.

All hit major “roadblocks.”

Why is that?
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Because, the code–breaker is Quest for Potential∞/
Extraordinariation, (Q4P), which is at the intersection
of all three, but not classically thoroughly within any
of the three.

Do the three indeed intersect?
The mainstream classic wisdom would be –
not necessarily.
But the mainstream classic wisdom is wrong.
All three intersect at their fount (see exhibit above –
Convergence).
And their fount is the crucial intersection.
Only a dynamic with the transcendent - and
“intersecting” – overarching power of Q4P,
could possibly have had the power to ignite a cosmos.
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Q4P would be in the realm of Metaphysics. Not quite
physics and not quite philosophy of any classic stripe.

Only a theme from within the general genre of
Metaphysics could ultimately be able to provide a
potentially satisfying possible simultaneous answer to
hitherto inexplicable conundrums in those 3 classic
realms noted above –
[classic physics]:
Where did the first quark came from?
Meaning, where did the very smallest sub-atomic
particle, whatever that turns out to be, come from?
[classic philosophy]:
Why there is any reality at all?
Meaning, why is there not simply a state
of “nothingness”?
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APPENDIX L:
[classic religious philosophy]:
What are the eternal origins of the infinite Divine?
Meaning, by what imperative/actualization is there
the Divine which you posit/assert?

However, the introduction of Q4P does, respectfully,
simultaneously and elegantly “solve” all three issues,
and the constellation of related issues in each field.
I have covered these matters – at least on the surface –
over the course of the two volumes of Summa.

Life

Life would appear to be both –

– an end in and of itself of Q4P
as well as

*

– a portal to greater Q4P

These rich and crucial themes need to be developed.
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APPENDIX M:

APPENDIX N:

Is Q4P Morally Neutral?

Extraordinariation
juxtaposed
v.
tohu va-vohu

That does not appear to be the case.
“Giving-ness” is crucial for child-rearing, and childrearing is crucial for cosmic Q4P. And “giving-ness”
is clearly identifiable with “good” (at least by me).
Presumably “giving-ness” was crucial to creation itself,
but I have not discerned the play there.
As readers and writers, our natural inclination might
be to associate greater good with greater potential.
That would be my position.
On net balance the cosmos thus would seem to tilt
towards the positive.
However, the tilt towards the positive is not necessarily
overwhelming – by any means.

One can hypothesize that Extraordinariation is
juxtaposed against
tohu va-vohu (the empty chaotic nothingness).*a
To take matters further, one can hypothesize that
to keep the cosmos from imploding back into
nothingness,
Extraordinariation must advance with more dynamism
and richness outward,
than tohu va-vohu pulls inward.
This theme can be developed elegantly, and dovetails
well with the other components of Q4P, but it remains
forever within the realm of hypothesis.

Dealing with this question is a very major undertaking.
And I’m not so brave.
*a

see Genesis 1:2: “And the earth/land was tohu va-vohu.”
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APPENDIX O:

APPENDIX P:

“Secular Divine”
v. “Religious Divine”

Optimization

As noted elliptically in the text,
Q4P (Quest for Potential∞/Extraordinariation)
works as a “Secular Divine” metaphysics and works
well as a “Religious Divine” metaphysics.
But, either way, we are dealing with an infinitely
radiating, infinitely-grasping consciousness, and
infinitely–grasping power: The Divine.
One cannot posit infinite on all fronts, and then
come back and say that this is not a “Divine” entity/
dynamic/force.

APPENDIX

The signature component of Q4P
(Quest for Potential∞/ Extraordinariation) is optimization.
The component will tend to optimize anything and
everything.
*
For example, life on earth will emerge both on
the oxygen-sustained surface, as well as in toxic
hydrothermal vents in the depths of the ocean.
Optimization has “worked-out” the solution-path in
each case.
But, remember, optimization is the signature
component of Q4P, which in turn is at the heart
of Infinite Divine Potential.
*
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From Big Bangs to the evolution of snails, optimization
will be hard at work.
From advancing human consciousness, to advancing
peak-experiences, from the spiritual through the sexual,
optimization has a 24/7 “consulting contract.”
*
Both the optimization components of (Newtonian)
calculus and the iterative components of Mandelbrot
fractals are the (intertwined) mathematical threads
here. They presumably underpin the mathematical
component, which I hypothesize to be present.
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APPENDIX Q:
Q4P
juxtaposed
v.
Vicissitude

(All) the other fields and extraordinary dimensions
to this optimization component, presumably are
intertwined–with, and wrap-around, the math.

Some readers, after concluding reading the Summa set,
posed the same question with which I started the series
in the first place: If Q4P, why evil? Now, that question
was dealt with heavily in Book #1 and dealt with again
intermittently over the course of Book #2.

This may prove somewhat hard to clinically prove :)

But, let’s approach the question from one more angle,
a very rough analogy, as we end this series.

*

The trip from the Old World to the New World involved
stormy and quite-lethal voyages across the Atlantic.
And even when the New World was reached, there was
no shortage of travail. But there was ‘advance.’

And we advance–forward.
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APPENDIX R:

APPENDIX S:

More Powerful v. Perfect

Book #1 (God and Evil)
v.
Book #2 (God and Good)

The proposed Summa metaphysics is not perfect.
Perfection is hard to come by when trying to
get one’s arms around the infinite.
However, Summa would appear quite significantly
more powerful than the competing known
metaphysics offered to date (over the past three
to five thousand years).

Many readers of the Summa much prefer Book #1 over
Book #2.
Presumably, it is clearer, and its style is more in a classic
expository presentation/form. Plus Book #1 actually uses
real, normal sentence structures.
Furthermore, Book #1 is almost a stand-alone, fairly
comprehensible original and hi-energy, complete
Metaphysics.
But only ‘almost.’
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Whereas Book #1 conceptualized and framed-out the
existence of Quest for Potential (enroute to dealing with
theodicy, and before I brought Extraordinariation into the
equation), Book #2 attempts to get its arms around the
entire Q4P.
However, the mission of Book #2 is not so simple.
How does one use regular language to describe an
infinitely expanding (as we speak) Infinitude?
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To achieve my (ambitious?) goals for Book #2, I needed
to not only push my own psyche to its limits, which was
frankly painful, but I needed to push your psyches to
their respective limits, which I presume may have been
somewhat grating, aggravating, frustrating or some
combination thereof.
I saw no other route.
And time marches on.

I thought about Book #2 for fourteen years before
commencing 5-6 years of writing. And I only even
conceived of a line of approach 12 years into the
fourteen years of mulling-over this little task. So, either
I’m slow or the task is challenging, or some combination
thereof.
As noted in the introductory section to God and Good,
Book #2 is heavily intuitive as the major motif, and
heavily intellectual as the minor motif, whereas Book #1
was the mirror-image in these regards.

— Birnbaum

Remember that Book #1 initially encountered very
significant resistance when it was published in 1988.
No one criticized it; it just wasn’t ‘grasped.’ Then, about
2-5 years after publication, it achieved ‘traction’, for
whatever combination of reasons. Note that Book #2
plays at a totally different level (higher) than Book #1,
which itself was not shy in its goals.
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APPENDIX T:
*

Following the Analogy
Using one of our basic assumptions, that HUMAN
parallels COSMIC, one can conjecture that there is an
aspect of perpetual re–birth to (at least portions of)
the cosmos.*A

Thus, not only does the human spirit transcend one’s
death; it even ultimately transcends the Death and
re–Birth ad infinitum (hopefully), of components of the
cosmos itself.

In physics, there is a school of thinking along these
lines, as well.*B

***

*
The Midrash/Kabbala talk about cosmic cycles. According to
this (hitherto) esoteric school of thought, we may be in the 4th or 5th
or 6th cosmic cycle.
*A

Our Infinite Divinitude ultimately pierces through the
various cosmic births and deaths. It is this Infinite
Divinitude which is necessary for Cosmic birth to
begin with. But, as articulated, the primary fount of the
Infinitude is its cumulative future potential (and not its
past). This concept – and this concept alone – closes
the metaphysical circle.

*B

See also encyclopedia entries for Cyclic Model Cosmology:

						
						

# Paul Steinhardt; Neil Turok 2002
# Lauris Baum; Paul Frampton 2007
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APPENDIX U:

APPENDIX V:

By-definition Telescoping Elasticity

Hypothesizing about Cosmic
Origins

One of the great advantages of Q4P as the proposed
core cosmic dynamic is its by–definition inherent
telescoping elasticity. As conceptualized, it can
telescope from classic nothingness to infinitude. We
need that crucial “telescoping” aspect built-in to the
core of the unitary proposed dynamic.
Meaning, that not only must the dynamic qualify as the
core of the evolving Divine Infinitude, it must be unitary,
“simple” and have telescoping elasticity, as well, among
other nice (infinite) aspects delineated over the course
of the two-book series.

Clearly, this – hypothesizing about cosmic origins –
is the most challenging aspect of metaphysics.
Now, while one can write with conviction about the
elegance of a hypothesis, one cannot truly write
with conviction about the validity of a cosmological
hypothesis.
But the near-certain validity per se, of a cosmological
hypothesis is not truly the conceptualizer’s goal.
For, in dealing with the realms of the infinite and
cosmic origins, our levels of consciousness to date
(and perhaps for a long time to come) may simply be
inadequate
A worthwhile goal, however, would be a more dynamic
and elegant hypothesis than has hitherto been offered.
That is what Summa proposes.
We seek to advance forward – another layer or two –
towards cracking the cosmic code. We do not presume
to articulate the penultimate core.
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now, re: (b)

APPENDIX W:
Physics, Metaphysics & Poetry
a) PHYSICS will not solve PHYSICS without
METAPHYSICS....and
b) METAPHYSICS will not solve METAPHYSICS
without POETRY....
now, re: (a)
Why is that?
PHYSICS operates with a quasi-dead-spot on its
cumulative brain that PHYSICS is a stand-alone field....
albeit directly interacting with the hard sciences.
This is wrong.
All fields are interconnected – meaning the hard and
soft sciences – and it will frankly require integrating
multiple fields to penetrate truly deeply into the
cosmic code.

Why is that?
Metaphysics operates with a quasi-dead-spot on its own
cumulative brain that METAPHYSICS is a stand-alone
field...albeit directly interacting with the hard sciences.
This is wrong.
The concepts necessary to get us to the core of cosmic
code are too abstract for METAPHYSICS alone (whether
from 5,000 years ago or contemporary). [Among other
thinkers, the legendary theologian Rav Kook (b. 1865),
Chief Rabbi of Palestine from 1921-1935, understood
and followed-through on this.]
POETRY, while still hampered by the limitations of the
human word and human consciousness, nevertheless
affords us the opportunity of potentially thrusting closer
to the core of cosmic mystery...
Of course, once one enters the world of POETRY, one
enters another netherworld....
Sort of, damned if you do; damned if you don’t
But, nevertheless, poetry ultimately has a place
in the arsenal of the metaphysician....
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APPENDIX X:
Holographic Universe Theory,
Information and SUMMA
In God and Evil (1988) I hypothesize “bootstrap
creation” to deal with the classic philosophical/
metaphysical/cosmology conundrum
of creation ex nihilo i.e. –
How is the cosmos seemingly created out of nothing?
God and Evil proposes an analogy to a leveraged
buyout in finance. Basically, in a leveraged buyout
one can potentially buy a company primarily by (sort
of) guaranteeing the seller the company’s anticipated
future earnings stream to (allegedly) cover the (periodic
multi-year) payments. [Often the Buyer is the CEO
or another prime protagonist related to the business
entity.]
Summa proposes that future potentials (in parallel to
future earnings) ignited the cosmos (in parallel to the
buy of a leveraged buyout). This is a core theme
which courses through this two-volume metaphysics
series.
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However, among other potential underlying
vulnerability points to this hypothesis is the question –
How does the “present” (at Creation) know the (infinite)
future (potentialities)?
Conveniently for me, along emerges Holographic
Theory [see Wikipedia entry] into mainstream physics
over the past twenty+ years (c. 1990–2010 and now
advancing-forward).
Now, Holographic Theory increasingly has no shortage
of explicators and variations on its core themes.
However a common denominator of the various
hypotheses under this (Holographic) umbrella would
be that INFORMATION is
(a) (somehow) stored on the space-time boundary,
and that
(b) this information may interact internally in a modality
that defies the classic linear arrow of time.
Now, once the internal interaction of information
can possibly interact outside the boundaries of the
classic linear arrow of time, “a bootstrap universe”
cosmological hypothesis has a further (albeit certainly
not necessarily sufficient) – and key – intellectual
toehold.
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APPENDIX Y:
Counterposing
Summa Metaphysica (1988, 2005)
with
Spinoza (d. 1677)
There are many intersection points, but the two
treatises are radically different, if not diametrically
opposite at the core.
Spinoza posits a coldly impersonal core unifying
dynamic;
I posit a fiery all–pervading consciousness.
Spinoza holds GOOD and EVIL to be relative
concepts;
I hold them to be objective and distinct.
Spinoza discerns no ultimate purpose to the cosmos;
I do – Quest for Infinite Potential/Extraordinariation.
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Spinoza posits a thoroughgoing deterministic universe
(i.e. that absolutely everything that happens, occurs
through the operation of necessity)
I certainly do not. Randomness, Emotion, and Free Will
are key components in my Metaphysics. Ultimately,
Quest for Potential/Extraordinariation layered-over
Randomness, Emotion and Free Will – is iterative as its
key component, and not overarchingly deterministic.
Please note several respectful interrelated observations–
• I do, of course, humbly recognize Spinoza’s genius
and position in “the pantheon.”
• I believe the Jewish community’s reaction to him
was wrong. Respectfully, a live and let live approach
would have been optimal and appropriate.
• I respectfully believe his philosophy is, indeed,
incompatible with Judaism.
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APPENDIX Z1:
Survival
How does “survival” fit into the Quest for Potential∞/
Extraordinariation paradigm?
Clearly “survival” is necessary. Obviously. But it is far
from sufficient. Thus, necessary, but not sufficient.
“Survival,” in my paradigm, does not occupy the
overwhelming paramount position ascribed to it by
many “survival of the fittest” 19th and 20th century
Darwinists. If it did, we would see far more species
of slugs, and radically fewer species of butterflies.
At the same time, over the eons the relative priority of
survival to extraordinariation may have intermittently
shifted:

More species with high probability survival in-place
> more emphasis on extraordinariation, etc.
More species in a precarious survival situation
> more emphasis on survival.
Clearly, to stay in the game, survival is necessary.
But we hypothesize that overall, the macro–signature
theme of our cosmos is “extraordinariation.” In any event,
while this area, like most areas involving the cosmos is
nuanced and textured, the key thrust (extraordinariation)
is clear.
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One is somehow embedded within the other.

APPENDIX Z2:
Primordial Realm Hypothesis

Precisely how? I do not know.
Only ‘possibility’ can bona fide be hypothesized by the
metaphysician to have been eternal.
It is the sole term/theme/concept which works. Period.

At the ‘beginning’ there was not “nothing.”

It is simple – and it rings true. To me.

At the “beginning” there was
“layer upon layer of pure possibility”
– whatever that precisely means.

A theologian can now peg-off the above and
hypothesize –
a) that God is the embodiment of “possibility”
or
b) that God is the embodiment of “potential.”
or
c) that God is the embodiment of
“extraordinariation”
or
d) that God is the embodiment
of “possibility/potential/extraordinariation.”

Call it “metaphysical possibility.”
Call it “the plentitude of possibility.”
No matter what the precise jargon, it was “possibility.”
‘Possibility’ then somehow morphs to
(its “first cousin”)
Quest for Potential∞/Extraordinariation.
Precisely how? I do not know.
Why do I call the two “first cousins”?
Because they are very closely related and inter-related.

The last one (d) would be my personal, private view.
But as a (putative) metaphysician, I would just keep it
simple:
At the “beginning” – there was “possibility.”
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*

end of Appendix section

*
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ROAD MAP

The Potential∞ Point:
Road Map
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ROAD MAP

Summa Metaphysica

The Potential∞ Point:
Road Map

Summary/Overview
of the hypothesized
metaphysical underpinnings
of the embryonic journey
of the Infinite Divine
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ROAD MAP

employing just one concept

Quest for Potential∞/Extraordinariation
Summa Metaphysica
proposes a simultaneous solution to –
Cosmogony
Theogony
Theodicy



cont’d
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Road Map

Possibility, is, by definition, eternal
*
One cannot really challenge the eternality of
Possibility…
…. the only concept whose eternality is basically
unassailable….
Thus, Possibility – in one form or another – is a very
prime candidate for the prime engine which pulls
Reality from out of the Void
*
But how is there seemingly creation ex nihilo –
creation seemingly out-of-nothingness?
*
Possibility per se does not necessarily have the
power to pull Reality from out of the Void
However, a variation on Possibility – Quest for
Potential∞ to the infinite power – just might have the
power to do just that…
*
How?
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The combined power of all potentials down-the-road
might be an imperative strong enough....
to cumulatively retroactively ignite the cosmos…
Meaning, at Creation the future ignites the present.
This is our crucial pivot, among several key pivots…
Summa Metaphysica calls this “bootstrapping
creation”…
[pre-Creation, TIME can more readily be hypothesized to have
(more) elasticity and/or multi-directionality]

*
Since there is a cosmos, which apparently was de
facto ‘ignited,’ at least once, we hypothesize that
Quest for Potential∞ was the spark…
*
But how might this ignition have taken place?
*
Possibility had nowhere to go within the Void…
We hypothesize that Possibility coiled within itself.....
morphing to its dynamic ‘first cousin’ Quest for
Potential∞....
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Then, Quest for Potential∞ coiled within itself by a
factor of, say, a ‘zillion trillion’ to the infinite power….
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*

For eons upon eons…

(infinite) Expansion, with nowhere to go
without Reality…

Aching, yearning for expression, realization.........

The ultimate yearning….

[investigate ‘Mandelbrot Fractals’ in mathematics]

*

*
Quest for Potential∞ eventually fine-tuning its game…

The quintessential irresistible force –
Quest for Potential∞

Ultimately achieving ‘radar lock’ on the optimal route
towards Extraordinariation

Desperately probing for an opening through the
quintessential Immovable object – The Void

[investigate ‘the Calculus’ in mathematics re: optimization]

*
Trying to discern a path into Reality
*
A cosmic impasse
.........a seemingly eternal impasse…
*
Like a coiled-spring vainly attempting to expand
infinite-fold within an infinitely small ‘space’
An infinitely-expanding metaphysical entity
trapped within a non-existent physical space

*
Quest for Potential∞/Extraordinariation now
advancing’ towards critical mass…
*
After an eternity of loneliness, the Void “could not
‘take it’ anymore”…
*
Potential Extraordinariation beckoned…..
*
Potential Extraordinariation teased…
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Potential Extraordinariation seduced
*

***

Potential Extraordinariation pulsated….
*
Then, potential Extraordinariation within potential
Extraordinariation now infinitely iterating… achieves
critical mass…..
*
The cosmic-balance is tipped ….The Void gasps
and yields its hitherto eternal imperviousness

The paradigm simultaneously also impels a parallel
‘reworking’ of –
Intelligent Design
Anthropology
Darwinism
‘Man’s place in the cosmos’ question
‘Purpose of Man’ question
and, of course,
Cosmology
Philosophy
Biology
et al.

*
......and the heavens exploded forth –

not to mention, all-embracing
Metaphysics
which impelled us here in the first place

the Potential∞ Point*

***
end of Road Map

cont’d

cont’d
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We respectfully posit that the implications of
the Summa hypothesis span all of humanity’s
mainstream fields of study, whether the hard sciences
or the soft sciences, as all fields, in this hypothesis,
ultimately track back to the Singularity and to the
Big Bang.....the Genesis point.....what I would
name the Potential∞ Point*

* the Eheyeh-asher-Eheyeh Point .....
that is,
the I-WILL-BE-THAT-WHICH-I-WILL-BE Point

© 2006, 2009
DAVID BIRNBAUM
DBprivate@aol.com
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Quest for Potential∞/ Extraordinariation
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COMPETING COSMOLOGICAL THEORIES

Competing
Cosmological
Theories
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Competing Cosmological Theories
1-Sentence Encapsulizations **
Barrow/Tipler’s Anthropic:
A comparison of two proposed
unified cosmological theories

“We had to end up with the current universe,
because this is the only universe which humans
could observe”

*

Barrow/Tipler’s
SACP Theory
[Strong Anthropic Cosmological Principle]
(1986)

v.

Birnbaum’s
Q4P Theory

Birnbaum’s Q4P
“Quest for Potential∞ is the original pulse of –
and continues to be the primary engine of –
the Divine and the Cosmos”
** for expanded elaboration on each,

[Quest for Infinite Potential∞/Extraordinariation]
(volume I 1988;
(volume II 2008)

see respectively,
Anthropic Wikipedia via search engines
Quest for Potential∞ via www.SummaM.org

cont’d

cont’d
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based upon a
Scientific Essay
by
Steven Gross

COMPETING COSMOLOGICAL THEORIES

One (not the only) way Q4P may potentially express
itself is to create a universe in which the SACP is an
operating principle/force/power.
The SACP explains many puzzling features of our
universe and is a physical idea with predictive power.
The alternative physical theories posit 10^500
universes (multiverse) (see book by Susskind or
Wikipedia) to explain the same features, or simply
ignore those features saying that question is ‘not a
scientific one.’

Jerusalem
January, 2010

SACP v. Q4P
It is assumed that the reader has a nodding acquaintance
with the Strong Anthropic Cosmological principle (SACP)
(see the book by Barrow and Tipler or Wikipedia) and with
Birnbaum’s Quest for Potential∞ (Q4P). Further, I assume
that the reader is willing to accept both the SACP and
Q4P at least as working hypotheses.
The SACP is an expression of Q4P restricted to a physical
plane. {Meaning, SACP may be construed as a potential
offshoot of Q4P, but we must understand that SACP is
restricted to physicality, as opposed to spirituality, morality
and other aspects of the potential gamut of life.)

cont’d

The SACP becomes a powerful way to express/
implement/develop Q4P, but only on a limited,
physical battlefield. The SACP is thus only a physical
expression of the Q4P, albeit a powerful one.
SACP does not at all extend to the moral/spiritual
levels. It does not explain joy, tragedy, love, irony,
pathos etc. In other words, it does not explain the
gamut of the human psyche, including the emotional
and the aesthetic, among other aspects.
Potential conceptual and logical weaknesses in SACP
are well known. See encyclopedia articles.

cont’d
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But, the key issue, as juxtaposed against Q4P in
particular, may be that SACP does not answer the
quintessential big question, “WHY”:
Why there is anything at all?

Q4P as a potential wrap-around SACP, indeed solves
– and fills-in – a lot of problems/gaps for SACP. The
converse is not true. SACP certainly does not add–to
the intellectual rigor of Q4P.

SACP tries to explain why there is life, and our
particular form of life, once you posit a universe.
But, why is there a universe?

Note that like other pre-1988 attempts at unified
paradigms, the conceptualizes of SACP (in 1986)
did not have an option of reviewing Birnbaum’s Q4P
(1988; 2008) before presenting their respective
hypotheses. Indeed, as Q4P’s author operates well
outside the scientific community, there is limited
dissemination to date of his paradigm, which is
currently more disseminated within the metaphysics/
philosophy community. Part of the issue is that
Birnbaum positions his paradigm as an overarching
solution to key issues within a panoply of fields,
ranging from theology to the hard sciences.

This same seeming insurmountable hurdle will be
faced by proponents of multiple universe theory, when
their “m–theory” is juxtaposed against
Birnbaum’s nimble ‘potential’ paradigm.
What is the origin of that which you posit to be
bedrock/eternal/infinite?
This is not a side question; it is a core question.
Q4P addresses the ‘eternal origins’ question in its
own core Unified Formulation (Summa Metaphysica,
Volume I, Part II). Q4P frontally and comprehensively
integrates carefully conceived responses to all of the
issues noted above.
Q4P handles the gamut of emotional, spiritual,
moral and aesthetic issues, as well. It develops an
expository sampling of 120 Potentials, proffered as
120 Angels.

Birnbaum has articulated consistently that the
solution to key roadblocks in Cosmology and Physics
will only be found in creative metaphysics, as per his
own paradigm.

***

GOD AND GOOD
Reprint of Unified Formulation
(from Summa I)
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INDEX OF SCULPTED TERMS

INDEX
of
Sculpted Terms *

Bootstrapping (creation), pp. 64, 65, 140, 142, 399
Cherry-Picked Evolution, p. 146
Cosmic “Tool Kit” pp. 61, 63, 96, 137, 149, 359
Cosmic ‘Leveraged Buyout’ (“Bootstrapping”), p. 65
Cosmic Tango, pp. 98, 118, 281
Cosmic Womb of Potential, pp. 13, 55-150, 380
Cosmic-Tapestry-Weaving, p. 73
Cumulative / Massed-Array Design, p. 148
Extraordinariation, pp. 12, 60, 137-150, 380-382
Holy Quest of Potential, pp. 16, 175, 295, 323, 377, 379
Inexorable Life-Questing, p. 69
Infinite Divine Extraordinariation:
pp. 12, 16, 26-27, 70, 73-83, 89-93,
99-100, 106, 110, 129, 135-135, 145-146
Infinite Recursiveness & Infinite Loop-Ability, pp. 65, 67, 128
Infinitely-Coiled Spirality, p. 64
Interlocking Divine Infinitude Quest, p. 75
Metaphysical Correspondence, p. 67
Mitosis of “O”, pp. 68, 105, 138
Optimizing Complexification / Contourization, pp. 144-145
Organic Super-Equation, p. 138
Physical Leveraged Buyout, p. 147
Quest for Infinite Divine Extraordinariation, pp. 74, 90, 99

Quest for Potential∞ (Q4P),
pp. 11-13, 15-16, 22-24, 26-27, 50-51, 62, 65, 70-71, 73,
77-82, 85, 92-93, 97, 99-103, 108, 113, 117, 123, 126-129, 133,
135, 138, 142-143, 145-146, 148, 158, 161, 175, 209, 219, 266,
285, 294-295, 308-309, 323, 377-378, 386, 388, 391, 398-401
Recursivity is Regnant, p. 139
Simultaneous Push / Pull Tension, p. 64
Spiraling Supra-Dynamics, p. 117
Subtle Dynamic, pp. 40-44
Supra-Dynamic, p. 24
Template Fidelity, p. 147
The Metaphysical Gates of the Forest, pp. 10-17
The Potential∞ Point, pp. 12, 72, 84, 134
The Potential∞ Point: Road Map, pp. 393-404
The Spiraling Collective, pp. 390-391
UNITY “POTENTIAL,” pp. 20-22
Vacuum-Busting, p. 70

note: Summa Metaphysica II: God and Good was copyrighted in 2005 and
posted on the web www.SummaM.org in January 2006. Note that several of
the above terms may very possibly have been used in a non-related manner
in some form prior.
Summa Metaphysica I: God and Evil was copyrighted in 1986.
* sculpted / synthesized / created
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*
end of
Summa Metaphysica
series
*

(but, the protégé also rises…)

books by
BIRNBAUM
Metaphysics

David Birnbaum

www.MetaphysicsA.com

Metaphysics

www.MetaphysicsB.com

Metaphysics

www.MetaphysicsB.com

www.MetaphysicsC.com

Metaphysics

www.MetaphysicsC.com

History-related

History-related

www.DavidBirnbaumAcademic.com

to order Birnbaum books online –

www.BirnbaumAmazon.org

re: Summa I
[continued]

“A Major Work in the Philosophy of Religion”*

“…there is no comparable volume offering such a
comprehensive, authoritative and intelligible discussion
of the problem…a remarkable effort to offer a fresh
approach...”
Paul Mendez–Flohr
Professor of Philosophy, Hebrew University,
Jerusalem Editor, Contemporary Jewish Religious Thought
“…an original, and, in this reader’s opinion, a very
promising point of view…the author gathers a
philosophically coherent and, in the end, highly modern
insight… a unified metaphysics…”
Louis Dupré
Professor of Religious Studies, Yale University

“…a major contribution to the Jewish conversations
through the ages, on theodicy, and the problem of evil
generally.”
Dr. Norman Lamm
President, Yeshiva University
“…a framework for a renewed exploration into the most
agonizing aspects of the meaning of religious belief… It
is an impressive attempt to focus intellectually on the
Holocaust without diminishing the primal outcry of pain.”
Rabbi Nachum Rabinovitch
Rosh Yeshiva Birkat Moshe, Israel,
Former Dean, Jews College, London

“…a major work in the Philosophy of Religion…
a masterful achievement…a novel and satisfying approach…
a major intellectual achievement.”
*Canon William Johnson
Professor of Philosophy, Brandeis University

“David Birnbaum brings the rich resources of the Jewish
tradition to bear on the universal problem of theodicy. The
result is a new synthesis… I can certainly recommend it
as a fascinating contribution to the philosophy of religion
which merits the attention of Christians and Jews alike.”
John J. Collins
Professor of Theology, University of Notre Dame
Editor, Journal of Biblical Literature

cont’d

cont’d

***
“the best book in print on the subject.”
–HERITAGE JOURNAL
[continued]

“God and Evil represents a bold attempt to formulate
an ingenious theory, which, drawing upon creative
reinterpretations of classical Jewish doctrine, places
the Free Will Defense within a broader metaphysical
framework…”
Rabbi Walter S. Wurzburger
Professor of Philosophy, Yeshiva University
Editor, Tradition
“All who read this book will find much instruction,
insight, and material for reflection…I find the overall
thesis of the book touching and inspiring…”
Rabbi Irving Greenberg
President, The National Jewish Center for Learning
and Scholarship (CLAL)
“A major work…a great intellectual and spiritual effort”
Joseph Dan
Professor of Kabbalah, Hebrew University

***

“Author and scholar David Birnbaum wrestles with the age–old
problem of the existence of evil… a compelling, stimulating and
creative contribution…”
–JUDAICA BOOK NEWS
“Birnbaum’s God and Evil is an extremely significant volume
which grapples forthrightly and originally with the problem…
well–organized… clearly written… persuasive… Birnbaum comes
as close as possible to solving the awesome dilemma of evil in a
world created by a just God.”
–JEWISH WORLD
“Birnbaum wrestles with the problem of evil from a Jewish
perspective, but provides fresh insights for Christians as well.
This is a good book, written in faith, and with honesty and
passion…”
–THEOLOGICAL STUDIES
Georgetown University
“Wiesel and Birnbaum share a deep respect for, and loyalty to,
their ancestral faith. Yet the contrast between their approaches is
ultimately perhaps as instructive as the approaches themselves.
Birnbaum’s approach is essentially that of the intellectual,
philosopher, and theologian…”
–CANADIAN CATHOLIC REVIEW
“a bold and highly original synthesis…audacious yet sensitive,
traditional and yet highly innovative…yet within the parameters
of an authentically Jewish halakhic point of view…an
intellectual odyssey”
–JEWISH REVIEW
***

reprinted from 5 Towns Jewish Times

www.SummaM.org

$18.00 / book
$36.00 / set
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